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E, GOODKLL, A.M.,

CHARLES

Pi (cMor of History and Political Science.

FRANK CARNEY.
Pl '-•«

AM, PH.D.,

i ( Gcdotp "nd Geography.

ARTIIL'R

M. BRIMBACK. A.M..

Professor of Chemiairy.

MALCOLM

E. STICKNEY, A.M.,

Professor of Botany.

PAI I. BIEFELD,

A.B.. PH.D.,

Pretest'r <f Auron.-my and Director of the Swaaey Observatory.

FORBES

B, WILEY, A.I!., PH.D.,

Benjamin Barney Professor of Mathematics.

CLARENCE

D. COONS, M.S.,

Irn PrOfSHOT "f I'liynlri,

THEODORE

S. JOHNSON, M.S.,

rYvfgffOf (.f ('ml Engineering.

THOMAS A

LEWIS,

A.M., PH.D.,

Professor of E<!ucaiion and Philosophy.

HAROLD

D. FlSH, M.S.,

Ailing Professor of Zoology.
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B. PECKHAM, A.M.,

ANNA

Associate Professor of Mathematics.
(Absent on leave. 191&-1916.)

A.M.,

BUNYAN SPENCER,

Associate Professor of Philosophy.

RAYMOND

W. PENCE, A.M.,

Associate Profeasor of English.

AUGUST ODEBRECHT,

A.M.,

Associate Professor of Modem Languages.

H. ESCHMAN, A.M.,

KARL

Assistant Professor of Music and Director of the Conservatory.

A.M.,

IRVING STODDARD KULL,

Assistant Professor of History.
(Absent on leave. 1016-1910.)

LUCILE POWELL,

A.M.,

Acting Dean of Shepardson ColleKe and Asalatant Professor of Latin.

S. WIIITTLESEY, A.M.,

DERWENT

Acting Assistant Profeuor of History.

EVERETT

P. JOHNSTON, A.B.,

Acting Assistant Professor of Public Speaking.

B.S.,

WALTER LIVINGSTON,

Director of Physical Training for Men.

LILY BELL SEFTON,

B.S.,

Instructor in Chemistry.

E. SCHOONMAKER, A.M.,

HAZEL

Instructor in Mathematics.

FANNIE

J. FARRAR,

Instructor in Piano and Head of Department.

CARRIE

M. HOWLAND,

Instructor in Art.

EUGENIA

E. FINLEY,

Instructor in Domestic Science.

ANNABEL BRADSTREET,

A.B.,

Instructor in Physical Training for Women.

HENRY

H. TILBE, A.B., PH.D.,
Instructor in Latin.

FRANCIS

F. PATRICK, B.PH.,

Instructor in English.

RUTH ORCUTT,

M.S.,

Instructor in Biology.
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ROBERT
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Committees of the Faculty
Committee on Curriculum:
and
\V. H. JOHNSON.
Committee on Entrance and Advanced Standing:
PROFESSORS \V. II. JOHNSON, GOODELL and HUNDLEY.
Committee on Registration and Classification:
PROFESSORS GOODELL and COLWELL, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
PROFESSORS COLWELL, BIEFELD, BRUMBACK, G<X)DELL,

POWELL.

Committet on Student Aid:
PRESIDENT CHAMBERLAIN, PROFESSORS COLWELL

and HUND-

LEY, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR SPENCER, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
POWELL, E. E. HOPKINS, MRS. ALICE K. HERRICK.

Committee on Student Affairs:
PRESIDENT CHAMBERLAIN, PROFESSOR

T. S. JOHNSON, AS-

SISTANT PROFESSOR POWELL.

Committee on Advanced Degrees:
PROFESSORS W. A. CHAMBERLIN, BIEFELD and FISH.
Committee on Rules and Regulations:
PROFESSORS CARNEY, MCKIBBEN and WILEY, ASSISTANT
PROFESSOR WHITTLESEY.

Committee on Schedule:
PROFESSORS COONS and W. H. JOHNSON, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR ODEBRECHT and ASSISTANT PROFESSOR POWELL.
Committee on Teaching Appointments:
PROFESSORS LEWIS, COONS and VV. H. JOHNSON.
Committee on Student Publications:
PROFESSORS W. H. JOHNSON, MCKIBBEN and WILLIAMS.
Committee on Athletics:
PROFESSORS COLWELL, T. S. JOHNSON and COONS.
Committee on Inter-Collegiate Debating:
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR SPENCER, PROFESSOR WILLIAMS, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR JOHNSTON.

Committee on Community Service:
PROFESSOR W. A. CHAMBERLIN, PRESIDENT C. W. CHAMBERLAIN, PROFESSOR T. S. JOHNSON.
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CHARLES

E. < IOODEU., A.M.,
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E.

I'.LMER

HOPKINS,

A.B.,
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KATE

S. MINES. A.M.,
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Kdiir t of iht L'nivfrsitjr Hulletini.

VBRA

B. THOWSON, A.B.,

Secretary to the PfttMtot

MARV

H. HINT. A.B.,
Recorder.

RI-TH

I. HOPKINS,
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MR?. ALICE

K. HERRICK,

Mllron of Shrp.rd.on Coll«i«

MRS. CARRIE

M. ALTROGGE,

DiNCtOI >f Sbrpar<i»on
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Denison University
General Information
LOCATION.
(iranville, the home of Denison University, is situated on
the Toledo and Ohio Central Division of the New York Central
railway system, near the geographical center of Ohio. By electric
car to Newark, six miles distant, it has access to the Pennsylvania system, the Baltimore and Ohio, and connecting lines. It
has hourly trolley car connections with the Ohio Electric system,
and is provided with local and long distance telephone service.
It lies among the moderately elevated and partly wooded hills
which mark the transition from the more level portion of the
State to the more diversified surface of the southeastern section,
conditions of natural environment admirably suited to the. spirit
and purpose of college life. The community is of New England
origin, and similar to the traditional New England village in
the high estimate which it places upon intellectual, moral and
religious forces. It has long been free from saloons.
BUILDINGS
Among the buildings occupied by the various departments
of the University the following may be mentioned:
MEN'S DORMITORIES

Marsh Hall, erected in 1856, and Talbot Hall, completed
li fteen years later, furnish together dormitory accommodations
for about one hundred and fifty students. Both are brick buildings, four stories high. Lavatories with shower baths and hot
and cold water are accessible to each dormitory room, on the
same floor. The rooms are provided with a white iron bedstead
and mattress for each student, dresser, lounge, bookcases, study
13
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table and chair*. They are lighted by electricity anil heated by
hot water, from the central plant Talbol Hall, in addition to
its dormitory rooms, contains class-rooms for the departments of
Latin. German, Ron
guages, Mathematics, Botany and
gy,
WOMI s- I i
There are three building ted as dormitories for young
women. Burton Hall, King Hall, and Stone Hall. These edifices
are all provided with electric lights, heated by hot water radiators.
and supplied with hot and o>!d water for the lavatories, from the
central heating and lighting plant. Together they furnish rooms
for about <>ne hundred and twenty young women, aside from
. reading rooms, several class-rooms, offices, and
apartments f"r members of the faculty of Shepardson College.
These halls, a- in the case of the dormitories f"r young men, are
named in commemoration of individuals or families intimately
connected with the management and growth of the institution in
its earlier days. Easil
ble to the dormitories is the Shepard-' ■
. Hall, a bright, spacious, and well equipped room
in which students and teachers living on the Shepardson College
ground- t.'ik' thi
TIIF LIBRARY BUILDING

Doane Hall, a building of brick and stone, WSJ erected for
the library of the University in 1878. by Dr. W. Howard Doane,
a member of the Hoard of Trustees. Its shelves contain the
general library, comprising over thirty thousand lxiund and unbound volumes, in addition to which several departments maintain special libra
I in immediate proximity to their lecture rooms and laborati
Mi Ifi n a HAM.
This building i- tin- gift of E. J, Hartley, F.sq., erected in
memory of hi- father. It i- of fire-proof construction throughout, and built with the most careful attention to the needs of
the work for which it i- intended. It i- devoted to the departBARNI I
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mcnls of Physics, Geology, and Civil Engineering, and provided
with fine equipment, a description of which will be found under
the heading of "Scientific Equipment," a few pages further on.
DoANF. ACADF.MY

This building, in addition to the principal's office, the lecture
rooms and society halls of the Academy, for which it is especially
designed, contains the offices of the President, Registrar and
Treasurer, the President's lecture room, the lecture rooms of the
Departments of English and Greek, and the University Chapel.
It is of Oakland pressed brick and Amherst stone, and is three
stories high above the basement. It was presented to the University by Dr. W. Howard Doane. The spacious basement of
this building has been fitted up to serve as temporary quarters
for the Department of Chemistry.
CONSERVATORY MUILDINCS

The main building of the Conservatory of Music was presented by Professor Almon U. Thresher and Mrs. Thresher. It
is located on Cherry Street, opposite the grounds of Shepardson
College, and contains rooms for instruction and practice, with
apartments for members of the faculty of the Conservatory.
Adjacent to it is Recital Hall, a well equipped building for chorus
practice and public musical entertainments. It is provided with
opera chairs, and has a raised floor, so as to give all spectators
an unbroken view of the stage. The building is furnished with
Steinway concert grand and parlor grand pianos and a pipe organ,
the gift of Dr. Doane.
< UCVBLAND

HAM. AND THE DOANE GYMNASIUM

Cleveland Hall is the home of the Young Men's Christian
Association, the Gymnasium for young men and the College
Literary societies. The main Gymnasium floor, with gallery and
running track, occupying the east end of the building, is called
the Swasey Gymnasium, in recognition of the generosity of Mr.
Ambrose Swasey, of Cleveland. For the same reason the Assembly room of the Young Men's Christian Association, in the west
end of the building, is designated as Sherwin Hall, in honor of

16
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Mr. 11. A. Sherwin, of Cleveland. Adjoining the main Gymnasium Hoor i- a spacious locker room, leading at the other end to
the swimming pool ami lavatories. ' 'n the second floor is a large
reading roo
I with a well -elected list of current magazine- and newspapers, open to all young men of the I'niversity.
The third I
into two large hall- excupied by the
Calliopean and Franklin Literary societies There are also committee rooms, and offices for the Director of Physical Training.
The Doane Gymnasium was erected by Dr. Doane in order
to furnish -mi:'
the physical health and development .f the young women of Shepardson College. It contains
ample floor spaci for all healthful forms of indoor exercise, a
Rood running track, a swimming pool, and such other appliances
as experience shows to be valuable in maintaining robust physical
health in young
in study. That the best results
may be secured from these appliances, the use of the Gymnasium
is under the constant supervision of a competent director.
TllF. Svt ASI N ' IBSEBVATOR^

Tlie Astronomical ' Ibservatory was built, equipped and presented to the University by Ambrose Swasey, Sc.D. Krected of
white Vermont marble, il constitutes a highly attractive feature
of College 11:11. In it- construction and equipment, down to the
smallest detail, Mr. Swasej -pared no pains or expense to bring
everything into a
with the most modern ideas of astronomical work.
A wireless telegraphic receiving station is installed in connection with the < Ibservatory, through which the correct time is
received twice each day from the National* Observatory at Arlington.
THE HEATING ASH LIGHTING PLANT

All the buildings of the University are heated and lighted
from a central station, the boiler room of which is supplied with
three horizontal-tubular l>oilcr-. and such auxiliary apparatus as
is needed to distribute water for heating and lavatory purposes.
The lighting apparatus consists of one 45 kilowat Thresher generator, dircd-conn. cti I to a 60-horsepower Ball engine, and one

r
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75 kilowatt Thresher generator, direct-connected to a Russell
engine of 110 horsepower. The latter has a capacity of 1200
lights, the former 720. These supply light to all the University
buildings, and electric current to the laboratories for experimental
purposes.
SCIENTIFIC EQUIPMENT.
Physic*.—The Department of Physics occupies the first and
second floors of Barney Memorial Hall, and displays in its thirtyone rooms the most modern details of laboratory construction.
These include offices of administration, library, lecture and recitation rooms, general and research laboratories, photometric and
photographic dark rooms, instrument and preparation rooms, fireproof vault, constant temperature vault, chemical kitchen and
mechanician's shop. The laboratories are supplied with natural
gas, air under pressure, vacuum, hot and cold water, soft water,
time service, electrical distribution from storage battery and alternating or direct current generators. A full complement of modern apparatus is available for lecture demonstrations and student
work in course, while special facilities are provided for thesis
and research work.
Geology.—The Department of Geology occupies the entire
third floor of Barney Memorial Hall. The main lecture room,
in the east end, is equipped with stereopticon and permanent
screen for use of slides, the collection of which numbers between
four and five thousand. This room also contains relief maps
and roll maps, for the illustration of lecture work, and over two
hundred drawers of specimens for the elementary study of minerals. The corresponding room in the west wing is used for
laboratory work in Physiography and Geography. It is well
supplied with tables, maps, minerals, etc., and contains a specially
designed case of one hundred and forty drawers for the filing
of topographic maps. The main room on the north side is used
for mineralogical work. Sets of natural and artificial crystals
are kept in this room, together with rocks and minerals for experimentation. Adjoining this room is the administrative office
of the department. The main room on the south side contains

IS
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the i lilbetl
Library, presented by the eminent geologist,
Dr. G. K Gilbert, of the United States Geological Survey, in
recognition <>f the valuable work which has been done by the
1
.' logical Department of Denison. The room is also provided
with a large number of current Geological and Geographical periodicals, English, French, and < lerman. There is a workshop and
a dark-room for photographic work. The shop contains a specially designed table for mounting maps on cloth. The equipment for geological photograph) i- especially complete and efficient.
Civil Engineering The Department <>f Engineering occupies the fourth and fifth floors "t' Barne) Memorial Hall. The
equipment for field work includes iran-its, solar attachments,
bevels, plain- tables, compasses, leveling and topography rods of
all patterns, together with all the smaller implements needed. As
an aiil in class-room work the department has gathered a wellselected supply of -hup drawings i,f railway anil highway bridges,
roof trusses, culverts, etc . with many drawings and specifications
for sewers, water systems and other municipal work. From the
Highway Commissions "f various States the department has
secured plan- and Specifications for every form of modern highwaj construction. The drafting rooms occupy the top floors of
the central division, and of both wings of Harney Hall, arc well
lighted by large skylights, and furnished with all requirements
for a thorough course in drafting The department library and
reading room i- supplied with the best current technical periodical- ar»l a carefully selected li-t of important books on all
branche- of engineering work There is also a large collection
of lantern slides for illustrative purpo •
Chemistry The Chemical Laboratories occupy the whole
basement Soot i I the Doam \ ademy building. There are nine
rooms, forming three laboratories, -tore room-, balance room,
lecture room and office, where i- located a chemical library.
Tin- equipment i- ample for the mid. of the courses. One
store-room i- will stocked with glass, wood, iron and jiorcelain
ware, issued to tin- students in quantities amply sufficient for the
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demands of the best work. The other store-room is stocked with
chemicals. The equipment and supplies are selected with special
reference to the aim of the course, which is to give a broad theoretical basis. The first three years of the work are devoted entirely to this end. Only students who acquire such a foundation
are invited to continue work in chemistry. For all who are ready
for advanced work the laboratories offer excellent means for entering upon special and technical subjects. Those who are interested in medicine, pharmacy, industrial chemistry, mining, chemical engineering and other allied branches will find in the laboratories abundant opportunity for securing preparatory training.
Botany and Zoology.—The Departments of Botany and
Zoology occupy temporary quarters in Talbot Hall. The rooms
provide for library and seminar work, lectures, recitations, elementary and advanced laboratory classes, and independent laboratory work. The opportunity for bacteriological studies is very
good, and ample provision is made for the study of plant and
animal genetics.
The University Herbarium embraces representative collections from all parts of the United States and Mexico, and is
especially full in local flora, affording equipment for work in
systematic botany. A number of the leading botanical and zoological journals in English, French and German are accessible to
students. The library of the Scientific Association receives in
exchange for the Bulletin of the Scientific Laboratories the Proceedings and Tranasactions of many learned societies at home and
abroad, together with the scientific publications of the various
States and of the United States Government. This library, located in Barney Memorial Hall, is open for consultation every
working day of the college year.
Astronomy.—The Department of Astronomy occupies the
Swasey Observatory. Its equipment is primarily intended for
teaching, but serves for research along lines suitable for students
prepared for it. Extension work will also be undertaken, through
popular lectures, illustrated by lantern slides, for the general student body and for outside communities wishing to become acquainted with some of the various phases of the subject.

20
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The equipment of the < ibservator) consists of an Equatorial
Telescope, of the standard Warner and Swasey type, similar in
design to the 36-inch Lick and the 40-inch Yerkes. The optical
parti were furnished bj the John A Brashear Company, The
objective has a clear aperture of nine inches ami a focal length
of 135. Tin finder is of three-inch aperture and 17 inches focal
length. In addition to the usual number of eyepieces, there is
provided a diagonal eyepiece for zenith observations, a helioscope
for observing the ran, and a standard Warner and Swasey position micrometer, for the measurement of double stars. Two
twelve-inch circles are provided, one used as a setting circle, reading by opposite vernier- to single minutes, the other divided on
solid silver, rea ling 1
site verniers and magnifiers to ten
seconds. The instrument has three tine levels in latitude and one
for the horizontal axis. A perfect system of reversals is provided for use of the instrument, loth as a transit and zenith telescope.
The library contains a standard Seth Thomas mean time
clock, regulated to Central Time, and the siderial and mean time
clocks, made b) Riefler, of Munich. The cylindrical chronograph
is electrically connected with both clocks, the transit instrument
and the equatorial, to that work done with cither of these instrument-, involving time records, may be permanently recorded on
the chronograph sheet to at least one-tenth of a second. A telegra|
i provided, audible in transit and equatorial
rooms, for the eye and ear method of observing. The shelves
contain complete jets of the Proceedings of the Royal Astronomical Society <>f I ondon, of ihe Monthly Notices, the Memoirs of
the British Astronomical Association, the Journal of the llritish
Astronomical Association, the Astrophysical Journal, and the
Royal Society Proceedings There are besides this the usual
collection of -tar map-, chart-, photographs, files of the more
important astronomical journals, and various late reference books
on astronomy in English, German and French.
The department has also a wireless receiving station, through
the generosity of Mr Swasey This consists of two hog-chained
steel poles, seventy-five feet high and two hundred and fifty feet
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apart, nerving for the rapport of a horizontal directive antenna,
(Arlington-Granville), of four copper wires, six feet apart. The
receiving apparatus is of the commercial type, of modern construction, capable of receiving waves up to 4,000 meters. The
receiving range is from 2,000 to 2,500 miles, depending upon the
power of the sending station and the sensitiveness of the detector.
The apparatus is used in determining the longitude of the Observatory by students in Practical Astronomy, and in the control
of the astronomical clocks, when the usual means are not at command. Time signals arc received daily from the Government
Wireless Service at Arlington, Virginia.
LIBRARY PRIVILEGES
The University Library is open to the instructors and students in all departments. In addition to the general library,
various special collections of books, periodicals, transactions of
societies, etc., are maintained by the different departments. The
Marsh Memorial Library, in King Hall, founded by Dr. and Mrs.
Shcpardson in memory of their daughter, Mrs. Lide Shepardson
Marsh, furnishes a valuable collection of books for missionary
and Bible study. A special collection of works on music is maintained in the Conservatory building, and in Burton Hall is an
excellent library of literature bearing on the history and criticism
of the Fine Arts.
SCIENTIFIC PUBLICATIONS
The "Bulletin of the Scientific Laboratories," published
under the auspices of the "Denison Scientific Association,"
affords an opportunity for the publication of original work by
students and instructors in the several departments.
Among the contents of this Bulletin have been many of the
important geological and biological studies of C. L. Hcrrick;
various studies in physics, by Professor A. D. Cole; studies in
the pre-glacial Drainage of Ohio, by Professor W. G. Tight;
a series of papers on the Clinton Group of Ohio, by August F.
Foerste; studies on the nerve system of fishes, by Professor C.
J. Herrick; a Catalogue of the Phanerogams and Ferns of Lick-
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ing County, by Herbert I.. Jones; ihe Birds o( Licking County.
by Irving A Field; papers on various phases "f the Geology of
Licking ( ounty, by C. I Herrick, \V G. Tight, Professor Frank
Carney and others; studies in New Mexico Geology, by C. I-.
Herrick and Douglas V\ Johnson, and a number of Professor
Thomas Leonard \\ atson's researches in the various ore-deposits
of Virginia, Georgia, and North Carolina.
THE

DENISON

SCIENTIFK

ASSOCIATION

This
ms in the wordsof it- constitution:
(a) To afford opportunity for the interchange of ideas by
those interested in the various sciences.
I
Ilect, record, and disseminate information bearing on the sciences.
({) To stimulate interest in local natural history and to
preserve notes and specimens illustrating the same.
It has been the means of much good in arousing a desire for
original scientific investigation, and the interest in its work is
tantly increa
concerning the I'ullctin of the Scientific
Laboratories, published under tbe auspices of tin - association,
addn
• Secretary, Professor Frank Carney.
GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY
The C. L. Herrick Geological Society was founded in 1907.
"to fo-ter a spirit of inquiry, to stimulate an interest in Geological studie- independent of clas- work, and to emphasize the
pleasure to be found by the pursuit of knowledge in nature." A
monthly programme is given throughout the school year, so arranged that eai:
appears before the society each semester.
'l'hi number of active members i- limited to twenty.
THE t HEMICAL SOI I1TY
'Ihe Denison < hemical Societ) is open to all interested in
any way in the chemical sciences. It- object is to foster a spirit
of inquiry as to the progress and applications of chemistry. Meetings are held on the first Wednesday evening of each month.
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HISTORY AND POLITICAL SCIENCE ASSOCIATION
The object of this association is to promote a study of the
current literature of the Social Sciences, and from time to time
to consider problems of research which any of its members may
have in hand, as well as to cultivate a closer personal and professional feeling among its members. Any student who has
acquired at least twelve points in History or Political Science is
eligible to active membership.
THE CASTLE GENETICS CLUB
The Castle Genetics Club was founded in December, 1915,
and named in honor of Dr. William Ernest Castle, a native of
Licking County and a graduate of Denison in the class of 1889.
Professor of Zoology in the Bussey Institution, of Harvard University and a pioneer in genetic research. The work of the club
comprises (1) systematic reviews of the progress of genetic inquiry, (2) the extension of the application of genetics in fields
of common and useful practice, and (3) the encouragement of
further investigations. Active membership is limited to the biological faculty and twenty students. Associate membership is
open to the entire student body. Honorary membership is purely
elective. Monthly meetings are held, which arc open to the
public.
LITERARY SOCIETIES
There arc seven literary societies maintained in the different
departments of the University,—the Calliopean, and Franklin,
open to all young men in Granville College classes; the Eutcrpcan. Philomathean, and Thalian, for young women in Shepardson College classes; the Ciceronian, and Irving, of Doane Academy. These all maintain regular weekly meetings and arc of
great value to the literary and social life of the students.
THE DENISON ORATORICAL ASSOCIATION
The aim of this organization is to promote interest in public
speaking. Under it-- auspices a local contest is held each year
In determine who shall be the representative of the college at
the Intercollegiate Oratorical Contest.
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Contests in debate are held annually with a number of oilier
colleges. In preparation for these debates a regular class is
organized, under instruction by a member of the college faculty.
and members of the teams register for this work as for any other
study, receiving a certain amount of scholastic credit when the
work is satisfactorily done. At present there are two debating
teams, each participating in two intercollegiate debates during
the college \ ear
ATHLETIC ASS M IATH >NS
The Denison Athleti Association looks after the work in
the gymnasium and provides other forma of physical training,
at once interesting and profitable to the student The payment
of an annual athletic fee. assessed by the University, constitutes
each nude student a member "f tin- association, entitled to all
its privileges and to a vote in its management The association
possesses a tine athletic held, presented b) Frederick I' Heaver,
Esq., of Dayton A similar association ha- been organized by
the young women of the University, called the Shepardson Athletic Association.
MORAL AND RELIGIOUS INFLUENCES
Vigorous branches of both the Young Men's Christian Association and tin- Young Women's Christian Association are maintained in tin- University, These organizations maintain regular
classes in systematic Bible Study, the Young Men's Association
offering a four year-' course comprising the I.ifc of Christ, the
Apostolic Age. < ild Testament Biography, and New Testament
Doctrines. Student- taking rhis course receive certificates upon
Successful examination at the end of each year, and at the end
of the course a diploma, under the auspices of the International
Committee of the Young Men- Christian Association Bible Study
Department.
The entire life and administration of the University, while
avoiding sectarianism, i- positively and emphatically in favor of
the Christian religion. Each day the University assembles for
prayers, and thi- service the students in all departments are re-
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quired to attend. Valid reasons for exemption from this requirement will be considered if presented to the Dean for approval in
advance. All students are also expected to attend morning and
evening; church services each Sunday, full liberty being allowed to
conscientious denominational preferences in selecting a place of
worship. Students are welcomed in the various Sunday Schools
of the village, and in the Baptist Sunday School there are several
classes taught by University instructors and intended expressly
for students.
DIVISION OF THE SCHOOL YEAR.
The scholastic year, exclusive of the short winter and spring
recesses, is divided into two semesters of eighteen weeks each.
The Christmas and Easter vacations are continued, as under the
former three-term system, but new students desiring to enter for
the latter part of the year will present themselves not at the close
of one of these vacations, but at the opening of the second semester. (See Calendar, page 4.)
REGULARITY AND PUNCTUALITY.
Punctuality in entering is especially desired, as losses incurred by beginning behind one's classes can never be fully re-1
paired. Although students will be admitted at any time, it isj
highly desirable that they begin their studies with the Pall sem-l
ester, If the attendance is expected to be for but one semester,
that is best; if for longer, the regularity secured by beginning
with the opening of the school year, in September, adds greatly
to the profit of the study.
Careful records are kept by the University officers, from
which each student's character for punctuality as well as for
attainments in his studies can at any time be ascertained. This
information will be furnished to parents or guardians at the end
of each semester, and at any other time, on application to the
President,
CLASS STANDING.
Each instructor keeps a constant record of the work of each
pupil, and reports the same to the Registrar at the close of the
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ster. In the college classes the standing i- indicated as follows: Students making
ng grade in any study are divided
into four groups, designated b) ihe letters A, B, ( . and i>. respective!}
!: Icti i \ opposite a student's name indicates that
his work for th<
including examination, has been tX'
celltnt, B, thai it has ' ■ ■
■' I), foot.
Students nol making
. . rad< in any study arc marked
F. If anj stud) so mark
to the completion of
their course, il musl ;>. taken ovei again in class, or if that is
impossible, in such manner as the Facult) shall direct
EXAM1NATK iNS
\

areful examination of evei
is held at the close of
each
is, whether candidates for degrees or
not, must ■■
inations in the studies which they pursue. No student whose examination in any study is reported
"incomplete" «ill receive credit for that stud) until the cxamination has been completed.
SPECIAL STUDY Ft IR Hi >N< IRS
V
regularl) classified student who has maintained an A
rank in ii"t less than half I
during two successive semester- of thi freshman and sophomore years, and has not fallen
below a passing |
• ■. single study, may, with the consent
of the Fai
as a student for Honors in some
selected department of study. Application for such enrollment
shall be m ■
t of April of the Junior year. If
the applical
led, the Profi <or in charge of the department
irlc t" the applicant substantially
equal in amount to a ihrei hour study for one college scar.
The stud
on this work prior to the first
of Ma) of Ihi Senior year. The examination shall be conducted
under the direct
I
Professor in charge, assisted b> some
other membci of the 1 acult) n. be appointed by the President,
and in addition to the special assignment it shall cover in a genway all other work which ihc applicant has taken in the same
edit shall entitle the applicant to
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have hi- name placed upon the records of the University as having won Honors in this department, and the fact shall be announced on Commencement day and published in the annual
catalogue.
During the interval between enrollment for Honors and
examination, the student must maintain an A rank in all work
done in the department to which his special study shall belong,
and mast not fall below B in any other department. He must
also maintain an unblemished record in deportment.
Work done for Honors must not be elementary in its character, and in no case shall it be the only work done in the department in which it is taken. Advanced elective courses already
oil. red may be utilized as Honor courses, or special topics may
be assigned to suit individual cases; but in no case shall work
upon which Honors are bestowed be counted as any part of the
student's requirements for his baccalaureate degree.
PRIZES.
1. The Lewis Literary Price Contest. Charles T. Lewis,
Esq., of Toledo, offers to the Franklin and Calliopean Literary
Societies the following prizes, to be obtained by literary contests
during Commencement week. Forty dollars to the best debater,
thirty dollars to the best orator, twenty dollars to the best essayist,
and ten dollars to the best dcclaimer.
2. The Samson Talbot Price Reading. This prize foundation is for the best reading of Scripture and is open to Seniors
and Juniors. The prizes are $40 and $20, respectively.
3. Lake Laboratory Scholarship Prise. The University
offers as a prize to students in the Department of Botany and
Zoology a scholarship in the State University Lake Laboratory,
for the summer session following the award. This prize is
awarded on the basis of general excellence in the work done in
these two departments. In case two applicants seem equally
meritorious two such scholarships may be offered.
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Si Hi il ARSHIP FUNDS
For deserving students in need of assistance the University
its disposal the annual income of the following funds:
1. The Mary K Monroe Fund, $30,000. The income of
this fund i- available for ministerial students in Granvillc College, and in the Theological Seminaries after graduation from
Granvillc i
2. The King iwment, of $12,000. for the
aid of
lies in Shepardson Colli
3. The Ebenezer Thresher Fund, of $10,000. for the aid of
young men of Granvillc College
4. The M E Gray Fund, of $5,000, for the aid of ministerial students of Granvillc College.
5. The David and Jane Harpster Fund, $1,500. available
for students in Granville College or Doane Academy.
6. The David Thatcher Fund, of $1,500, available for ministerial students in Granville College or Doane Academy.
/. The Mar) Arnold Sliver-- Fund, of $500. for students
in Granville College or Doane Academy.
8 The Shepardson Scholarship, income of $1,000, for student- in Shepardson I ollege.
9. The Luse Scholarship, income of $1,000. for students
in Shepardson College.
10. The B
Scholarship of $1,000, established by A.
F. and A. A. Bostwick, of Seville, Ohio
11. The Griswold Scholarship, the income of $5,000, the
gift of the late G. O. Griswold, Esq., of Warren, ()hio,
12. The Lewis Scholarships, contributed by Charles T.
Lewis, Esq., of Toled
ng free tuition annually to two
students,
13. The Doyle Scholarship, contributed by John II. Doyle,
I - i . Toledo, Ohio, affording free tuition annually to one student.
14. The Gilpatrick Scholarship, endowed by a fund contributed through the Society ,.f the Alumni by former students and
friends of the late Professor l.hn Lord Gilpatrick.
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15. The Maria Theresa Barney Fund, from which the President of the University has a varying amount at his disposal each
year to be loaned to students at his discretion, without interest.
16. The Ohio Baptist Education Society has at its disposal
free tuition scholarships for its beneficiaries to the number of
forty, if necessary.
17. By authorization of the Trustees the President of the
University may remit the tuition of a limited number of students
in case of special necessity.
18. A few scholarships which were sold in the early days
of the college were afterwards surrendered by the original purchasers and are at the disposal of the Faculty.
Good class standing and exemplary conduct in all relations
of life are prerequisite to the enjoyment of any of these scholarships. Pupils holding them may be called upon to render a certain amount of service to the University, but never to an amount
which will interfere with regular college studies.
FIRST DEGREES.
The degrees of A.B., B.S., and B.Ph. arc conferred upon
such candidates for the same as have passed satisfactory examinations upon all studies required.
Candidates for these degrees are required to pay the Treasurer their dues, including the graduating fee of five dollars, as
early as June 1.
No first degree will be granted to any candidate therefor
who, at the beginning of the second semester of the Senior year,
shall have charged against him as incomplete any work of the
course required prior to the Senior year.
SECOND DEGREES.
Candidates for the degrees of Master of Arts or Master of
Science, must pursue graduate work in residence for one year
(not less than thirty credit hours) under the direction of the Committee on Advanced Degrees. Suitable courses taken before graduation and not credited towards the requirement for the Bachelor's
degree may constitute not to exceed one-half of this work, hut
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the Master'! degree will not be granted earlier than one year after
the Bachelor's di.
Before registering for work for a second degree, the applicant must present hii ;
ourseof study to the Committee
on Advanced Degrees, and the Professoi under whom the major
work i- to be taken, and secure their approval ofthe same. Work
done at other institutions and offered towards a second degree is
subject to examination, at the option of the Committee, liefore
acceptance. A final examination is given, on completion of the
course, covering all the work (■tiered in candidacy for the degrees.
The committee of examination consists "f the -landing Committee
on Advanced Degree- and the instructors under whom the work
has been taken. Ability '•• read French -<r German is prerequisite to all graduate courses For further details, consult the chairman of the Committee, Professor Willis A. Chambcrlin.
Students in graduate courses arc subject to the same tuition
incidental and laboratory fees as Others. The diploma fee for
tin Master's degree is ten dollars.

Granville College
HISTORICAL STATEMENT.
The name "Granville College" was the official designation of
the school now known as Uenison University, for about ten
yean previous to the adoption of the present name. At various
times during the succeeding years the re-adoption of the name
had been informally discussed among the friends of the institution, but the matter had not been taken up officially. When the
readjustment of the relations between Denison University and
Shepardson College came before the Hoard, the necessity for
some separate designation for the department of the University
which has to do with the instruction of young men in the four
college classes led inevitably to the revival of the old name
Granville College. Wherever this term is used, the reader will
understand that it refers to the department of collegiate instruction for young men, as distinguished from the departments dealing with the collegiate instruction of young women, preparatory
instruction, etc.

Conditions of Admission
All statements in the following pages concerning entrance,
requirements for graduation, courses of study, the group system,
etc., apply equally to young men in Granville College and young
women in Shepardson College.
Regularly authenticated graduates of Doane Academy are
admitted to the Freshman Class without further examination.
The graduates of certain approved High Schools are credited with their certified High School work without examination,
so far as such work coincides with the entrance requirements
of the University. Candidates prepared elsewhere than in Doane
31
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Academy must in every can present certificate! or diplomas
officially signed and showing the amount of work done and credit
pained in each study. These must be presented when the student applies for admis
Examinations for adi
the College classes will he
held on the day preceding the beginning of the Fall semester, at
9 a. m. ( Sec I
Entrance Requirements
Fiftee
stributed as indicated below are required for
entrance, and no student is admitted t<» Freshman rank who docs
not present at least fourteen units.
1. The follow it L' I"1 \ units are prescribed for all:
Englisl 3
History, 1.
inguage, 4.
Science, ]A.
Mathematics 2
2. Ai least -'
.', units must be selected from the
folio.'.
:-. the number indicating the maximum number
of units that will
I in any subject :
glish, 4.
Physics, 1.
Latin, 4.
Chemistry, 1.
1
ireek, .V
Phys. < ieog., 1.
French, 3.
Motany, 1.
< ierman, .V
X'">!ogy, 1.
ih, 3.
Physiology, 1.
Historj and ' ivies, 4.
Agriculture, 1.
Mathi:
.^
Mot more than two unit- may IH- presented from the following subjects:
Mechanical Drawing. 1.
Manual Training, 1.
Freehand Drawing, 1.
' ommercJal Law. 1.
Domestic Science. 1.
Commercial Ccogranhy, 1.
Note.—Students entering the Classical Course, leading to the
degree of A I'. . will i n tit four units of Latin and two of Creek.
For those who have IIM had ' ireek in the high school or academy,
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a course in beginning Creek is offered in college, with full colU'ge credit. In general, students preparing to enter Denison are
advised to look carefully over the courses offered in college and
avoid the mistake of omitting in the preparatory school subjects
which are essential to courses which they may desire in college.
Deficiencies in Certain Branches.—Students often apply
for admission to regular classes, who are behind those classes
in some study. If such students show ability, assistance is
afforded them in compassing their purpose. It is sometimes,
however, necessary for them to secure private instruction for a
short time; but this may be obtained at reasonable rates.
REGISTRATION OF NEW STUDENTS.
1. Students registering in Denison University for the first
time must first see the President and secure from him an admission card. With this card, the student will then present to the
Registrar his credentials, which must include an official statement of all credits earned before coming to Denison. He will
then receive a registration card on which to write a list of subjects for which he wishes to register. If he is of Freshman rank
and entering for a regular course leading to a degree, this card
will be filled out under the direction of some member of the
Committee on Entrance, present in the Registrar's office.
After completing this process, the student receives from the
Registrar a class card, together with a statement of his term bills.
With this statement he proceeds to the Treasurer's office and
settles the bills thereon indicated, retaining the class card in his
own possession. He is then duly registered, and his name will
be certified from the Registrar's office to the instructors of the
various classes in which he is to be enrolled.
No student will be admitted to any class until the above
steps have all been taken.
Changes in Registration.—Ordinarily no changes will be
allowed in registration after the registration card has been filed
with the Registrar. For every change that is allowed, a fee of
fifty cents will be charged unless remitted by the Registrar.
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i
\!1 students must complete their rcgistration and settle with the Treasurer by the close of Thursday,
the first daj of the fii
Monday, the lir-i day of
the second semestei
Failure to do so will be counted as late
n gistt
f one d illar.
students entering the University
with the intention of
irse leading to i degree, are
r ai leasi thirteen hour-. To take less than
this requin
permission, for which the student should
at tht Reg
lice. The normal amount of work for
which a student is supposed to
• sixteen credit hours
per semesti r, and
ust ask permission to register for
more. Student
g for more than eighteen hours are
required to pa) a fo of me dollar for each credit hour in excess.
PEN TO FKI -H Ml N,

1. Required Subjects.—
i.ii Those in the Classical course must take the following
subjects during I
hmen year: Greek, 1 and 2; Latin, 1
and 2: English, 1 and 2: Mathematics, 1 and 2. (Mathematics
Hi and 2I> ma) be taken 1>> students looking forward to the more
advam
- in Mathematics, Physics or Engineering.) One
or two hours in addition may be elected from subjects open to
election mentioned lielow.
ii e
Philosophical course must take the following subjects during their Freshmen year: English, 1 and 2;
Mathi ■:
I and 2, or II. and 2b, as i xplained in the preceding
paragrapl ; fout
irs of language each semester, Latin or
Greek, or a modem language, preferably continuing the modern
language off" red for entrance, if any. where less than three years
i- offered I ive or six hours in addition may he elected from the
subjects open to Freshmen. (See below.)
(c) Tho
course must take the following
subjects during their Freshmen year: English 1 and 2; Mathematics, 1 and 2. or ll> and 2b in cases where il is desired to complete the fundamental work sooner as a basis for higher work in
pure Mat!.
..r Engineering; a modern language,
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.1 \<ar of science, either (ieneral Chemistry, or Chemistry 3 and
4 if High School Chemistry is offered, or Physics 1 and 2. Additional election to make sixteen hours to be made from subjects
open to election below.
The above named subjects cannot be postponed except with
the approval of the Committee on Registration and Classification.
Those desiring to postpone any subject must first see the
Registrar.
2. Subject* O/1.11 to Election.—
In addition to the required subjects, the following subjects
are open t>> Freshmen, Courses designated by odd numbers are
given (luring tin- tir-t semester, even numbers, the second.
Astronomy, 1 and 2.
Biology,] and 2.
Civil Engineering, 1 and 2. 4.
Chemistry. General Chemistry, or if the student offers
chemistry for entrance. Chemistry 3 and 4.
I icology, la and 2b.
' leography, 1. 2 or 3.
History, i and 2.
Physics, 1 and 2.
Political Science. 1 and 2.
Public Speaking, 1, 2.
Music, 1. 2. 5, 6, 7, 8, 17.
In addition to the foregoing, all language courses are open
to Freshmen who can furnish the necessary prerequisites.
Dropping Work.—
Students wishing to drop a course must first see the Regi-trar and secure a change card. Dropping out of a class without
permission obtained through the Registrar's office will be counted
;i- a failure in the course dropped and will be so recorded.
REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION.

lo obtain the baccalaureate degree, the candidate must have
completed one of the three courses, Classical, Scientific, or Philosophical, outlined on pages 78-87. This requires the completion
of not less than 124 units, or credits, of scholastic work, the unit
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con.i-ting .if one ln>ur a week of lecture or recitation, or two
hour! a week of laboratory work, through one semester. Four
units of physical training arc required. Mo degree will IK- given
to a candidate whose work shall not have been of such a grade as
to receive 135 "points," calculated as follows: for each semester
hour of work graded A i excellent I b) the instructor, the student
receive- two |«>itits; for each hour graded B (good) one and
one-half points; for each hour graded C (fair) one point. No
points are given for work graded I) (poor). By the close of the
Spring Recess previous to graduation the student, in order to be
graduated, must have tn hi- credit at least one hundred and six
hours of college work and one hundred ami eight points.
CLASSIFICATION Of -Ti'iiF.MTS.

N ' student will IK- classified si Freshman who is deficient
at the beginning of the year in more than ten hours of preparatory work. For Sophomore -landing the student must have
removed entrance conditions and gained credit for at least twenty-two hours of college work and twenty-four points by the
Iwginning of the year. For Junior standing he must have completed at lea-t fifty-eight hours of college work and sixty-four
points, and for Senior standing at least ninety-two hours and one
hundred and one |>oints. Gymnasium work required of Freshmen and Sophomore- respectively must 1* completed before they
will be advanced to Sophomore and Junior standing.
DISMISSION.

Student- leaving before the close of a semester will not be
regarded as having honorabl) terminated their connection with
the University unless regularly dismissed b) the President.

Statement of Work in the Various
Departments of Instruction
EDUCATION AND PHILOSOPHY.
PRESIDENT CIIAMHF.RLAIN

(Office hours, 10:30 A. M. daily.)
PROFESSOR LEWIS.

(Office hours, Wednesday and Friday, 9:30 A. M.)
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR SPENCER.
PHILOSOPHY.

1. Psychology. An introductory study of the different
functions of the mind and of the laws that control its activity.
The course is based on the results of introspective and experimental investigation. Open to Juniors and Seniors, with exceptions in the case of students doing major work in Education.
I irM semester, two sections, Monday, Tuesday and Thursday,
9:30 A. M., and 10:30 A. M.
2. Ethics. A discussion of the principles that obtain in
moral conduct, and of the methods by which these principles
are applied in actual living. Open only to Juniors and Seniors,
with exceptions as noted under course 1. Second semester, sections, days and hours as in course 1.
4. History of Philosophy. A review of the larger philosophical movements, beginning with the speculations of the early
'■reek thinkers. Special emphasis on modern theory and present tendencies. Open to Seniors. Second semester, Wednesday
and Friday, 9:30 A. M.
6. Logic. Deductive and Inductive. The subject is treated
not merely as a system of mental gymnastics but as a method of
practical training for philosophical, scientific and judicial investi-
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Open to Sophomores, Juniors, and Seniors, Second
semester, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday, 2:30 p. it,
7. .;•
n
Special attention is given to debate.
I • Junior- and Seni - and others at the discretion of the
Instructor
I :■
Tuesday, Thursday and Friday,
-' !
iurses b and 7 are given by Associate Professor
Spei •
IN

The
. ve students who expect ii> teach
an opportunity I
I n i« li dge of the principles and practice of thai work The subjects offered, along with 1. 2, and 4
in phi) phy, count in absolving the requirement of thirty hours
■ . - -ct by the < '11i■ > School Law of ]'(14 for
those «h" wish to se ure a four-year High School provisional
: and. after twenty-four months
ni teaching,
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practi
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rg nization, etc. The influences of
ition. Special emphasis on the work
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Prerequisite, Philosophy 1.
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ind Friday, K:30 A. M.
2. Secnnda
led Slates. The historof American mid
is Grammar School,
il, and Normal Schools. Comparison with
li ncies, Prerequisite, Philosophy
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M.
'I he i hoice and presentation of
The handling ■■! the different subjects, with
hing. School routine and manhj 1. First semester, Tuesday,
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'■. Principles
An introduction to the fundamentals of edu ition, from thi lid of psychology and sociology.
The proci
I
rning; instinct, balm, memory, etc. Educa-
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tional development in relation to social life. Prerequisite, Philosophy, 1. Second semester, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday, 1:30
i\ II,

7-8. Observation and Practice Teaching. Open only to
those who have had Philosophy 1 and Education 5 and 6. Students in this course will visit High School classes as observers
and will teach, under supervision. Weekly meetings will be held
to discuss the different points that arise. Three credits.
MATHEMATICS.
PROFESSOR WILEY.
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR PBCKBAM.

(Absent on leave, 1915-1916.)
MISS SCHOONMAKBE,

Courses 1 and 2, as described below, are required of all candidates for degrees unless the more extended courses, designated
lb and 2b. are substituted in their stead. Courses 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5
form a sequence, likewise courses lb, 2b, 3b, and 4b. Or courses
1, 2. 3, 3b and 4b may be taken in sequence. The second sequence,
lb, 2b, 3b and 4b, is advised by the heads of the departments of
Astronomy, Civil Engineering, Mathematics, and Physics for students who anticipate doing their major work in any of these departments.
1. Plant Trigonometry. Freshman year, first semester.
Sections at 7:30 and 8:30 Monday, Wednesday and Friday;
10:30 Monday, Tuesday and Thursday; 2:30 Tuesday, Thursday and Friday.
2. Algebra. Selected portions. Freshman year, second
semester, sections and hours as indicated for course 1, aliovc.
lb-2b. PUme Trigonometry, Algebra, and Analytic Geometry, each twelve weeks. Freshman year, both semesters, five
hours per week, 9:30 A, M. Advised instead of courses 1 and 2
for students doing their major work in departments of Astronomy, Civil Engineering, Mathematics, or Physics.
3. Analytic Geometry. First semester, four hours per
week. Friday exceptcd, 8:30 A. M. Prerequisite, courses 1 and 2.
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3b Differential Calculus. First semester, five hours per
week 7 30 \ M. Prerequishe, course 2b or 3.
4li Integral Calculus. Second semester, five hours per
week, 7 30 \ \i
Prerequisite, coarse 3b or 4.
4 Differential Calculus. Second semester, four hours per
week, Fridaj excepted, 8 ■•" A. M
Prerequisite, course 3 or 2b.
5. Integral Calculus. First semester, four hours per week,
Monday exce| le 9 30 A. u. Prerequisite, course 4 or 3b.
8. Differential Equations. Second semester, four hours per
week, Monday excepted, 0:30 A M. Prerequisite, course 4b or
5. Alternates with course 16 ami i; offered in 1916-1917.
10. Mathematical Theory of Investment. An introduction
to the Algebra of certain forms of investment and to the fundamental principles of life insurance. Second semester, Monday,
Tuesday ami Thursday, 9JO A. It. Prerequisite, course 2.
Alternates with course 12 ami is not offered in 1916-1917.
11 Solid Analytic Geonurtry. First semester, four hours
per week, Monday excepted. 10:30 A. it. Prerequisite, course 3b
or 4 Alternate- with course 13 and i- not offered in 1916-1917.
12. College Geometry. A synthetic treatment l>caring somewh.it the same relation to Plane Geometry as college Algebra does
to high school Algebra, This course is designed for students who
wish to acquire greater rigor in mathematical reasoning and those
who expect to teach high school Geometry. Second semester,
Monday, Tuesday and Thursday, 10:30 A. M. Open to all students. Alternate- with course 10 and is offered in 1916-1917.
13. Vector Analysis. A concise treatment of the fundamental principles of the subject, with -elected applications to
ge imetry and mathematical physics. Prerequisite, course 4b or
5. First semester, four hour- per week, Monday excepted,
10:30 A. II. Alternate- with course 11 and is offered in 19161917.
16, Theory "f Equations. Second semester, Monday,
Tuesday and Thursday. 10:30 A If. Prerequisite, course 3b or
4 Alternate- with course 8 and i- not given in 1916-1917.
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For courses in Applied Mathematics, see Physics 7-8. Astronomy 6, 9-10, and Civil Engineering 7-8.
HISTORY.
PROFESSOR GOODELL.

(Office hours, 9:30 A. M. daily.)
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR KULL.

(Absent on leave, 1915-1916.)
ACTING ASSISTANT PROFESSOR W1IITTLF.SEY.

History is to society what memory is to the individual. The
aim of the courses offered is to construct a perspective for understanding the problems that concern society and to prepare for
the social professions,—law, the consular service, politics, the
ministry, and education. Courses 1, 2, 7 and 8 compose the
European History sequence, being continuous in time from the
disintegration of the Roman Empire to the present. The work
is done through lectures and recitations, the text-book and
Library readings.
1-2. Medieval and Early Modern Europe. A general survey of European history from the decline of Rome to the middle
of the 17th century. In introduction, the Greek, Roman, Christian and (lerman contributions to Western Europe are analyzed.
The "Fall of Rome," the rise and spread of the Catholic system,
the Medieval Empire, medieval relations of church and state,
feudalism, the rise of modern nationalities, medieval and renaissance life and culture, the rise and spread of Protestantism,—
these suggest the chief points of emphasis. An introductory
course open to all college students. Both semesters, two sections, Monday, Tuesday and Thursday, 9:30 A. M., and Tuesday,
Thursday and Friday, 2:30 P. M.
3-4. American Political History. A general course in the
political and constitutional history of the United States, from the
Confederation to the close of the Reconstruction, following the
Civil War. First semester, 1783-1829; second semester, 18291877. Open to Juniors and Seniors. Both semesters, Monday,
Wednesday and Friday, 7:30 A. If. Alternates with 9-10 and is
not given in 1916-1917.
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5-6 English History. A general course, from the Saxon
period to the opening of the nineteenth century. (Constitutional
development carried !<> the twentieth century.) The tirst sernestei covi rs the formative period of the constitution and extends
to the Tu
Thi course is of especial value to prospectivi
law and of English literature. < 'pen to
»rs and Sei
in l''l'»-l'M".
". The Fren h Rex lution and the Nofoleonii l:r,i i IMS1815). Thi '
■■ Regimi in France, and the transition to the
period of the Revolution; the political, social and international
aspects of the Re
and the development of the Napoleonic
Empire and
to Juniors and Seniors and to
ho have had courses \-2. or who secure special
from the instructor First semester, Monday.
\\ edn< sday and Fridaj. 8 ;" \ •
8. Europe in the Nineteenth Century. The chief political
changes in Eun ;
ftei 1815; the rise of Liberalism; the revolution of 1848 •
nal and demi
onstruction of the last
half of the ceni
ial, industrial and religious changes.
rs, without prerequisites, and to Sophom ires who have had courses 1 -' or who secure special permisS ond semester, Monday. Wednesmd Friday, 8 :' I
9. /
■ ■,
A lecture course, with biographical .
it the thought anil interests of
the .
il, cultural, religious, etc. The emergence "f the
individual, the revival •■! tin antique, the development of the
critical spirit, and th<
al spirit of the age. ()pen
to Juniors
rs without prerequisites and to Sophomores
who have I
1 and 2 or by special permission from the
instructor. Firsl
Tuesdaj and Thursday, 8:30 A. .«.
Alternates witl
md is given in 1916 1917
10.
n Era A lecture course on the rise
of Protestanl
political relal ions;
it- embodiment in l.uther, Calvin and Zwingli, The English
and Scottish reformations The Catholic reformation. Rela-
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lively more time is given to Germany and Luther. Open to
Juniors and Seniors without prerequisites and to Sophomores
who have had courses 1 and 2 or by special permission from
the instructor. Second semester, Tuesday and Thursday, 8:30
A. If. Alternates with course 4 and is given in 1916-1917.
POLITICAL SCIENCE.
PROFESSOR GOODELL.

(Office hours. 9:30 A. M. daily.)
1-2. American Government. The practical working of
government, national, state and local. Parties and party machinery. The direct primary contrasted with the convention system. Tendencies in constitutional development and in state and
national legislation, such as the use of the initiative and the
referendum, the growth of centralization, etc. The course is
continuous throughout the year, but may be elected by semesters
separately provided 1 precedes 2. Open to all students of college rank. Doth semesters, Monday, Wednesday and Friday,
8:30 A If,
3. Governments of Europe. A comparative study of European governments, particularly those of England, France and
i lermany. Points of contrast with the government of the United
States, such as the differences between the organization and operation of the German federal system and our own, will be considered. The merits and disadvantages of federal and centralized
governments; of parliamentary and presidential forms of government ; rigid and flexible constitutions, etc. Open to those
who have had Political Science 1-2 and History 8, to others only
by special permission. First semester, Monday, Tuesday and

Thursday, 10:30 A. M.
4a. Scitnct of Government. An introduction to the general principle! of Political Science, with discussion of theories
•i- to the origin of the state, and its characteristics; the true
ends of the state; the nature of sovereignty; distinction between
-late and government; proper functions of government; principlea of legislative, executive and judicial organizations, etc.
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rne work ol the preceding courses is very important as a preparation for tl»i— course Therefore Political Science 1, 2 am! 3
arc prerequisite unless b) permission oi the instructor in charge.
Second semester, Monday, Tuesday and Thursday. 10:30 A. M.
5. Political Economy
An introduction to the study of
Economics. The aim will be to give a fair amount of time to
both the principles an I the problems "f Economics. Thus, throne, of value, price, rent, wages, interest, profits, etc., will he carefully considered. In connection with these subjects the problems
of tin trust, business organization, labor unions, the closed shop,
minimum wage, free trade and protection, questions of money
and banking, etc., will receive due consideration. First semester,
five hours. 7 :30 A. M.
8. International Law A study of the general principles
of the subject The recent tendency of the United States to
mingle in the affairs of the Orient gives the subject of International Law a new interest to every intelligent American. We
can no longer maintain our policy of isolation,—we are a World
Tower whether we like it or not. It is important, therefore, that
We become familiar with the principles governing nations in their
intercourse with each other. Special attention will be given to
the recent developments in the laws of war. and the rights and
duties i >f neutrality. Although not required. History 8 is very
desirable as a preparation for this course Second semester,
Monday. Wednesday and Friday, 7:30 A. M. Alternates with
course 10. Offered in 1916-1917.
10. Government of American Cities. The origin and development of American cities; proper relations of state and city;
proper methods of state supervision; municipal ownership of
public utilities; the rise of the commission form of government,
etc. Courses 1 and 2 are advised a- preparation for this work.
Second semester, Monday. Wednesday and Friday. 7:30 A. M.
Not given in 1916-1017.
15-16. Advanced Political Science. A course in advanced
investigation, for a limited number of students. Open to Juniors
and Senior, who have completed twenty credit hours in the
department. Two to four credit-.
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GREEK.
PROFESSOR COLWELL.

(Office hours, 8:00 A. M. daily, except Friday.)
The following courses are offered:
1. (a) I.ysias. Selected orations, with history of Athens
under the Thirty Tyrants and the Restoration of the Democracy.
(b) Thucydides. Selections, with history of the Peloponnesian
War. Reading at sight from Lysias, I.ucian, and the New Testament. Freshman year, first semester, four hours, Friday exceptcd, 8:30 A. M.
2. (a) Thucydides. Continuation of course 1. (b) Homer. Selections from the Iliad, with sight reading from the
(Myssey. Freshman year, second semester, four hours, Friday
execpted, 8:30 A. M.
3. (a) Demosthenes. Selected orations, usually the Philippics and Olynthiacs. (b) Herodotus. Selections. Sight reading from Demosthenes, Herodotus, Diodorus Siculus, Xenophon,
and the New Testament. Sophomore year, first semester, four
hours, Monday excepted, 9:30 A. M.
4. (a) Herodotus. Continuation of course 3. (&) Plato.
The Apology and Crito, with selections from the Pfuedo. Sight
reading from the Memorabilia of Xenophon. Sophomore year,
second semester, four hours, Monday excepted, 9:30 A. M.
Courses 1-4 arc required of all candidates for the degree of
Bachelor of Arts and of candidates for the degree of Bachelor
of Philosophy who make Creek their major language.
5. Tragedy. Aeschylus, Sophocles, or Euripides. Elective
for those who have completed courses 1-4. First semester, four
hours, Monday excepted, 10:30 A. M.
6. Aristophanes. Elective for those who have completed
courses 1-4. Second semester, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday, 1:30
P.

M.

8. New Testament. Elective for those who have had
courses 14. Second semester, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday, 2:30
i'. K,
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student! entering without preparatory Greek the
d, with full college credit:
immar, Greek Reader, and
V •■•:'• .'- V ibasis B Ih semesters, Monday, Wednesday and
Fridaj. 8:30 A •-•
Vi
ntinued, "itli Greek prose
■': further stud) of the principles of Greek Grammar.
Both semesters, Tuesday, Tl
II riday, 2:30 p, M.
These courses, confined to studei Is of full college rank, are
intended to covei
lired for entrance to eouraej
le the completion "f the regular
classi
tudents who have not been able to secure
aratoi •
folio >
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LATIN.
PBOFESSOI W. ll. JOHNSON.

MondayS

. other days, 2:30.)
I POWELL.

i if the following courses, numbers 1-4 are required for the
f Arts and of applicants for the degree of
Bachelor of Philosoph) who elect the Latin group (group Cl).
All coursi - m the department are opi n as electives to any student
who, in tl ■
rtructor, has had sufficient Latin
to pursue the work with profit, but courses 1-2 must precede any
of the more advanced work ■
urs< - 11-12, on Roman Life.
which are open to all college students.
1. (a) I icero. !><■ Senectute or De Amidtia. ib) AIT v.
Books XX1-XXII, or selections from the earlier liooks. Review
■ if Latin syntax First semester, four hour., section I. 7:30
A. M., Friday excepted sei lion II. 9:30 A. M , Monday excepted.
2. Odes and I p ■..
race Sigh) reading from the
Satires, and notes on Roman Poetrj Second semester, sections,
da) - and hi urs as in 11 mrse 1.
3. The Roman Stage. Two play- of Plautus and one of
Terei
S'otes on the histon of tin- Ancient Drama. First
semester, four hours per week, Monday excepted, 10:30 A. M.
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4.

Rhetoric and Literary Criticism of the Romans. This
i- based upon Hooks X and XII of Quintilian, with collateral work in the rhetorical writings of Cicero, the Epistles of
Horace and the Dialogus of Tacitus. The relation of Greek and
Roman ideas to present-day problems of Rhetoric and Criticism
is emphasized. Second semester, days and hours as in course 3.
5. The Roman Epigram and Elegy. Selections from Martial and the Elegiac poets. First semester, Tuesday, Thursday
and Friday, 1 :30 p. If, Alternates with course 7. Not given in
,IIT-<'

1916-1917.
6. The Annals of Tacitus, or Letters of Cicero and Pliny
The emphasis is placed on the social and political conditions and
problems suggested by the text, rather than on the language.
Second semester, Tuesday. Thursday and Friday, 1:30 r. M.
Alternates with course 8. Not given in 1916-1917.
7-8, Virgil. A study of the poems of Virgil and their place
in the History of Literature from points of view which cannot
be emphasized in the preparatory school. The two semesters
are not open to election separately. Especially advised for students who expect to become teachers of Latin in High Schools
or Academies. Open to Juniors and Seniors who have had not
less than three semesters work in this department. Both semesters, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday, 1:30 r. If. These courses
alternate with 5-6 and are offered in 1916-1917.
9-10. Latin Writing. A course in composition, open to
students who have had Freshmen Latin, and especially advised
f.r those who arc preparing to teach Latin. The two semesters
arc not open to election separately. Both semesters, Mcrv:::'
and Wednesday. 1 :30 P. If. These courses alternate with 11-i_i.
and are offered in 1916-1917.
11-12. Roman Life. An outline of the more im|x>rtant
phases of Roman character and achievement. The text-book will
be supplemented by notes and assigned reading, with photographs
and lantern illustrations for certain |x>rtions of the work. Ability
to read Latin is not prerequisite. Both semesters, Monday and
Wednesday, 1:30 P, If, These courses alternate with 9-10 and
are not given in 1916-1917.
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RHETORIC \M> ENGLISH LITERATURE.
PKOFISSOI WILLIAMS.

(Office hours. Tuesday and Thursday. 10:30 A. M.)
ASSOCIATE PaOFBSSOI PENCE.

Throughout the course, the study of Rhetoric is pursued in
combination with the study of literature. Instruction is given
by text-books and note- Themes are required throughout the
course. Students are made acquainted with the principles of
literary criticism, ami encouraged to develop intelligent appreciation of the best that has been written from Caedmon to the prcsent time A number of elective* are offered during the Junior
and Senior years
The following course- are given:
1-2 Freshman English. Recitations, themes, conferences,
and the study of modern prose writers. Both semesters, four
lections, I, Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 8:30 A. M.; II,
Monday, Tuesday, and Thursday (>:30 A. M.; Ill and IV, Tuesday. Thursda) and Friday, 2:30 p. M.
3-4. English Literature. Long's text-book is used, supplemented by selected readings and notes on special topics. The
first semester covers the subject from the beginning to the eighteenth century ; the second semester, to the close of the Victorian
period
Prerequisite, courses 1 and 2 Both semesters, three
sections, Monday. Wednesday and Friday at 8:30. Monday, Tuesday and Thursda) at 9 JO, and Tuesday, lhursday and Friday
at 2 :30.
■ 6 Shakespeare. Three plays are carefully studied each
semester and other plays assigned for reading. Prerequisite,
courses 1 and 2. Course Sa must precede 6. Both semesters,
Tuesday and Thursday, 7:30 A. M.
8. History of the English Novel. Open to Juniors and
Seniors who have had courses 1-4 Three lecture-recitation
period- per week with assigned reading, Five hours credit
Second semester. Monday, Tuesday and Thursday, 10:30 A. M.
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9. A Study of Prose Fiction. A text-book is used, supplemented by selected readings. Prerequisite, courses 1 and 2.
First semester, Wednesday and Friday, 10:30 A. If,
10. Later American Writers. Text-book, selected readings
and notes, Prerequisite, courses 1 and 2. Hours as in 9.
lla-12. Anglo-Saxon. Bright's Anglo-Saxon Reader, with
special study of the phonology of the language in its historical
relations to German and English, occupies the first semester.
Anglo-Saxon poetry, including Beowulf, is taken during the second semester. Both semesters, Tuesday, Thursday, and Friday,
2:30 p. M.
13. Poetics. Text-book, with selections for study. Prerequisite, courses 1-4. First semester, Wednesday and Friday,
9:30 A. u.
14. Later English Drama. Five plays are studied. Prerequisite, courses 1, 2, and 5a. Second semester, Wednesday
and Friday, 9:30 A. M.
15. Technique of the Short Story. Critical analysis of the
best modern writers and original work. Prerequisite, courses
1-2. First semester, Monday and Wednesday, 2:30 p. M.
16a. The Teaching of English. A course for those who
expect to teach English in high schools. Designed especially
for Juniors and Seniors and open to no one below these classes
without express permission from the instructor. Second semester, Tuesday and Thursday, 8:30 A. It,
17a. Advanced Thcme-ivriting. A course dealing especially
with Exposition. Special attention is given to criticism of original themes. Prerequisite, courses 1-4. First semester, two
recitations per week, hours to be arranged.
19. The Philosophy of English Literature. Open only to
students who have had courses 1-6, 8, 9 and 13, or their equivalent. Two to four hours credit, but students must register in
advance for a definite number of hours. Time of lectures or
recitations to be arranged.
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This department offera opportunity of studying French,
Italian and Spanish
It- aims arc: ill The acquisition of a
reading knowledge of the foreign language; (2) linguistic training; (3) introduction to the foreign literature and life.
Frenek. < >f the courses enumerated, numhers 1-2 are required of applicants f,.r the degree of Bachelor of Science, numbers 1-2 and at leasi tw four-hour courses in addition of applicants for the degree of Bachelor .if Philosophy who choose
French as their major language. The various courses are open
as elective to students in ail departments, with courses 1-2 prerequisite to any of the more advanced work. At the option of
the student a year of Spanish nil! he accepted as the equivalent
of a year of French in meeting the requirements noted above.
1-2 Beginners' Course. First semester, forms, translation,
written exen ises ami grammar, with about 80 pages of simple
reading. In the secon,] semester this work is continued, with
written and oral work in composition, and translation from prose
and verse. Two sections, four hours. Friday exceptcd, 8:30
A. if. and 1 :30 p. If.
3-4. Nineteenth Century Prose and Poetry. Review of
grammar, with composition and dictation, lioth semesters, four
hour-. Frid .
ted, 2:30 P. M.
?
'' The Cl
tuthors. Reading of plays, with class
report- on outside r.admg
Prerequisite, course's 1-4. Both
semesters, Monday. Wednesday and Friday. 7:30 A. M.
7-8. French Prose Composition, or French Literature, with
reading of representative modem authors. Prerequisite, courses
1-4. lioth semesters, Wednesday and Friday, 9:30 A. M.
9 I" A course intended to afford advanced students practice in the oral use of the language by the careful study of some
play, to be presented b) the class. Prerequisite, courses 1-4.
Maximum credit. 2 hour-, time to he arranged.
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Italian.
2. Grandgenl's Grammar. Prose antl verse of the Risorgimento. Outline of the history of Italian Literature. The forms
of the language are learned and practiced in exercises, written
and oral, and in translation. Elective in all courses. Second
semester, four hours, Monday excepted, 10:30 A. M.
3. Modern Italian Prose and Poetry. First semester, four
hours. Monday excepted, 10:30 A. If.

Spanish.
1. Garner's Grammar and Ramsey's Reader. The forms
of the language are learned and practiced in written and oral
exercises and in translation. Recent prose and verse. Sight
reading of business correspondence. Open as an elective to
students in all courses. First semester, four hours, Friday excepted, 7:30 A. M.
2. Cervantes, or modern prose. Second semester, four
hours. Friday excepted, 7:30 A. It.
The courses in Spanish and Italian, while intended for upper
classmen, may be taken by any who, in the judgment of the
instructor, can carry them with profit.
GERMAN LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE.
PROFESSOR CHAMBERLIN.

(Office hours, Tuesday and Thursday, 3:30 p. M.)
PROFESSOR BIEFELD.

German is treated as a living language, according to such
methods as will develop a feeling for its native qualities and an
appreciation of its literature. The study of the language is vivified by frequent references to the best features of German life
and thought. The Library is well supplied with reference works
and the choicest works of literature in this department, including
the Kucrschner collection, a complete file of the Publications of
the Modern Language Association of America and various German scientific and literary periodicals. Two courses in AngloSaxon are given by the German department in connection with
the department of English.
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1-2. Beginners' i nurses Essentials of German grammar;
practice of pronunciation by phonetic and natural methods; oral
and written reproduction of simple English expressions. About
150 pages of reading, including some of the best known songs
and lyrics. Students presenting one unit of entrance credit in
German will usually omit course 1 and enter course 2. Both
lemesters, foui hour-. Friday excepted, two sections, 7:30 A. M.
and 1 :30 r. If,

Shi ■: St ries. The course is based on such authors as
. Rosegger and Baumbach, accompanied by daily practice
of the essential: of grammar, with oral and written reproduction
in German. Prerequisite, courses 1-2. or two units of entrance
credit in German. First semester, four hours. 8:30 A. M., Friday excepted, and 10:30 A. it., Monday excepted.
4, Si killer's Dramas <->>nl Ballads, Two of the poet's favorite drama-, usually Wilhtln Tell and Die Juiuifrau VOH Orleans,
and some of his ballads will be read and interpreted. Lectures
and readings on the general principles of the drama, with analysis
and reviews of important acts and scenes. Prerequisite, courses
1-3. Sec .ml semester, sections and hours as in course 3.
?. M 'dern Fi (ion. Rapid reading of two or three modern
novels, with special attention to the common phrases and idioms.
Translation i- largely supplanted by oral and written reproduction of the features of the stories. Frequent exercises in writing
German. < Ipen to Students who present not less than three entrance credit- in German, or three semesters of college credit.
Iir»t semester, Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 7:30 A. M.
6. Historical and Descriptive Literature. Works of standard authors hearing on the history and conditions of Germany
are chosen for this course May be taken by special arrangement
after course 4. but regularly follow- course 5. Second semester,
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 7:30 A. M.
7. Lessing and Schiller. Interpretations of Leasing*! dramatic and critical work-, with relation to the literary conditions
in Germany in the eighteenth century. Schiller's life and his
drama IVallenstein will be taken up during the last part of the
3
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semester. Supplementary readings, on which reviews and themes
arc prepared, are included in the work. This course usually follows course 5 or 6, but in exceptional cases may be taken after
course 4. First semester, Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 8:30
A.

If,

8. Goethe. A study of the poet's life as reflected in his
characteristic writings of different periods. The course includes
Faust, Part I and the essential portions of Part IT. Collateral
readings as in course 7. Usually preceded by course 7, but may
be taken separately by qualified students. Second semester, Monday. Wednesday and Friday, 8:30 A. M.
9. German Literature to 1750. Main tendencies of German
literature from the earliest times to Lessing, with relation to the
Cultural history of Europe. A standard history of German literature will serve as the outline of the course, supplemented by
lectures and reading in both English and German. Open to advanced students with a fair knowledge of German. First semester. Tuesday, Thursday and Friday, 1:30 p. M.
10. German Literature of the Nineteenth Century. The
great literary movements of Germany in the last century, viewed
as parts of the broader currents affecting all European literatures.
The Romantic and Realistic schools, the rise of fiction and recent
developments will be considered with reference to representative
writers. Lectures and readings, with special topics assigned for
investigation. Open to advanced students with a fair knowledge
of German. Second semester, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday,
1:30 p, M.
12. Headings in Scientific Literature. Rapid reading, to
gain familiarity with the style of German scientific works. Prerequisite, courses 1-4. An elective course, not given unless at
least six register for it. Second semester, three credits, hours
to be arranged.
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PHYSICS.
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Ofl el nrs, " 30 A M. I
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The courses in Physics arc arranged for four classes of stui 1 i Applicants for the degree of A.I'.., who desire 10
elect on* or more courses ii Physics will find courses 1-4 open
to theii election
(2) Applicants f"r the degree of B.S., who
arc taking their major work in other departments. Course- 1
and2ar< required I
are elective i3 i Applicants for
the degree of B.S., wh desire to take iheir major work in
Physics. Courses 1-8 are required. (4) Students who desire to
lake a technical count in electrical or mechanical engineering.
The best education for sue!
rs is one in which the liberal
culture of a college course ; n edes the training of the technical
• I, but many cannot afford to spend the nine to complete both
the college and the technical courses, The Phj lies «iroup includes
all the non-techni
tudies of thi best technical schools, and its
sui essful c mpleti n will fit a student to enter the third year of
the technii
and thus earn both the college and the
engineering degrees in six years
1. General Physics. Lecture demonstrations and recitations covering the more important principles of Mechanics. Sound
and Heal
of candidate- for the U.S. degree, elective
for all others Mathematics 1 should accompany or precede this
course. First semester, three hour-. Monday, Wednesday, Friday,
7:30 A. if.
- General Physi t. \ continuation of Physics 1. Electy. Magneti
ght
Required of candidates for the
B.S degree, el« tivi for all others. Prerequisite, Physics 1.
Mathematics 2 should accompanj or precede thi- course. Second
semester, Mondaj
nd Friday, 7 :30 A. if.
la-2a General Physics. Laboratory courses paralleling the
work- ..f courses 1 and 2 Elective for students who are registered for Physics 1 and 2 and required of those who enter
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Physics 1 and 2 without a unit of entrance Physics. Fee $2.00.
Roth semesters, two hours, Tuesdays and Thursdays, 7:30-9:30.
3. Laboratory Physics. The essentials of Mechanics, Molecular Physics and Heat. Prerequisite, Physics 1-2, Mathematics
1 and 2. Pee $2.00. First semester, four hours, Monday excepted, 9:30-11:30 A. M., or Friday excepted, 1:30-3:30 P. M.
4. Laboratory Physics. The more fundamental experiments in Sound. Light, Magnetism and Electricity. Prerequisite,
Physics 1-2. Mathematics 1-2. Fee, $2.00. Second semester,
sections, days and hours as in course 3.
5. Experimental Physics. An advanced course in Electrical
Measurements. Prerequisite, Physics 1-4, and the Calculus.
Fee, $2.00. First semester, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday, 1:303:30 r. It
<<. Experimental Physics. An advanced course in Light,
consisting of measurements in Diffraction and Interference. Prerequisite. 1-4, and the Calculus. Fee, $2.00. Second semester,
Tuesday, Thursday and Friday, 1:30-3:30 p. It
7. Theoretical Physics. A lecture course presenting the
Kinetic Theory and elementary Thermodynamics. Prerequisite,
Physics 1-4, and the Calculus. First semester, Monday, Wednesday, Friday, 8:30 A. M.
8. Theoretical Physics. A lecture course in Physical Optics,
covering selected topics in Diffraction and Interference. Prerequisite, courses 1-4 and the Calculus. Second semester, Monday. Wednesday and Friday, 8:30 A. M.
9-10. Elements of Electrical Enginecriny. A lecture and
laboratory course presenting the general theory of direct and
alternating current circuits, and their application to direct and
alternating current machinery. Prerequisite, courses 1-4, and the
Calculus. Fee, $2.00. Both semesters, four hours. Lectures
Wednesday and Friday, 10:30; laboratory, four hours, to be
arranged.
12. History of Physics. A lecture and library course treating the development of Physics from an historical viewpoint.
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Prerequisite, courses 1-3. Second semester, Monday and Wednesday, 2:30 P. M.
15-16. Thesis in Physics. Elective for Seniors in the
Physics group, Students who have shown ability to profit by
such a course will be assigned some subject for original investigation or the repetition of some important classical experiment.
Both semesters, two to five hours
CHEMISTRY.
Ice hours. 10:30 every day.)
KISS SKI i

\

1-2. General Chemistry.
Arranged for college students
who have never studied the subject. Offered as an alternative
with Chemistry 3-4 to students who present Chemistry for entrance. Prerequisite, preparatory Physics. Kec, $4.00. Four
hours, both semesters, Tuesday and Thursday, 9:30 A. u.;
Wednesday and Friday, 9:30-11:30.
Ia-2a. Household Chemistry. A course in elementary
Chemistry ' >i>en to women only. Offered as an alternative
with Chemistry 1-2 to women who do not present Chemistry for
entrance Fee, $4.00 Four credits, l>oth .semesters. Tuesday
and Thursday, 9:30-11:30; Wednesday and Friday, 9:30.
3-4
Analysis. Required of scientific students
who present Chemistry for entrance and who do not elect 1-2
instead. Recommended to all who have had one year of Chemi-trv. Prerequisite, one year of Chemistry and' Physics. Two
laboratory periods per week throughout the year. Fee, $4.00.
Both semesters, Tuesday and Thursday, 7:30-9:30.
.: 6, :.. 6a Quantitative Analysis ami Chemical Arithmetic.
The two courses must be taken together. Prerequisite, Chemistry 1-2 or 3-4. Both semesters, 5a 6a, Monday. 1 :30; 5-6, Tuesday. Thursday and Friday, 1:30-3:30 P. M.
''1<I
Organit Chemistry. Prerequisite Chemistry 1-2, or
la 2a, or ; I Fee, $4.00 Two recitations and two lal>oratory
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periods per week through the year. Tuesday and Thursday,
2:30 r. If.; Monday and Wednesday, 1:30-3:30 p. M.
11-12, Inorganic Preparations. Students may register for
either semester or both. Two to five credits. Prerequisite,
one year of Chemistry. Primarily for Juniors and Seniors. Fee,
$4.00. Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 7:30-9:30 A. M.
13-14. Advanced Quantitative Analysis, (a) Ore Analysis,
(b) Water Analysis, (c) Fire Assay, (d) Mineral Analysis, (e)
(las Analysis, (f) Paint Analysis, (g) Fertilizer Analysis. Students may register for either semester or both. Two to five
credits. Prerequisite, courses 5-6 and 5a-6a. Fee, $4.00. Tuesday and Thursday, 7:30-9:30.
HOUSEHOLD ECONOMICS.
MRS. FINLEY.

1-2. Foods. Their composition and the effect of heat upon
them. Prerequisite, Chemistry la-2a, or Chemistry 3-4, which
may accompany the course if not pursued previously. Fee, $6.00
each semester. Three credits. Laboratory, Tuesday and Friday, 1 :30-3:30 p. If.; lecture, Thursday, 1 :30 p. If.
CIVIL ENGINEERING.
PROFESSOR T. S. JOHNSON.

(Office hours, II A. M. Wednesday and Friday.)
In field work the classes are divided into parties with just a
sufficient number to do the required work. By rotation each
member of the class becomes familiar with the duties of each
position and with every different instrument used. A full set of
nous of the work done by the party is kept by each member.
The method of instruction in this department is by means of
text-books and recitations, supplemented by lectures and individual instruction in field and office work. A liberal use is made
of current engineering literature. In the course in drawing the
main object is to give such a training as will meet the needs of
the engineer as fully as possible.
The following courses are offered:

*>
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.:.' Drawing. Use and care of drawing instruments, lettering, exercise] in projection, and simple working
drawing-. Prerequisite, Preparatory Mathematics. Pee. $1.00.
Both semesters, Tuesdaj and Thursday, 7:30-9 :30 A. it, Additional hour- maj be assigned to those desiring a more extended
o >urse.
3. Descriptive Geometry. A itudy of the representation of
lines, surfaces, solids, tangencies, intersections, and developments,
with original problems Recitations, lectures, and drawing. Prerequisite, course 1
Fee, $1.00. First semester, four hours,
Monday excepted, 9:30-11 :30 A. M.
4. Plane Surveying
\i. elementary study of surveying
methods and instruments. Use of tape, chain, compass, level,
transit
Adjustments. Lectures, recitations, problems, field work
and platting
Prerequisite, course 1 and Mathematics 1. Fee,
$2.00 Second semester, four hour-. Friday excepted, 1:30-3:30.
5. Railroad Surveying and Earth-work. Problems attending the location and constrw tion of railway-. Transition curves.
computation of earth-work, platting, profiles and construction of
maprhis course will alternate with course 11. Prerequisite,
course 4 Fee, $2.00 Firsl semester, four hours, Friday excepted. 7 30-9 '•" A M
6 '
ngineering. The economic theory of location i- studied for -i\ weeks. This is followed by a preliminary
survey of a railroad several miles in length, with preliminary
map proid, and estimates; location survey, profile and cross
sectioning, A location map i- made, earth-work computed, estimate of haul and cost of line. A map is also made of a railroad
station grounds, showing industries, etc. Prerequisite, course 5.
Second semester, Monday, Tuesday and Thursday, 9:30 A. M.
7. Applied Mechanics. The principle- of Mechanics, with
reference to their application to Engineering, Statics, center
of gravity, moment of inertia, and Kinetics. An application of
Mathematics to Engineering Prerequisite, Mathematics 4 or 4a
and Physics 1. First semester, four hour-, Priday excepted,
I :30 p. M.
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8. Applied Mechanics.
A continuation of course 7.
Strength of Materials, studies in Materials and their action under
tension, compression and shear in beams. Columns, girders,
shafts and engineering structures. Mathematical and Physical
ideas underlying Mechanics of Materials. Prerequisite, course 7.
Second semester, four hours, Monday excepted, 10:30 A. M.
9. Analysis of Structures. Determination of stresses in
roof and bridge trusses by graphical and analytical methods.
Prerequisite, course 8, Mathematics 4, Physics 1. Fee, $1.00.
First semester, four credits, Monday and Wednesday, 2:30 p. it.,
with laboratory periods to be assigned.
10. Ruof and Bridge Design. A continuation of course 9.
Design of actual roof and bridge trusses, and preparation of
working drawings. Checking and discussion of working drawing The department is provided with a large collection of such
drawings, presented by railroads, structural iron companies and
city engineers. Prerequisite, courses 8 and 9. Fee, $1.00.
Hours and credits as in course 9.
11. Topographical Surveying and Mapping. The methods
of conducting topographical surveys are taken up. Each party
makes a complete to|x>graphical survey of a certain tract, employing plane table, stadia, transit and rectangular methods.
The area is computed and a map is made showing all topographical features. Alternates with course 5. Prerequisite, course 4.
Fee. $2.00. First semester, four hours, Friday excepted, 7 :309:30 A. M.
12. Cement Testing. A study of the manufacture, properties and testing of hydraulic cements and mortars. Each student
makes all the standard tests in the cement laboratory. Fee,
S2.00. Tuesday and Thursday, 7:30-9-30 A. M.
13. Highway Construction and Maintenance. A study is
made of the methods and materials necessary to maintain streets
and highways in city and country. Prerequisite, courses 1 and 4.
First semester, Tuesday and Thursday, 2:30 p. M.
14. Hydraulics. A study of hydrostatics and hydrokinetics, pres-ure in pipes and reservoirs, flow of water through orifices
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ami pipes, and retaining walls. Prerequisite, courses 7 and 8.
Second semester, two credits. Hours to be assigned.
IS. Public Witter Supplies. Quantity of water supply for
cities and townYield from drainage basins. Stream and
ground water flow. Works for collection, purification and distribution of water. Prerequisite, Chemistry 1-2 or ,?-4. Civil Engineering 4 First semester, Monday, Wednesday and Friday,
8:.50

A.

M.

16 Seux rag Systems and Sewage Disposal. A continuation of course 15 in Sanitary Engineering. Studies in the collection and disposal of public wastes and methods of improvement
and conservation of public health. Second semester, prerequisites
and hours as in course 15. which must precede this course.

DEPARTMENT OE GEOLOGY.
PROFE&SOI CAKKEY.

(( >ffice hours. 9:30 A. M.. Monday. Wednesday and Thursday.)
This department, which occupies the entire third floor of
Hartley Memorial Hall, i- unusually well equipped with maps,
relief model-, minerals, rock specimens, and about 5,000 lantern
slides. The laboratories are commodious, and fairly complete in
appointment-. It- library and well-lighted reading room, twentyleven by thirty feet, places the G. K. Gilbert collection of books
where il can be of most use to -'.udents; all the American periodicals bearing on geology and geography, as well as representative
British, Scottish, German, and French magazines come regularly
to the department library.
In it- instruction the department places much emphasis on
field work. We have within easy reach the formations from the
Silurian to the Pennsylvanian inclusive. The topography where
the Waverly and Mississippian rocks outcrop, and this is in the
immediate region of Granville, affords excellent illustrations for
studies in physiography. The conditions are also specially favorable for studies in glacial geology since we have close at hand
the drift of different ice invasions, and are within a few miles
of unglaciated territory.
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Students desiring only a general course in geology are advised to take la-21>; the courses in Geography are also of cultural
value.
GEOLOGY.
Ia-2b. General Geology. Two lectures per week, with
three all day field trips and five laboratory periods each semester.
Three credits, or without the field and laboratory work, two credits. Fee, $1.00 if taken for three credits. Lectures, Wednesday
and Friday, 10:30 A. M.
4b. Glacial Geology. Lectures, readings and field work.
Prerequisite, Geology la-2b. Two credits, Wednesday and Friday, 9:30 A. M.
5a-6b. Geological Literature. Open only to Juniors and
Seniors, Prerequisite, Geology la-2b, and ability to read cither
French or German. Reports and discussion of assigned readings.
Two credits. Monday and Wednesday, 2:30 p. M.
7a-8b. Investigation. Open to Seniors. Prerequisite, GeolOgy la-2b, 4b. Hours to be arranged. Two to five credits.
GEOGRAPHY.
1. Physiography. Lectures and assigned readings. A
Study of land forms, and the processes by which they are altered;
the oceans, atmosphere, earthquakes, volcanoes, and glaciers are
treated quite fully. First semester, two credits. Tuesday and
Thursday, 8:30 A :
2. Geographic Influences. Lectures supplemented by library
assignments, considering several types of geographic influences,
as observed in the habitats of primitive peoples, in the development of ethnic groups, in the growth of ideas concerning the size
and shape of the earth, and in map-making; in the social, industrial and political activities of advanced peoples, and the influence
of to|iographic and climatic environment on mental and moral
qualities. Three credits, second semester, two sections, Monday,
Tuesday and Thursday, 10:30 A. If.; Tuesday, Thursday and
Friday, 1:30 p. it,
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3, Geographical InHuences. A repetition of course 2. Firat
semester, sections, days and hours as in coum -'
4 Geography of North America Lectures and collateral
readings concerning the influence which the relief features, climate, and natural resources of the continent have had on its history, the development anil shifting of particular industries, certain phases of conservation, the distribution of population, and
inland water ways fr^m '.he viewpoint of regional geography.
Prerequisite. Geography - or 3 Three credits, second semester,
Monday. Wednesday ami Friday, 8:30 A. M.
5. Geography of Europe. Lectures and library assignments
following tin- line of treatment outlined for North America in
course 4 Prerequisite, I ieography 2 or 3. First semester, three
credits. Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 8:30 A. M.
6 Geography of South America. Lectures and library assignments following tin- method of work outlined in course 4,
the Geography of North America. Prerequisite, Geography 2
or 3. Two credits, second semester. Tuesday and Thursday,
8:30 A M
7-8 '.. 'graphical Literature. Open only to Juniors and
Seniors Prerequisite, Geography 2 or 3. 4, 5 or 6, and ability
to read French or German. Reports and discussions of assigned
readings Both semesters, two credits, Tuesday and Thursday,
" :30 A. M
9-10 Investigation. ' tpen only to Senior-. Prerequisite,
Geography 1 or it- equivalent, 2 or 3. 4. 5 or 6, " or 8. Both
semesters, hour- to !„• arranged, Two to live credits.
ASTRONOMY.
PROFESSOR BIEFELO,

ffice hour-. Tuesday and Thursday, 1:30 v. u >
Of the following courses, 1 anil 2 are elementary, introducing the student to the subject and method of -tudy. Course 3
is intended to IK- cultural, presenting a general survey of the subject in a simple way. anil yd with scientific accuracy. Courses 4
and 'i bring the student in contact with tin- practical applications
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of the subject, solving the fundamental problems with the rigor
that mathematics and modern instruments make possible.
Courses 7 and 8 give opportunity for work of high grade and
la-ting value to Astronomy, along the line of micromctric and
photometric work, while ') and 10 lead into the application of
Mathematics to Astronomy, making use of the best that has been
brought out in the English, German and French languages, on
Celestial Mechanics.
1. Constellation Study, (a) Identification of the principal
constellations, planets, star clusters and nebula;, aided by opera
glasses and the equatorial, eight evenings during the semester,
(hi Talks on the celestial sphere and the solar system, eight evenings (hiring the semester, (c) Exercise on the use of the celestial glolx\ ephemerides, and star maps. Study of the apparent
motions of the sun, moon and planets. Elective for all students.
I'i'c. SI.00. First semester, two credits. One hour on Tuesday
at 8 i'. M. for lectures, or constellation study at the Observatory
on clear nights. One laboratory period, two sections, Monday
or Wednesday, 1 :30-3:30 p. M.
2. Constellation Study. A continuation of course 1, in
which opportunity is given to a limited number of students to
study some of the constellations more in detail, with telescopic
aid. Eight lectures on the History of Astronomy, from ancient
times through the time of Newton. A study of the moon and
one of the planets in the sky, by drawings on outline maps. Observation of variable stars, with naked eye, by grades. Elementary exercises with the astronomical clocks, the transit and the
equatorial. Elective for all students. Fee, $1.00, Credits and
hours as in course 1, above.
3. Descriptive Astronomy. This course will be given in
lectures based on non-mathematical text. The text being followed
quite closely, will avoid the taking of notes and at the same time
giving the student a chance to pay close attention and subsequently
study with greater profit, errors and misstatcinents creeping into
the notes being avoided. A ten minute quiz precedes the lecture
each day, so that the ground may be thoroughly covered.
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The lectures will be accompanied by demonitratioaa with
the nstruments of the Observatory. The usual topic* will be
taken up, as found in standard text books on Descriptive
Astron
I he course may be taken liv Sophomorea, Juniors and
•-. no special prerequisites. Firai semester, four hours,
Muni:.! exce| ted, 10:30 A. M.
4. Practical Astronomy. Elective for students who have
had Astronomy 3 and Physics 3, laboratory work in mechanics
being of special importance. A laboratory course, taking up the
work a- follows: ill Angle and lime measurements. Work
with vernier, level, micrometer, astronomical clock, and chronograph
< 2 i The Transit Instrument. Determination of the con-tant- of the instrument Wire intervals of micrometer, level
constant, collimation constant, azimuth constant. Determination
of time by eye and ear method, and by chronograph. Determination ■ :
{3) The Zenith Telescope. Determination of
Ji graphical latitude by Talcott method. (4) The Transit as
Meridian Circle. Determination of nadir and equator point.
Determination of right ascension anil declination of stars differentially
Determination of longitude of the Observatory in connection with wireless signals from Arlington. (5) The Equatorial. Adjustments. Determination of the apparent place of
a heavenly body, directly, b) means of hour and declination cirr differentially, by means of |>osition micrometer. Double
-tar work. Determination of position angle and distance with
position micrometer. Fee, $2.00, Second semester, four hours,
Men
i I, 10 .''ii A ii.
<■ Method of least Squares, Second lemester, two hours,
time to IK- arranged
7-8, Advanced Observational Work, Use of the position
micrometer an'! equatorial in measurement of double stars. Measurement of position, differentially, of fixed stars suspected of
considerable proper motion. Stellar Photometry, with naked eye,
by grade-. Study of short period variables, with sliding wedge
photometer. Prerequisite, Astronomy 1-.'. lioth semesters, three
credit hours, tin,, to be arranged.

r
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■MO. Theoretical Astronomy and Celestial Mechanics. Selected chapters from English, German ami French works on celestial mechanics and its application to the determination of orbits
of comets. Prerequisite, Astronomy 3, 4 and i>. Calculus, and
Differential Equations. Both semesters, three credit hours, time
to be arranged.
ZOOLOGY.
ACTING PROFESSOR PISH.

(Office hours, Monday, 1:30-2:30 P. M.; Saturday, 10:30-11:30
A. M.)

The department aims:—
First, to give elementary instruction in the fundamental principles of biology, and enthuse those whose tastes and abilities
qualify them for further study. (Courses marked A.)
Second, to give general instruction in the concrete facts of
Zoology, and encourage those who show marked ability seriously
in consider undertaking a life work in Zoology or some closely
allied field. (Courses marked B.)
Third, to give detailed instruction in that particular field of
/oology which appeals most strongly to individual students of
superior merit, and direct their first independent work. (Courses
marked C.)
For students who intend to study medicine, courses 1-4, 5b,
6b, 7b, 1 lb and 13b are recommended. Any four of these courses
which can be elected will fill the biological requirement for entrance to medical schools. See also reference to pre-medical work
under department of Botany.
The courses in Botany and Zoology, in addition to the number designating them individually, arc lettered with capital letters
to indicate their elementary (A) or more advanced (B and C)
nature. Two A courses in either Botany or Zoology arc prerequisite to all B courses in Zoology. Four B courses in either
Botany or Zoology are prerequisite to all C courses in Zoology.
1 llemenlary Biology. (A). This course is listed also with
the Botany courses and is given jointly by the two departments.
It is a study of (1) the characteristics, (2) the properties, and
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3 the activities of living things. One laboratory period, one
lectun
recitation each week. Three credits. Fee, $2.50.
stcr, ruesday, 1 :" 3 ;". i i 3 .;" : 30 p V.; Thursday and Friday, 1 ,;i' i M
\ i liven jointly with the department of Bi tany, .i- course 1. which must precede it. Several of
the |
rtments will address the class on
tl) related to this course and their special fields of
ligation. The course embraces < 1 > the more important therganic evolution, (2) the laws of variation ai
! theevolutii
I
ety, and (4) the fundatal principles on which eugenics must depend. Fee, $2.50.
Second semester
I hour: as in course 1
3. /i
rhis course is (1) .-i labI representatives of the various phyla of invcrtebrates; < 2 > a text study of the classes and orders of invertebrate
an elementary stud) in the practice of descriptive illustration
Lectures, illustrated by lantern slides and
charts, will supplement the text, and numerous prepared museum
lions will supplement the individual work- in the laboratory. '■■■ $3.00 First semester, Tuesday and Thursday, 9:30
0-11 JO A. M Not offered
in 1916-1917
rlebrotes. (It >. This
course is (1 a laboratory stud\ of rc]>r<-entatives of the various phyla of chordates, 12) a texl study of the classes and orders
of il<
and '.'i an elementary study in fine dissection
and dc
llustration. Lectures illustrated by lantern slides
and chan
nt the I •>. and examples from palasonal material will supplement the indilal work in the laboratory, Fee, $3.00. Second semester,
four credits, Tuesday and Thursday, 9:30 A. M.; Wednesday
and Friday, 9:30-11:30 A. \i Offered in 1916-1917.
5b. Embi
fB). This course is (1) a text and lab*
•v study of the development of organisms, from the egg
to the adult, followed 1\ (2) a stud) of the development of the
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separate organs, The development of the frog and the cliick
will be studied intensively. Must be preceded by one 1! course
in Zoology. Fee, $3.00. First semester, three credits. Tuesday
and Thursday, 9:30 A M., and two hours to be arranged with

the instructor. Offered in 1916-1917.
6b, Histology. (B). This course consists (1) of laboratory
practice in the preparation of animal tissues for microscopic
Study, lii text work on tissue structure and the organization
df tissue into organs, and (3) supplementary lectures. Specimens cf tissue from invertebrates and vertebrates will be prepared by the students, and microscope slides of human tissues
already prepared will be furnished to the students for Study.
Must be preceded by one M course in Zoology. Fee, $3.00.
Second semester, four credits. Tuesday and Thursday, 9:30 A. Id.,
and four hours to be arranged with the instructor. Not offered
in 1916-1917.
7b. Entomology. (B). This course is (1) a study of the
anatomy and development of insects, and (2) their collection,
preservation and classification. F.ach student will make individual collection-, and weekly field trips will be made when possible. It is the plan of the department to make a careful canvass of the Denison alumni in foreign lands and secure specimens
for tlu museum collection of the University and for exchange
with the members of the class, by whom the work of mounting
a part of the collection will be done, under the supervision of
the instructor. Special readings from the works of famous investigators and from government reports will be made by each
student and reported upon before the class. Fee, $3.00. First
semester, three credits, Monday. Wednesday and Friday, 8:30
A. M.. with field trips at 3:30 p. M. during the week or at 8 A. M.
OI Saturday. Offered in 1916-1917.
8b. Entomology. (]'•). Similar to course 7b but may be
taken either before or after that course. Fee, $3.00. Second
semester, credits, days and hours as in course 7b. Not offered
in 1916-1917.
lib, Physiology. (C). A text study of the facts and theories concerned with (1 ) the structure. (2) the physics, and (3)
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the chemistr) of ihc human body. 1 ectures at regular intervals
on matten of personal and domestic hygiene. Lecture demonstrations by the instructor, to secure admission, the student
must have had one yeai each of chemistry and physics with a
total of 15 points
Fee, $!(»> First semester, three credits,
M inday, ruesda} and Thursday, 10 JO A. it., with occasional
substitution oi an hour at 3:30 r \i
13b. Genetics. (C). A laboratory uudy of the laws of
heredity
Each student will he assigned a problem in the production oi "new true-breeding types," which he will be required
to solve experimentally by propagating the fruit-fly. Orosophila
ampelophila, at least six generations of which will be raised in
the laboratory during the semester. In addition, some problem
in plant genetics will be assigned t" each itudent for temporary
attention. < Experimental work tint completed at the end of this
n ij I < ontinued as a part of course 14b. 16b, 1° or 20,
or lmtany \'< i>r 20. according 1" the nature of the work and the
time to be devoted to it > Class studies will be made of the
fundament
- of biometry. Bibliographical studies of
the work "f the principal it ■ tigaton in plant and animal genetics will be made bj eai h student
Students entering this course
must have had one year of Chemistry, Physics or (icology and
a year of Mathematics, with a total of fifteen points, or other
equivalent \'...:k at the discretion of the instructor. Fee, $4.00.
First
live hours credit, Tuesday and Thursday, 8:30
\. M . and cue laboratory hour each week day to be arranged
with the instructor.
14b, Genetii i
\ further study "f the topics considered
in 13b, but not a continuation of that course, as the work of
individual students will be wholly dissimilar. Special practice in
the analysis "f experimental data compiled by other investigators.
I Kperimental work not finished at the completion of this course
may be carried on as laboratory work in Zoology 16b, 1%, 20, or
Botany 19 or 20, according to the nature of the experiment and
the time to be devoted to it. Course 13b must precede this
coursi
i
■
Second semester, five credits, Tuesday and
Thursday, 8:30 A If., and a laboratory hour each week day.
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1<>I>. Cytology. (C). Given jointly by the departments of
Botany and Zoology. A laboratory study in (1) the microscopic
anatomy of the cell and (2) the correlation of cell parts with
the phenomena of heredity. Laboratory practice will be given
in the preparation of material and some special problem will be
assigned in connection with work which the student has already
done or is undertaking in genetics. One lecture each week, illustrated by specially prepared material, charts and designs, will
review the progress of cytological investigation. Course 13a
must precede this work. Fee, $3.00. Second semester, three
credits. Monday, 1:30 r. II., and other hours to be arranged
with the instructor. Offered in 1916-1917.
1". Biological Seminar. (C). Individual work in the
preparation of bibliographies and reviews, as the basis of frequenl reports before the class. The work may be wholly in the
student's own field of investigation in Zoology 14b, 16b, 19, 20,
or Botany 19 or 20, or it may l>c something suggested by work
in the earlier courses in either department. The student must
have had Zoology 13b and must have a reading knowledge of
some modern language. Fee, $1.00. First .semester, two credits, hours to be arranged.
IS. Biological Seminar. A course similar in all respects
to course 17. May be taken either before or after 17.
19. Introduction to Research. (C). Each student will be
assigned some problem of an experimental nature suited to his
laste and training, and required to make a bibliography of the
literature bearing upon the subject and to read the most important articles for report to the instructor. The work will be
wholly independent research, with no lectures. Students will be
met individually one hour each week by the instructor for conference on progress made during the previous week and plans
for the week to come. Experiments unfinished at the compleHon of this course may be continued as Zoology 20. Fee, $1.00
for each hour of credit elected. First semester, three to five
credits, hours to be arranged.
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20 IHI$ 'duction to Research
A second semester course
-imilar in all respects to course 19 Ma) be elected cither before
tei 19.

PiOFI -- i* -I II KNI >

i1 iffice hours, Tuesday and Thursday, 9:30 A. MI
HISS OKI

The work in Botany is i signed not only for the systematic
development of that branch of science for the benefit of student!
who wish either i i tea h or in anj other way devote themselves
illy to n. Inn also and more particularly to emphasize,
througl
ervation and deduction, the
broader and purely cultural side of the subject
Student- desiring a single course in Botany in addition to
the work in |
advised to -elect 11 and 12 if
their inter,
entel in the flowering plant-, or 3 and 4 if they
wish to obi
• of the entire plant kingdom.
; 7-8 havi
I bearing upon pre-medical work,
if special interest to domestic science itu• igriculture courses 1-2, ; '>. 7-8,
immended.
ell as those in Zoolog]. in addidistinguishing them individually, are each
given a capital letter to indicate their elementary (A), or more
advanced nature iB or C). Two A courses are necessary as
prerequisite for all r, courses in Botany, Four 1'. courses in
eitlu-r Botat
" Zool
requisite for all t courses in
i ., ourse «ill he found in cimiih it- dei
is given below, The following
ci «rsi • are off< n
1-2 General Biology
(A), Tin- course i- given jointly
by the department- of Botany and Zoology, and i- identical with
Zoolog] 1 -' The in-' semester i- devoted to a consideration
of tin- nature of life, and the characteristics, properties, and activitie- of living things, and of the relation of organisms to each
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other and to their environment; while the work of the second
semester includes a study of the more important theories as well
as law) of heredity, variation and evolution of organisms. Open
to general election, and required for admission to all other courses
in botany unless an equivalent is offered. Fee. $2.50 each semester Both Semesters, three credits. Tuesday. 1:30-3:30. or
3:30-5:30 i\ K.; Thursday and Friday, 1:30 P. K.
3-4. Plant Morphology. (II). A very general survey of
the plant kingdom, with a study of type forms from the lowest
to the highest order- Structure, development, reproduction and
classification are considered from the standpoint of biology and
evolution. One all day field trip and several shorter excursions
are required each semester. Offered in alternate years with
courses 5 and 6, Pee, $3.00 each semester. Both semesters,
four credits, Tuesday and Thursday, 10:30 A. M.; Wednesday
and Friday, '1:30-11:30 A. M. Not offered in 1916-1917.
5-6. Plant Histology ami Physiology. (B). A study of
cells, tissues and organs of higher plants, and of the relation of
these structures to irritability, movement, secretion, nutrition.
growth and reproduction. Special attention is given to the technique of microscopic study during the lirst semester, and to
experimental methods during the second. Offered in alternate
years with courses 3-4. Fee, $3.00 each semester. Both semesters, four credits, Tuesday and Thursday, 10:30 .\. M.; Wednesday and Friday, 9:30-11:30 A. M. Offered in 1916-1917.
7-8, Bacteriology. (B). A general consideration of the
structure and activities of bacteria, with emphasis placed on their
rc'ation to human life and interests. Among the specific subjects treated are: soil fertility, sewage disposal, milk problems,
butter and cheese making, diseases of plants and animals, and
public health and sanitation. Elementary chemistry is advised
in addition to the regular prerequisites for this course. Fee,
00 i ich semester. Both semesters, three credits. Monday and
Friday, 7:30-9:30 A. M.; Wednesday, 8:30 A. u.
9. Plant Pathology. (C). A study of the more important diseases of useful plants, including rusts, smuts, moulds,
""blew-, scabs and blights, Recognition of specific diseases
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through symptoms, the economic importance of the various disi .,-1 -. and methods "i control, are phases of the •abject receiving
i including .1 consideration of different spraying
mixtures, methods of application, and spraying calendars. The
work of state and national governments in plant disease is
brought particularly to the attention of the student in thesis
work. Courses ; 6 and 7 B th nild precede this course, (liven
in alternate years with course 11. Fee, $1.00. First semester,
two credits, Monday, 1:30-3:30 r. u.\ Wednesday, 1:30 p. u.
Not offered in 1916-1917
in 1 ',.'•'.
l:
An introductory consideration of
the character, culture, protection and uses of the forest, and of
the more important problems of economic and civic significance
ng to the subject. The value of trees is emphasized, and
the identification of native trees forms a part of the laboratory
work. A g od course in elementary botany may be substituted
for Biolog) 1-2 as prerequisite f"r this course. Offered in alternate years with course 12. Tee. $1.00. Second semester, two
credits, Monday, 1:30-3:30 r M ; Wednesday, 1:30 p. M. Not
offered in 1916 1917.
11 Plant
B
A study of the nature of plants
own by their reactions to the various factors of their environment, water, light, soil, temperature, etc., in their struggle
for e> tence The distribution of plants, and their natural
grouping into societies 1- considered, and special attention is
givi • to the life problems of the plant, and the solution of those
problems by the plant, as revealed in external form and internal
•tructun
Four all-day field trips, and several short excursions
take the placi "i a portion of the laloratorv work. Offered in
alternate years with course 9, Fee, $2.00. First semester, three
ts, Tuesday and Thursday, 7:30-'»:30 A. M.; Wednesday,
7:30 A. ¥ 1 (ffered in 1916-1917.
12. Systematic Botany.
(B). A consideration of the
principlefrom
'i historical and evolutionary
standpoints, and the study of the classification of the flowering
plants. Emphasis i- placed "ii field and laboratory studies of
native plants, while methods of collecting, arranging and pre-
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serving receive attention. Four all-day field trips and several
shorter excursions take the place of a part of the laboratory
work. Offered in alternate years with course 10. Fee, $2.00.
Second semester, three credits, Tuesday and Thursday, 7:309:30 A. M.; Wednesday, 7:30 A. M. Offered in 1916-1917.
16b. Cytology. (C). Given jointly by the departments
of Zoology and Botany, and listed also as Zoology 16b. A study
of the microscopic structure of living material as organized into
cells, and a consideration of the theories and laws of development, heredity and evolution based upon such study. This course
should be preceded by a study of Genetics (Zoology 13b), with
plant or animal histology also recommended. Offered in alternate years. Second semester. Three credits. Fee, $3.00.
Lectures Monday at 1:30 r. if. Laboratory, four hours to he
arranged. Offered in 1916-1917.
17-18. Botanical Seminar. (C). The study of special
topics with reports in class upon assigned readings. Either or
both semesters may be taken. Ability to use French or German
i- desirable. Open to Juniors and Seniors only. Two meetings
each week, with two credits. Hours of meetings to be arranged.
Fee, SI.00 each semester.
19-20. Advanced Botany. (C). Special work on assigned
problems leading to research in botany. This course may be
taken only by competent students, and with the consent of the
Professor in charge. Two to five credits. Hours arranged
individually.
MUSIC.
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR ESCIIMAN.

(Office hours, Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 8:30 A. M.)
Of the courses in the Theory and History of Music, some
are offered largely for their general cultural value as a natural
part of any liberal education. These courses are open without
prerequisites to all students in the University. The others are
mainly of a more technical nature, and cannot be elected without
necessary preparation. For details consult the announcement
of the Conservatory of Music, in this catalogue.
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Following

ourses foi which college credit is

• 'I

-Ifr'1 ■■'•' '
' tttuu
In-', semester, two credits,
I Wednesday, 2 30 p. u
Fee, $8.00.
_' El mentary Tht
Second semester, two credits,
Mondaj and Wednesday, 2 30 p v
Fee, $8.00.
;
'. H M '
f A/MI
Both semesters, three credits,
Tuesday, Tl
I 30 P U
Fee, $12.00 each
1.

7-8
Harm
Tuesda
11
10
day, Tuesda

Both semesters, three credit-. Monday,
10 ;" \ u
Fee, $12.00 each semester.
•'. Roth semesters, three credit-. MonI
9 30 A M
Fee, $12.00 each

ti

11-12 A/n
Roth semesters, two credits. Wednesday ami Friday, 9 30 \ •■■
Fee, $8.00 each semester.
13-14
■
Both semesters, t»<> credits,
Monda) and Wednesday, 1 30 p u. Fee, $8.00 each semester.
15-16. Free I mf I
Both semesters, two credit-,
Wednesday and Friday, 10:30 * H
Fee, $8.00 each semester.
17. Physical Basis of Music First semester, two credits,
.' 311 I- u.

PUBLII

SPEAKING.

> s i PRO) I 5SOI IOHNSTOM.

This department affords training in Expression, by finding
ing the t oil e, mind and body
in reading and speaking The work is in no sense a mere coaching I
tl. cultural training which aims at
helping the student get command of hit own creative powers.
Thi
an art, and through it the student is
broug
uch with the principles governing all art. The
foil
liege i lei tivea
1-2
■ ression A general preparatory
rt t self-expression through speech and action,
The aim is t" enlarge the student's native powers, give him selfawaken lii- inter.-; in oral interprets-
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lion and its relation to cvery-day living. Brief talks upon the
dements of expression, with emphasis upon the natural correlation of speech and action. An elementary training upon which
..iti-factory results in the subsequent courses are largely dependent. Open to Freshmen. Moth semesters, three credits. Two
sections, Monday. Tuesday and Thursday. 10:30 A. M.; Tuesday.
Thursday and Friday, 2:30 p. M.
3a-4a. Extempore Speaking. Practice in thinking in the
presence of others, and in presenting one's thoughts in a vigorous and attractive manner. A preliminary drill in "off-hand"
speaking, a laboratory rather than a lecture course. The more
common forms of occasional speech will he studied, with appropriate criticism by the instructor and class members. Prerequisite, courses 1--'. Both semesters, three credits, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday, 1 :30 f. u,
5. Rhetoric of Oratory. A critical study of oratorical
form, based upon the world's most famous oration-, with investigation of the well established principles of appeal. Lectures
on the place of oratory in the past and present, and the psychology if the public audience. Students will prepare complete outlines mi various themes and present at least one carefully rehearsed oration each semester. Prerequisite, courses 1-2. First
semester, two credits, Monday and Wednesday, 2:30 p. H.
6, Dramatic Reading. This course aims to develop the
ability to express privately or from the platform some of the
greatest thoughts of the world's great minds. Detailed study
of the various tone qualities, gestures and attitudes employed by
the reader a- distinguished from the orator. The presentation
of short scenes from various plays offer- an opportunity for the
simpler form- of stage craft. Prerequisite, course 1 or 2. Second semester, two credits, Monday and Wednesday, 2:30 p. M.

PHYSICAL TRAINING.
MR. LIVINGSTON.

Physical training is essential to sound scholarship. With
tin- in view, a progressive course in systematic and rational
physical training is given, covering a minimum of two hours
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per week in the Freshman and Sophomore years, for which four
• are allowed. A careful physical examination of each student is made al the beginning of the school year, of which an
accurate record is kept, and advice is given to assist the individual
in acquiring or maintaining a healthy bodj
In place of the systematic clan work, those students who
plans of physical training, by devoting
lour forty-five minute periods per week thereto, may receive
■ for the tame, as above, subject t" the discretion of the
Director. A short talk on the theory and practice of some athletic or gymnasium ex* rose from the standjx>int of observer and
participant ;- given each week, and i- open to all students of
the I :.:\' :

An elective course in Physical Training is offered to Juniors
and Senior- who desire a deeper knowledge of this subject than
the work ■ ■ 1 under-classmen furnishes. This course includes
lectures on the history, theorj ami practice of gymnastics and
athletics; lighting
iting, heating and ventilating of school
rooms; the taking of physical measurements and examination of
heart, lung! and
first aid to the injured and care of minor
injuries. Ample opportunit) is given for practice in handling
gymna
' athletic teams,
II' lUSEHOLD ECONOMICS.
I UGI MA B. UNLEY.

(( tfSce hours. 12:00-12:30 p. M.)
1-2 HouSi
i M .- A course on the composition
of fo
an elective in all college courses, with
1 more fully under the department of
tr) . with which it i- allied.
uek Id Art. Sewing. Fee. $12.00 each semester.
'I'm
ursday, 7 30-9 >". or Wednesday and Friday,
9:30-11:30 A. W
3-4 Household Art.
Reed and Raffia Weaving. Fee,
$12.00 each semester, One two-hour period per week, Monday,
9:30-11 :30 A. M
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Courses of Study
The unit of work is one hour of lecture or recitation work
per week throughout a semester, and not less than 124 units are
required to complete a course. In laboratory work a two-hour
period counts as one unit. For aid in choosing clcctives, the
student may consult the schedules of courses by hours, which will
he found at the end of the volume.
To insure the organization of classes in purely elective
Studies the student must announce his election of any given
study to the Professor or Instructor concerned thirty days previous to the close of the preceding semester.
TUP. GROUP SYSTEM.
To avoid the manifest evils of unregulated election a number
of groups have been formed, each leading to one of the three
degrees conferred by the University—Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor
of Science, or Bachelor of Philosophy. Thus the student, upon
entrance, elects first the degree for which he wishes to study
and then makes his choice among the different groups leading
to that degree, p.ach of these groups emphasizes some particular
line of study, such as Botany, Physics, or History, for instance,
and connects with this such other branches as are fitted to secure
breadth and consistency in the result as a whole, together with
a more extended knowledge of the field of study which forms
the center of the group. A certain amount of free election is
allowed in each group. After the student has made his choice
of a group, all further matters affecting his schedule of studies,
including his choice of free elcclivcs, must be determined in
conference with his Faculty Adviser. At the head of each group
schedule, in the pages following, will be found the name of the
Faculty Adviser of that group.
I he numbers following names of studies indicate the number
of the course, as described in the preceding statements of the
various departments of study. Odd numbers always indicate first
semester courses, even numbers those of the second semester.

"8

S I M\ IKS1T\

GR( lUP SCHEDU1 ES
A

FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS.

s lead to this degree, designated U, A2, etc. The
suited to students preparing to teach Greek or
Latin, or I
.■■ ituati ivork in those branches, The second
d \M'ik in physics, with related
mathematics in ci
with the ancient classics, In the third,
• • branch of science ma) be similar!) emphasized; in
the fourth,
the fifth, pun mathematics; in the sixth,
nts for all groups leading to this
urses 1-4; Latin, courses 1-4; Mathematics,
• - l-J; English, courses 1-4; six units of work in the deind Philosophy; History, courses 1-2;
eight units •■! scienct and eight units • ■! modern language. In
any of th<
ics lb-2b ma) !><• substituted for
Math matics 1-2 at l
f the student.
DVISER, Ik. ■! p SSOR COLWBLL.

I 2, Greek 12. Latin 1-2. MaiheElection, two or three hours each semester,
1
ireek .'-4. Latin 3-4, History 1-2; a modern !.
ur hours each semester. Two or three hours'
work n
Idition, with approval of adviser,
English .'-4. a modern language four hours
each semester; Greek or Latin, two, three ur four hours each
semestei
Fro election, three or four hours
each set • lei
I work in the department of Edu. Logic, History or a language, Free clec■ righi r tei hours eai!: sem< ster
matics, 1 _'

GROfP \2

IDVISER, PROFESSOR \v. II. [OHNSON.

hman Year.—English 1-2, Greek 1-2. Latin 1-2. Mathematics 1 _' Election, two or threi hours.
Sofhi "i '. Year Greek 3-4, Latin .'-4; Physics or Mathematics each semester. Election, two to -ix hour- each semester,
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bill History 1 and 2 must be taken in the Sophomore or Junior
Junior Year.—English 3-4; Mathematics <>r Physics, three
or four hours each semester; Modern Language or Science, three
or four hours each semester. Election, three to nine hours
each semester, but History 1 and 2 must lie taken if not taken
in the Sophomore year.
Senior Year,— Six hour-' work in the department of Education and Philosophy: Mathematics or Physics, three or four
hours each semester; Modern Language or Science, three or four
hours each semester, Election, three to seven hours each semester.
GROUP

A3.

ADVISER, PROFESSOR w. II. JOHNSON.

Freshman Year.—Latin, Greek, English and Mathematics,
as in Group A2, described above. Flection, two to three hours
each semester.
Sophomore Year.—Creek 3-4, Latin 3-4, History 1-2; Science or Modern Language, three or four hours each semester.
Election, two or three hours each semester.
Junior Year.—F.nglish 3-4; Science, four hours each semester; History or Political Science, three or four hours each semester Flection, four or five hours each semester.
Senior Year. Six hours" work in the department of Education and Philosophy; Science or Modern Language, three to four
hour- each semester. Flection, seven to ten hours each semester.
GROUP A4,

ADVISERS, PROFESSOR G00DELL AND ASSISTANT

PROFESSOR KULL.

In addition to the general requirements for the A.R. degree,
the student in this group will he expected to complete at least
thirty credit hours in History and Political Science. For those
majoring in Political Science. History 8 and Political Science 1-2
must he included; for those majoring in History, History 1, 2,
" and 8. and Political Science 1-2. The student in this group
must also complete at least twelve credit hours of Science. For
those majoring in Political Science, Professor Goodell will act
a- Adviser; for those in History. Assistant Professor Kull.
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KS,

ADVISES, PBOPBSSOI WILEY.

In addition to the common requirements for all groups leading i" the degree oi Bachelor of Arts, page 8.', a student in this
nplete one course in Mathematics each semester
ol his four college years. Physii - 7 and 8, Astronomy (>, 9 and
1". and ' .
ering ~ and 8 may be interpreted as Mathe■ g this requirement. Before the close of the
of the three sequences of courses (1. 2. 3, 4, 5,
or 11.. 2b, 3b, 4b, >r 1. 2. 3, 3b, 41.) must be completed. The
tion of the -> ond sequence i- urged. The student will elect,
in . • ••
ith the adviser, other courses sufficient to make
up the 124 units required t'-r the degrei
P A6

ADVISES, PROFESSOa WILLIAMS.

:■■■'■
1-2. Latin 1-2, (ireek 1-2, Mathematics 1-2. I WO 01 three houn election each semester
Sophomore Year English 9-10; latin 3-4; (ireek 3-1; a
modern language
I lection, two or three hours each semester.
Junior Year English 3-4, 5a-'.. 11a; a modem language.
Election, sufficient to make a total of sixteen hours each semester.
Stni ii i !•
I nglish 1.* and IS, -ix hours in the Department of Education ami Philosophy. Election, sufficient to make
sixteen hours ■ -1• !■ i semester. The year each of History and
Sciei
the degree should one or both be completed
by tin- end of the Junior year.
B

FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE.

to tin- degree, designated HI, B2, etc.,
rel) thr departments "f Botany, Chemistry,
Engineering, Geology, Mathematics, Physics and Zoology.
The common requirements of all groups leading to this degree are: English, courses 1 4; Mathematics, course; 1-2 or
11.21.-. Chemistry, courses 1 2 ..r la-2a for those who do not
present Chemistry for entrance, courses 3-4 for those who do;
Physics, courses 1-2: -i\ credit hours in tin- department of Edu•: and Philosophy. All candidates for this degree must presenl at least eight units of French or Spanish, and eight of
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German, Students who present two years of French or German
for admission to the Freshman class must take at least eight
additional units of foreign language work (French, Spanish,
German or I.atin) before graduation.
Time not provided for by these general requirements, or by
the additional requirements of the particular group chosen, is
open to free election in conference with the Group Adviser.
GROUP B1.

BOTANY,

ADVISER,

PROFESSOR STICKNEY.

The student in this group, in addition to the common requirements for all groups leading to the degree of Bachelor of
Science, must complete 32 semester hours in the departments of
Botany and Zoology combined, of which not less than 22 semester hours must be in courses listed under the department of
Botany. He must also receive not less than 40 credit points in
biological work, 30 of which must be gained in courses in Botany. Of the 124 credit hours required for graduation, the
amount not provided for in the preceding group requirement is
open to election, in conference with the adviser.
GROUP n2.

CHEMISTRY.

ADVISER,

PROFESSOR

RRUMIIACK.

Freshman Year.—English 1-2; Mathematics 1-2; Chemistry
1-2 or la-2a or 3-4. A modern language, four hours.
Sophomore Year.—Chemistry 5-8, a modern language four
hours, Physics 1-2. Four to six hours each semester open to
election.
Junior Year.—English 3-4, Chemistry 9-10. Seven to eleven
hours open to election each semester.
Senior Year.—Six credit hours in Philosophy or Education.
I HI or thirteen hours each semester open to election.
In this group two years each of French and German arc
urged, also Mathematics 3-4, Geology la-2b, or Geography 2,
and Zoology 1-2.
GROUP

B3.

ENGINEERING,

ADVISER,

PROFESSOR T. S. JOHNSON.

Freshman Year.—English 1-2, Mathematics 1-2, Civil Engineering 1 or 2 and 4, Chemistry 1-2 or 3-4, Physics 1-2.

DENISI

N 1 M1V1 t-lh

.; 4. Mathematics ,*-4, French or
German four hours each semester, ( ivil Engineering .! and 12.
• Year. English 3-4, Geotog] I a-2b, German or French
four hours each semester, Civil Engineering 7 ami 13 first semester, 8 the second,
• year.—Six credit hours in Philosoph) or Education,
Civil Engineering 9 in the first semester, 10 in the second. Election. -;\ houi - each semi ster.
I

1.4

GEOLOGY,

ADVISE!, PROFESSOR c.VKNFY.

Sul
up 1. Electives ma) lx' so arranged as to prepare
fur a teaching position in Geolog) and ■ modern language, or
some other con;' nal
or for work on the I". S, I Geological
Sui vey. I he gi
ises .
1. General Requirements, as in all B. S, groups, stated on
page 91
2. Group Requirements, Geology la-2b, 41>, Sa-6b, 7a-8b;
eight semester units of Geography, and six units of other science.
3. Elective. I ourses sufficient in numticr to make the 124
units required for a degree,
- 2 uranged for those who wish to major in
iphy:
man Year -Mathematics 1-2. English 1-2, Chemistry
1-2. Geography 1-2, and a modern language throughout the year.
».' re Year Physics 1-2, History 1-2, Political Science 12, Geograph) 4 :. .-md a modern language. Elective, first
semesti
' ur^.
Junioi Year English 3-4, Geography 6,7-8. Elective, nine
hour-, each semi I
St nu ' Year, Six hours in Philosophy, or Education; fieography 9 10 Elective, ten hours each semester,
The student is advised to include among hi- elections another
yeai of PI
leneral Bi ogy, Latin 11-12 (Roman Life),
and Historj .^ 4.
GROUP BS

MATHEMATICS,

ADVISER, PROFESSOR WILEV.

In addition to the common requirements for all groups leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science, stated on page 85, a
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student in this group must complete one course in Mathematics
each semester of his four college years. Physics 7 and 8, Astronomy 6,'» and 10, and Civil Engineering 7 and 8 may be construed
as Mathematics in meeting this requirement. Before the close of
the Junior year one of the three sequences of courses (1, 2, 3,
4. .-. or 11>, 2h, 3b, 4b, or 1, 2, 3, 3b, 4b), must be completed.
The second sequence is urged. The student will elect, in conference with the adviser, additional courses sufficient to make up
the 124 units required for the degree.
GROUP ll6.

PHYSICS.

ADVISER, PROFESSOR COONS.

I'reshman Year.—English 1-2, Physics 1-2, Mathematics 1-2,
or lb-2b, Chemistry 1-2, or 3-4. Election, two to four hours each
semester.
Sophomore Year.—Physics 3-4, Mathematics 3-4. Election,
seven hours each semester.
Junior Year.—English 3-4, Physics 5-6. Election, seven to
ten hours each semester.
Senior Year.—Philosophy or Education, six credit hours,
Physics 7-8. Election, eight hours in each semester. Those desiring special or advanced work along particular lines in Physics
may elect courses 15-16, and any who expect to pursue electrical
or mechanical engineering are advised to elect courses 9 and 10.
GROUP B7.

ADVISER, ACTING PROFESSOR PISH.

The student in this group, in addition to the common requirements for all groups leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science,
must complete 32 semester hours in the departments of Zoology
and Botany combined, of which not less than 22 semester hours
must be in courses listed under the department of Zoology, lie
must also receive not less than 40 credit points in biological work,
30 of which must have been gained in courses in Zoology. Of
the 124 credit hours required for graduation, the amount not provided for in the preceding group requirements is open to election,
in conference with the adviser.
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FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF
I'llli I >Si il'HV.

I !u applicant f>>r this degree must select tome one foreign
language, ancient or modern, and pursue it through two consecutive years I 16 semester units), and previous to graduation must
elect not less than 8 additional units of foreign language work,
in consultation with hia Group Adviser. When two or more
guage is presented for entrance, this requirement ma) be reduced at the rate of one college year for two years
of the entrance work accepted, Further common requirements
of all groups for the degree are: English, courses 1-4. Mathe1-2 or lb-2b, and six credit hours in the department of
ation an.l Philosophy.
Eight group-, designated Cl, C2, etc., lead to this degree,
empha
spectivelj the departmenti of Latin, Romance
Langu
nan. English, History, Mathematics, Theory of
Musii. and Education,
CROUP '1

LATIN.

ADVISER, PIOFBSSOI w.

II. JOHNSON.

man Year.—English 1-2, Latin \-2, Mathematics 1-2
Or lb 2b Election, four to six hours each semester.
S "' M > year. Latin 3-4. a Modern Language, History
1-2 or a S ei e Free election, three to six hours each semester.
.'mi > Year.—English 3-4, a Modern Language or a Science;
Latin,!
History. Free election, sufficient to make sixteen
hours eai h semester,
Senior Year.— Philosophy or Education, six credit hours;
Latin, History or Political Science; a Romance Language. Free
election, sufficient to make sixteen hours each semester.
C2,

ROMANCI LANGUAO.ES.

ADVISER,

i-RntESSOR

M'KIRREN.

Freshman Year English 1-J. Mathematics 1-2, French,
four hours. Elective, four or five hours each semester from
' •- of Mathi
Science, or Ancient Languages.
Soph m we Year/— French four hours, German four hours,
the remainder of the time to be filled by election from Ancient
guage! S ience, Mathematics or History.
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Junior Year.—First semester, English 3, Spanish 1, AngloSaxon, French two hours. Possible election, three to five hours.
Second semester, English 4, Spanish 2, Italian 2, French two
hours. Possible election, four to six hours.
Senior Year.—Philosophy or Education, six credit hours;
Italian 3, French two hours each semester. Election, sufficient
to make sixteen hours each semester.
GROUP C3,

OUMAN,

ADVISER,

PROFESSOR CIIAMBF.RLIN.

This group requires 28 credit hours of German (with reduction if German is offered for entrance) and sixteen hours in
other foreign language courses.
Irishman Year.—German 1-2, or 3-4 if two units of German
arc offered for entrance, English 1-2, Mathematics 1-2, ancient
or modem language 8 hours. Elective, two or three hours each
semester.
Sophomore Year.—German 3-4, other foreign language 8
hours. History 1-2. Elective, five or six hours each semester.
Junior Year.—German 5-6, or 9-10, English 3-4. Elective,
nine or ten hours each semester.
Senior Year.—German 7-8, Philosophy or Education six
hours. Elective, nine or ten hours each semester.
GROUP C4.

ENGLISH.

ADVISER, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR PENCE.

I'reshman Year.—English 1-2, 1-atin 1-2, Mathematics 1-2,
French or (Jerman. Election, two or three hours.
Sophomore Year.—English 9-10, two Modern Languages.
Election, four to eight hours.
Junior Year.—English 3-4, 5a-6, and 11a; a Modern Language. Election, sufficient to make sixteen hours each semester.
Senior Year.—English 13 and 15; a Modern Language;
Philosophy or Education, six credit hours. Election, sufficient
to make sixteen hours each semester.
GROUP c5. HISTORY AND POLITICAL SCIENCE.

ADVISERS, PROFESSOR

GOODELL AND ASSISTANT PROFESSOR KULL.

In addition to the general requirements for all groups leading to the B.Ph. degree, at least thirty hours of History and
Political Science will be required for the completion of this group.

s [\ I tSITV

• g in Political Science must tak< History 8
enci ! -' Those majoring in History must take
1 .'. 7-8, and Political Science 1--'. Students In this
group must
twelve credit liours of Science.
Profei
as adviser t" students majoring in
Political Scienci : Assistant Professor Kull t" those in History.
GROl'P CTJ

MATHEMATICS

ADVISE!, PROFESSOR WILEY.

Iii addition to the common requirements for all groups leadii of Philosophy, page 84, the student
in ilii- group must complet
urse in Mathematics each
illege years Physics 7 and 8, Astronomy
6, " and I", and Civil Engii
and 8 will be construed as
Mathematii
ng this requirement. Before ilic close of
the Junior year, one of the three sequences of couses (1. 2, 3, 4,
5, or lb, 2b, 3b, 4b, or I, .'. 3, 3b, 4b) must be completed. The
second sequence is urged The student will elect, in conference
with the adviser, additional courses sufficient to make up the 124
units required for the degree.
GROVP C7.

THEORY
ESI

OF
MM

MUSIC.

ADVISER,

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR

AN

In addition to the general requirements for the degree, the
following courses are required for this group:
Freshman Year. Music 1-2.
S •■■ m re Year Music 7-8, History 1-2.
Junior Year Music '■■ 1"
Seni ■ Y< u Music 13-14.
Music 5-6, 11 12. IT. and Italian 2-3 are also required, but
not in an)
i ar.
f musical technique is requisite in the
in advani e "f Music 2. and a student with no
prai ii! al ki
of music may be required to pursue the study
of the pianoforte not less than two semesters. The course in
Sight Heading and Ear Training i- also required of Freshmen in
this group !!• completion of the foregoing group does not
entitle the student t.> the regular Conservatory Diploma, the
requirements for which are stated elsewhere,
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EDUCATION.
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ADVISES, PROFESSOR LEWIS.

In addition to the common requirements of all groups leading
to tin- degree of Bachelor of Philosophy, this group includes the
.our-.- offered in Education and such courses in other subjects
as are accepted by the Ohio state school authorities in fulfillment
of the requirements of the new school code. Of the 124 credit
hours required for graduation, the amount not thus provided for
i- open to election, in conference with the adviser.

Shepardson College
HISTORICAL STATEMENT.

Por several years prior to 1900, under joint agreement of
the authorities of the two colleges, the facilities of Denison University, including instruction, were large!) accessible to the students of Shepardson College, The practical working of this
arrangement graduall) pointed the wa> t" a still closer union,
making it possible t.> offer to both (laughters and sons of the
is of the two schools an education in all respects equal, and
receiving equal recognition upon completion,
In June. 1900, following these indications of practical experience, such a union was effected. The courses of Denison L'nivcrsity, it* class rooms, it* material equipment and its degrees,
were opened t" the students of Shepardson College on exactly
the same term- as to young men. While Shepardson College
thus became a department of the University, co-ordinate in all
scholastic matter- with Granville College, it still retains its legal
identity.
As the Hoard- of Trustees, ' Ifficers of Instruction and Government, and the courses of instruction are now the same for
Granville College and Shepardson College they are not here repeated. A detailed statement of studies offered in the various
department- of instruction, with conspectus of courses leading
to the several degrees, will be found on pages 37-87.
ROOMS AND HOARD.
Non-resident students board and room in the College. In
order to sectiri a room in advance, a retaining fee of live dollars
must be deposited by each student with the Treasurer of the
College. No room i- regarded as engaged until this fee is in the
Treasurer's hand- This -um will be applied on the hills of the
first semester, unless the student fails to take the room, in which
case it is forfeited. Engagement of rooms in advance is understood to be for the year, unless otherwise stipulated.
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Students must take not less than thirteen hours a week of
college credit work in order to room in the dormitories.
Students who cannot be accommodated in the dormitories
at the beginning of the fall term, live in the village in rooms
recommended by the college authorities, and are under college
regulations and supervision. Their names are entered upon a
waiting list according to the date of their application, and they
are expected to move into dormitory rooms as fast as vacancies
occur. They have the privilege of boarding in the college dininghall while they are on the waiting list.
Rooms engaged by students of the preceding year will not
be held later than July 1, unless the retaining fee has been paid.
Freshmen are exacted to vacate their rooms before Commencement week.
ADMISSION.
Shepardson College does not maintain a preparatory department, and grants admission only to students of college grade.
The requirements for entrance to the Freshman year arc identical with those of (iranville College, a full statement of which
will be found on pages 31-33.
DISCIPLINE.
I tally such regulations are imposed as are necessary to mainlain conditions of life favorable to the college work. It is the
endeavor of the college to develop self-knowledge and self-control.
I he Student Government Association co-operates with the Dean
in maintaining a government that is educational rather than restrictive.
EXPENSES.
All necessary information concerning expenses in Shepardson
College will be found in detail on pages 120-124.
MORAL AND INTELLECTUAL INFLUENCES.
H ithout placing any restraint upon the denominational preferencea of its pupils, the College aims to surround them with

I >I Nl- V IMUKM IV

salutary Christian influences Attendance on the daily Chapel
' m no restriction i- placed upon the pupil's
choic<
■ :' « irehip on Sundays. Students and
ite in the Voung \\ mien's Christian Association, and
ed for s) st( matic Bible stud).
Theri
eties foi students in Shepardson
College, tl
in, Philomathean, and Thalian.
The Marsh Memorial I ibrary in King Hall, established by
Dr and Mr- SI
in memory of their daughter, Mrs.
Inlc Shc|
rsh, contain- a valuable collection of books
f<»r Bible and n
stud) : also dictionaries, cnc\clopedias,
and other helps for general study This library i- constantly
being increased by gifts from the familv and friends of Mrs.
Marsh
The Ri ding Rooms in Burton Hall and Stone Hall are
lied with current literature, and in addition to the L'niversity
Librat
ial Reference Library is maintained on the Shep'-. for the convenience of its -indents and
ht rs.
PHYSICAL TRAINING.
MISS BBADSTRF.F.T.

The physical training for young women is under the perI instruction of the physical director and consists of graded
work in g-. mi
I tt two and one-half years. This work
i- required for graduation except for those who are excused from
istics by a physician
\ special physical training class is
offeri
are intending to do advanced work in this
hue. Instruction in swimming, tennis, basket ball, and archery
i< free to all, A physical examination i- given to every woman
Hi .'■ by the director before she can begin the
gymnasium work, and if necessary corrective exercises arc pre■ ■■■■ial needs. The aim throughout is to meet
the individual physical need- of the student-.
Student
andidatcs for a degree are required to take
gymnasium work unless specially excused by the Dean.
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SCHOLARSHIPS.
A number >>f scholarships are available for the use of Madents in case of necessity, provided they maintain an honorable
standing in classes.
It is understood that pupils holding scholarships, if called
upon, "ill render some service to the college. Such service, however, will in no way conflict with the pursuance of regular duties.

Doane Academy
FA< L'LTY.
II RHODES HUNDLEY, A M . Sc.D., Dean, '
History, German.
BUNYAN SPI HI IK,

A M.,

Creek.
-i < iin

[IKM

nr. A \1 .

French.
HENRI

II TltBE, All, Ph.D..

Latin.
I.II.I Eta i. SEI TON, U.S..
('hemittry.
W, HENDERSON, B.S.,
PAyj

CHARLES

R

i )k, t ir, M.S.,

MI

Phytiol igy, Botany.
FRASI I-

I'. PATRII K. I'll 11.
English.

W. EUSWILER,
Mathematics.

HAROLD

v

SPI NI I R, A M . Registrar.
'•' -: ' toi BREI in, AM . Secretary.

HISTORY OF DOANE ACADEMY.
I hi- school was organized in 1831, as a preparatory depart menl of the Granville Literar) and Theological Institution. As
the latter developed first into Granville College and later into
son University, the preparatory department remained a funntal part of the institution. In 1X87 it was organized as a
rate school, with increased efficiency, under the name of
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Granvillc Academy. In 1894, Dr. William Howard Doane, of
Cincinnati, presented the school with a beautiful and commodious
building, and in recognition of this gift the board of Trustees in
1895 changed the name to "Doane Academy."
AIM.
It is the special aim of the Academy to bestow the best
quality of instruction preparatory to College. In addition to
the preparatory work, however, the curriculum has been so
arranged as to furnish to those not intending to pursue a course
in College a first-class Academic education.
ADVANTAGES OF LOCATION.
The school is located in Granvillc, Licking County, Ohio, a
village noted for beauty of surrounding scenery, healthfulness
of climate, and intelligence and high moral character in its citizens. The quiet of the place is highly conducive to earnest
study. The absence of saloons and all places for gambling and
vice makes Granville an ideal place for young people. The social
atmosphere is pure and elevating and offers to young men an
opportunity for the cultivation of those graces which will enable
them to appear well in good society.
CONNECTION WITH DENISON UNIVERSITY.
The Academy enjoys peculiar advantages by reason of connection with Denison University. The general comforts and conveniences of a plant more extensive and costly than a preparatory
school might afford, are open without discrimination to students
of the Academy. The Library of the University, the privilege
of Cleveland Hall, and the equipment of the Scientific Departments are examples of these exceptional advantages. Besides
these, the intellectual stimulus of association with the Faculty and
the mature students of the College; unusual social privileges; opportunities in the way of lectures and entertainments; the courses
of the Conservatory of Music and of the Art Department, are
further illustrations of the advantage that accrues to the Academy
through union with the greater institution.

"i
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R< H IMS FOR STUDENTS.
Within certain limitations, the rooms in the college dormiI r Academy students
[Tie :
. . arranged in suites, each suite consisting of a
itudy 12 b) 15 feet, a bed i m 8 bj 11 feet, and two small
lite is designed for two students,
have been recently refitted and provided with all
necessary furniti
i arc lighted with electric light and
heated with In>t water radiators, connected with the central heating and lighting plant. There are lavatories with hot and cold
water, shower baths, etc.. on every floor.
If any student pr< fen to room elsewhere, or if at any time
he finds all the rooms in the dormitories assigned to others, he
can always obtain plea-ant rooms in the village, either furnished
or unfurnished, at moderate cost
GIRLS IN THK ACADEMY.
Since the discontinuance of Shepardson Preparatory, the girls
have been i
A ademy; Dormitory accommodation i'>r ll
i- limited, however, and parents interested
ild make inquiry a reasonable time in advance.
Courses of Study

mrses of study, the Classical, the
ophical, each extending through four
ourses in the College. The
holdei f a
m the Academy is admitted to the Freshman Gass of G
without examination on the payulatii m iee
Vltl iugh these courses have been arranged with special refi ■
e to the eurri. ula of the I niver-itv, they will he found quite
■ i,t to prepari for entrance into any American college. An
nat n of the detailed scheme of these courses, found on
following pages, will 'how that outside the required work sufScientil
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ficienl elective! arc offered lo insure conformity to individual
needs.
ELECTIVE STUDIES.
\\ hen tlie reason seems to be sufficient, students are allowed
to make a judicious choice of elective studies, but this choice is
never permitted to interfere with the work of the regular classes

Outline of Work
ENGLISH.
The aim of the work in this department is to insure a thorough knowledge of English Grammar; give careful grounding in
the fundamental principles of Composition and Rhetoric, supplemented by extensive practice in writing; meet the "College Entrance Requirements" in English Classics; and take an outline
survey of English literature.
MATHEMATICS.
The work in Mathematics covers three years, five hours a
week, divided equally between Algebra and Geometry. Algebra
is given in the first year, five hours a week and extends through
Quadratics. Algebra II is given live hours a week throughout
the second semester of the fourth year, and in addition to a thorough review, carries the subject through the progressions. An
entire year is devoted to Plane Geometry, giving time for extensive work in original exercises. One semester is given lo Solid

i ieometry.
HISTORY.
\ curs, in General History is offered in the first year.
English History is given three hours a week throughout the
second year, and Mediaeval and Modern History three hours a
week throughout the Junior year.
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I WIN.
it ear in this subject is devoted to a thorough raasterj of thi
I underlying principtei of the syntax of the
language. I" the second, four books oi Caesar or the equivalent
are read, and .1 text-book course in prose composition is given.
In the third yi
igainst Catiline and his
Monition i
u and MarteUut are read, accompanied by
ntinuation of the course in prose composition. Six liooks
of \ •'.•'- 1 neid an read in the fourth year, supplemented byOvid and courses in Mytholog] and prose composition.
I Rl EK
The regular course in tlil. subject include* two years, five
hours a week, covering the ordinarj tir-t year of Greek, the usual
amount of the Anabasis, and prose composition. For those preparing for colleges requiring more Greek for entrance, provision
le for taking the additional amount in connection with the
For thi benefit I
vho enter the advanced courses in
Vcademy or who enter the Freshman ("lass in the College
the 1 lassii al ( ourse but lacking Greek, a solasi is organized which completes two years
it om
Onl students of tried ability and earnestness are allowed
in tli
' a 'U> line of grade 1" low W) per cent immediately
debars the delinquent from the class.
Ml IDERN LANGUAGES.
Two years 'i Frencl
nd two of Herman constitute the
work of this
en!
Fren h or German may be substituted
for Latin in the last two years of the Scientific Course, and a
similar substitution of French, Herman, or Creek will hereafter
he allowed in th<
ear of the I'hilo-ophieal Course; and while
no work in tlii- department is required, at present, in the Classical
i burse, it i- hoped thai no student will complete that course without at least
r of either French or Herman.
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SCIENCE.
Four full years of Science are offered. Each course requires
the conventional proportion of laboratory work. In the first
semester of the second year, Physiology is given, and in the second semester. Botany. Laboratory and note-book work is required in both these courses. In the third year, strong courses
in Chemistry and Physical Geography are given. Both consist
of text-book, lecture and laboratory work. In Physical Geography, field work is also required. In the Senior year, the subject of Physics is given, with regular weekly laboratory work
throughout the year.
All the science work is done under the direct supervision of
the heads of the respective departments in Granville College,
and this fact, together with the exceptional equipment afforded
by the connection of the Academy with Denison University, guarantees superior advantages in our Science Department,

Admission of Students
Although students are admitted at any time, they enter to
the best advantage at the beginning of the school year. Those
who desire to enter after the school year has begun should, by
correspondence with the Dean, ascertain before-hand, as nearly
as possible, the progress that has been made by the class which
they propose to enter.
The requirements for admission to the First Year Class are
the usual eight grades of public school work, or the equivalent;
and to advanced standing, the studies previously pursued by the
class which the applicant desires to enter.
No student will be admitted who is not fitted to do well the
work of the first year.
An applicant not personally known to some member of the
Faculty must furnish testimonials of good character, and. if from
another institution, he must present a certificate of honorable
dismission.

■IX
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COl RSE OF INSTRUCTION BY YEARS.
The full.mine scheme of the studies of each course by years
exhibits the work required foi graduation in each together with
the elective*: offered
In most cases font yean will lie absolutely
to complete the work required for graduation, but ex
ture and capable students may in four yean
complete all the Academy work and more or less of the Freshman
year in College. The work of the Academy is so articulated with
that of the College as to make this plan feasible, and in this wa.
it may be possible frequently to shorten the combined work of
the Academy and College coursi - b) at least a year

Hours
1'cr
Week

FIRST
YEAR

SECOND
YEAR

THIRD
YEAR

FOL-RTH
YFAR
K

Latin I (1st Book)
Algebra I (Through Quadratics)
History I (Ancient)
English I (Review Grammar and Elementary Composition)

5
5
5

S< IENTIFIC

Hours
Per
Week

PHILOSOPHICAL

Hours
Per
Week

latin 1
Algebra I
History I
English 1

5
S;
S
4

Latin 1
Algebra 1
History I
English 1

ft
5
ft
4

Latin II (td Latin Book) Cxsar and
prose composition
5
Science I (Physiology 1st semester, and
Botany, 2d)
5
or
French 1 or German 1
5
English II (Rhetoric and Classics)
t
History II (English)
t

Latin II
Science I
English II
History II

6
&
4
I

I-atin II
Science I. or French I, or Ger. 1
English II
History II

5
5
«
s

Latin III (7 of Cicero'* Orations and
Prose Composition)
Greek I (1st Book)
Plane Geometry
English III (Rhetoric and Classics)
(History III. Med. and Mod.)

latin III or French I or Ger. 1
5
Science II (Physical Geography or
Chemistry)
5
Plane Geometry
5
English III
•
(History III. Med. and Mod)
3

4

5
fl
5
S
3

Two of I-atin III or
5
Greek I, or French or German or Science II
8
Plane Geometry
5
English III
s
(History III. Med. and Mod.)
l

Latin IV (Virgil and Prose Comp.)... »l Laiin IV, or French I
GerTwo of Latin IV. or French I or II...
II.
Greek II (Anabasis and Prose Compoman I or II
5 Or Greek II. or German I or II
, tlon)
6
Algebra II. lit semester, and Solid
'
Chem. or Phys. Geog.. or Physics, or
Geometry 2d
6
Chemistry or Physical Geography, or
Algebra II, 1st Semester, and Solid
Physics, or Algebra II. 1st semester:
0
Geometry 2d
and Solid Geometry, td
5 ■ Physics
English IV
4 English IV
English IV (Literature)
fll

5
5
5
«
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Class Work
REGULARITY AND PUNCTUALITY,
student, unless excused for tpecial reason*, is expected
tend at least three recitations each school day. His attendin these and on the special or public exercises of the class
or oi the Academy must be punctual.
Parents are especially urged '■ rncourag* student* to be
present .it the opening of the session, and /.> remain at their work
til! iis close. Absence from the duties of the school whether occasioi i I b) absence from town or by the entertainment of friends,
i- subversive of the highest good of the student. His pleasure.
or that of hi- friends, should never he permitted to interfere with
In- dail) duties
RECITATION PERIODS AND UNITS OF CREDIT.
The recitation periods ..:«- one h.iur fa U-ni/th. and a unit of
credit is made by five hour- of recitation a week throughout a
j i .iI rai ti ms of inn- are determined upon this basis.
It will lie seen from the "Course of Studies by Years," exhibited "ti ;>ag<- 101, that fifteen unit- are required for graduabui a student desiring to .1.. -., may increase this number
of mnt- to a considerable extent. This op|»ortiinity afford- a
special advantage to those v\h<> need to adjust their preparatory
work to the entrance requirements of other college-.; while those
who expt ' to <:itrr Denison may, in general, secure 50 per cent
college credit for all such additional work.
EXAMINATIONS.
Examinations are held at the close of each semester, and at
interval- during the semester, at the discretion of the instructor.
If a student's gradi for a given semester in a given class falls
below seven-tenths of the maximum, he forfeits his right to continue a- a member of the class. In determining his grade, his
examination mark has half the power of the average of his term
mark- Regularit) in uork. good conduct, spelling and diction
are considered as dement- iii making up the student's standing.
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REPORTS.
At the close of each semester of study the Secretary of the
Faculty mails to the parents or guardian of each student in the
Academy a report of the standing attained by such student in
each study pursued during the semester, together with a record
of his absences and deportment.
Reports concerning individual students will also be furnished
by the Dean at any time upon the request of the parent or guardian.
ALPHA DELTA TAU AND KAPPA ZETA.
In the Spring of 1910 Doane Academy was honored by being
granted the Thcta Chapter of Alpha Delta Tau, the honorary fraternity for preparatory schools corresponding to Phi Beta Kappa
in colleges. From the upper fifth of each graduating class a
certain number are elected to the society each year, and the distinction which such an election confers provides an important
stimulus to excellence in scholarship, as well as an appropriate
reward for such excellence.
Through the generosity of an alumnus of Denison, two
scholarship prizes have been offered. These prizes consist of
Alpha Delta Tau badges, emblems of the Honorary Society, to
which the valedictorian and salutatorian, the two graduates who
are highest in scholarship, arc elected each year.
The Kappa Zeta honorary society for girls also has a chapter
here and the Kappa Zeta key is given each year to the girl graduating from Doane Academy with highest rank in scholarship.
IRVING-CICERO LITERARY PRIZE CONTEST.
For several years a spirited and friendly rivalry has existed
between the two literary societies of the Academy. As a result
of this the societies held for several years a public contest with
no reward in view except that of the honor of being victor.
To stimulate the desire for honor and to encourage faithful
work in societies, the Faculty of the University adopted the following resolutions:

10J
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I
Hut thi
eld between the holiday recess and
the ilo-i of the rai
I of each year.
_'
I hal the winners il the contest in Declamation and Essay
be granted
ip for the first semester of the next
school j e tr
.;
I ha' the winner* of the contest in Oration ami Debate
i.t gi nted eacl i
larship for the two successive semesters
following that in which the contest is held.
-Ill-RUIN PRIZES
II

\

SI rwii

Esq., of ( leveland, has established in the
econd prize of $50 ami Si?, respectively.
These prizes are unique in their terms. The conditions of award
are cl
ear, an.l are announced only at the closr of
the year. 1
neral scholarship with personal merit
excellence
excellence in latin, ami acquaintance with
matters "i current interest have been made the basis of award
in the different yi
the prizes were established,
Till

1 WART BIBLE ESSAY PRIZES

The R
.' ' Ewart ulTer- three prizes for essays on
Bible sul
I >!:. $10 and S;. to members of the Junior and
: classes in the Academy, in 1" known as the Kwart Bible
Essa) Prizes
ATHI.E1 ICS
.- holding membership in the general athletic associati
f the University entitling them to all the privileges of that
organization, thi students of the Academy have their own athletic
■
iation and maintain their own teams in the various branches
of -i»>rt
Their athletics are supervised by a board of athletic
control and a graduate manager Contests in football, basket ball,
and baseball are held with the more important high schools in this
n of the Stall
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Graduation Appointments
THK HONOR MEN.
The member of the graduating class whose average Standing
in the studies of the Junior Year and the first semester of the
Senior Year is highest, is the last speaker on the programme
of Graduation Day, and is called the Valedictorian. To the member of the class whose rank is next highest, is given first place on
the programme with the title of Salutatorian. No student who
has not recited with the classes of the Academy in at least eight
full studies during these three semesters can receive either of
these ap|iointments.
OTHER SPEAKERS.
Every student who is eligible to the Diploma of the Academy
«riles an oration, and, having signed it with a fictitious name,
hands it to the Dean of the Academy before April 15. The
(.rations thus prepared are read to a committee whose members
are ignorant of the authorship of the production, and those four
that are considered best are selected as the orations to be preM-nlcd at the graduating exercises of the Academy.
Miscellaneous

GOVERNMENT.
It is the desire to establish and maintain a relation of confidence between teacher and pupil, and to stimulate those sentiments which mature into Christian manhood. Students are encouraged in self-government, and to this end the greatest possible freedom is accorded them; but they are continually taught
the difference between liberty and license, and the duty of practicing that self-denial which is necessary to the highest good
both of themselves and their fellows. While it is the aim of
this school to do all the good possible to every student, it is in
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no sense a reform school, and no student whose influence is
found to be injurious will tx suffered t.> remain.
MORAL AND RELIGIOUS INFLUENCES.
The whole life and administration of the school, without
being sectarian, are pi
need and positive in favor of the
The exercises of each day include Scripture
reading and prayer in the ( hapel. This service the students arc
required i" attend The) are also expected to attend Church
twice each Su
regular iveekl) prayer meetings are
sustained l>\ the students
Members ••! tl»- Academy are made
welcome in the various Sunday Schools of the village. In the
lasses, taught by College and
my Instru I
mended expressly for students
VOLUNTARY SOCIETIES
Then

eties connected with the Acad. the students,—the Ciceronian and the
Irving Foi
Each
K' men, the Adelphian for young women.
its own hall, which is neat!) and tastefully furnished,
and in which it holds it- weekl) meetings
The students of the Academy are also admitted to membership in the Deni
rsit) I.ranch of the College Y. M C,
A. in the - entil
'•
and in the Athletic Association
of D< nison
PUB1 IC

EXERCISES

- , ietiea each hold three spean "1 xtra," at about the time of the
Annual" during the Winter, and a
lose of the year. The graduating
f the Ai idem) are held during the Commencement
week "f Deni son University
Members of the class completing
the work "f the Academy participate in the programme. The
diploma of the Academj i- given to each student who completes
in a satis factor; manner an) "f the regular courses of study.
cial public meetings
Thanksgiving •
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DISMISSION.
No Student who leaves the school before the close of a
semester will be considered as having honorably severed his connection with the Academy unless he has been duly dismissed by
the Dean.
Any further information may be obtained by communicating
with the Dean of the Academy.

EXPENSES.
The following is a summary of the principal necessary expenses during the Academic year:
Tuition. $22.50 cadi semester
MS.00
Room rent, including furnishing, Hunting, heating ami care, $17.50
to S23.no, according to location
M5.00 to 50.00
Incidentals, including Gymnasium, Athletic, and Library fees. t*SM
each semester
45.00
Books
u.oo
Board, N weeks
90.00
Washing
12.00
Incidentals

10.00

Total

$249.00 to $204.00

The Laboratory fee for students in Physics, Physiology and
Botany is $2.00 per semester; for Chemistry, $3.00, and for
Physical Geography, $1.00.
The fee for Diploma at Graduation is two dollars.
Fee for late registration, $1.00 after the second day.
Board in Clubs costs from $2.35 to $2.75 per week; in
families, $3.00 to $4.50. When board costs over $2.35 per week,
the excess must be added to the estimate given above.
Rooms in the village are to be had at prices ranging from
50 cents per week up. The really necessary expenses, exclusive
of clothes and traveling, are about $250 per year.
SCHOLARSHIPS.
My a vote of the Board of Trustees, the President of Denison University may remit the tuition of a limited number of
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students in
I necessity A few scholarship! -.urrendered
by the original purchasers, arc under the control of the Faculty,
and are - gni
M the beginning of each year.
HON( iRS AND PRIZES F( >R 1915.
Clou Honors.
BOYS

.ir White,
nd Honor—F. M
I ran
i.IRLS.

t Honoi

idebrecht.

Alpl
Kap]

irship Badge—J. Oscar While.
Ki -. Florence Odebreclit.

Alpl i Delta Tau Membership—
i

i i

Wh ■

F M
J \V. Hundley.
/'' i M< mbership—
idebrecht
Vnna Mae Bo n
ompetitive ' 'rationElmer 11 i i'.-man.
Sherwin !
<! on "Application of Golden Rule as
a Principle of Conduct":
I irst Prize Harold Phillips.
1
rasmus Davis.
Debate

■ I bntesl ■
il I Phillips
Stuart i ollet.
! S Barrett
'' i inter.

I

SCHEDULE OF RECITATIONS
8:S0-9:M

7:*M:M
FIRST YEA*.

SECOND YEAR.

CLASSICAL

THIRD YEAR.

6

History II.

Algebra I

8

Geometry 5

&

Latin II

5

Greek I.

5

SCIENTIFIC

Geometry 5

(French I)

PHILOSOPHICAL

Geometry 6

(French I)

CLASSICAL

FOURTH YEAR.

LAI.n I.

9:30-10:S0

(Laboratory

2>

English IV. 4
(Physics
1st sci-\ 2M,)

SCIEHIIPIC

(Laboratory J)

English IV. 4
Physics 5
I.ab. Tu. ft Th.
Rec. M.. W , F.

PHILOSOPHICAL

(Laboratory S)

English IV. 4
(Physics
1st sem. Hi)

Iliv.ory I-

(Ulin I.

&

(German I)

(German I)

Doublers'
Greek &
(Greek III)

(German II.

English II.

<

Ulin III.
(Hist. III.

6
S)

t)

Englilh I.

(Laboratory 1)

English III.

si", W.. S F.

>

(Ulin III.
(Hiii. III.

5)
SI

(Ulin III.
. Hist- III.

1)
3)

English III. 1
(Uboratory 1)

Phys. 1
(Chemistry 1

Algebra II. 5
HI sem. 5
Solid Geom.
M son.

Utin IV.

Physical
Geograihi :.
Chemistry fi

(French III
Algebra II. S ;
1st sem.
(Ulin
Solid Geom. »
tad Mm.

5)

Algebra II.
lit aem. 6
t

1

Solid Geom.
Jnd lem.

4

Physiology 6
111 sem.
Botany .'>
tnd sem.

(German I)
English III. S
(Laboratory t)
(French II

Greek II

(jy» Greek 5<
(Greek III. 4
German II. 5

»:8OJ.80

1:M~S:M

10:S4M1:SO
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6

5
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The Conservatory of Music
Music in some form has always been taught in the educational institutions of Granville. For many years the work was
semi-private character, but growing larger an<l more important, was taken under the management of Shepardson College
(or women The rapid progress oi the work led in 1S*>4 to the
ization of i Conservatory, the acquisition of a suitable
building for teaching and practicing, and the building of Recital
Hall adjoining In 1900, the College and University were united,
and the Consei
oi Music became a co-ordinate part of
Denison University,
Denison Universit) grants college credit for work in the'
theoretical courses of the Conservatory, on an equal footing with
other elective studies, and under the group system there is one
group, leading to the degrei of B I'h . with the Theory of Music
as it- major subject. Thus students working for the diploma
of thi
it the same time apply the theoretical
part of their course toward a Bachelor's degree from the University. It has been the aim of the Conservatory steadily to
strengthen
Aden the requirements for graduation, so as to maintain a standard as high as that of any other
school in the state in the same lines "f work. Information not
contained in th< following pages maj be obtained by addressing
Karl II Eschman, A M . Director, Granville, Ohio.

I At ULTV.
II ESCHMAN, A.M., DIRECTOR AND ASSISTAHI PBOFBSSOI
OI Music.
Theory and llist"r\ ,>/ Mutic.
Graduati of the Denison t onservatory in Piano and Organ.
Graduate student, 1911-1912, under Professor Walter R. Spalding and Edward Burlingame Hill, Harvard University. Studied
KARL

UN
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Composition under Hugo Kaun and Piano under Victor Heinze
in Berlin, 1912-1913.
FANNIE JUDSON FARRAR,

Head of Piano Department.
Pupil in Piano of J. Emil Ecker, Toledo, Ohio; Constant!!)
Sternberg, Philadelphia; Bertrand Roth, Dresden; Tohias Matihav, F.K.A.M., and Claude F. Pollard, A.R.A.M., London.
Student in Vienna in 1894. Pupil in Musical Kindergarten of
Mrs. Fannie Church Parsons, Chicago.
GRACE JEAN.NETTK DR<»>KS,

Head of Voice Department.
Pupil of Dr. W'm. Hennings, Cleveland; for three years,
pupil of Prof. August Iffcrt in charge of Higher Vocal Department, Royal Conservatory, Vienna, Soloist in New York Presbyterian Church, New York City.
LEILA C. BROWN,
Organ and Piano.
Graduate of New ICngland Conservatory of Music, 1907.
Post Graduate 1909. For two years, teacher in Normal Department of New England Conservatory. Two and a half years'
course at Peabody Institute, Baltimore, Md. Pupil of Ernest
Hutchison of Berlin, Germany; F. Addison Porter, Boston; and
Harold Phillips, Baltimore.

A.M.,
Voice.
A.B., Western Reserve; A.M., Harvard. Pupil in Voice
of Prof. Arthur, Cleveland; Max Heinrich, and Emma Read,
Boston, and Harry Brown Turpin. Public School Music Methods at O. S. U.
HENRY PRESTON,

GAYLE INURAIIAM SMITH,

Violin.
Pupil of A. P. Bunker of the New England Conservatory of
Music, and Luigi von Kunitz, former Concert-meister of the
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Vrtist graduate of the CincinSigi ii P■■ • Vdolpho Tirindelli, violin,
- Stillman Kellj. Thei i

Profess

I I \:-:l s, i ]' i OONS M S .
f Musk
■ :' I
n D<
nl [Diversity,

Departments ol Instruction
\
In th<
velop th< lal

THE' <K\

AND HIST) >KN .

al classes I

and •■
nical i'in-.
"V ; i iati
requiring i
i- laid "ii tcchni
tion for itud) of I
In th<
sued. ITii

bject ia nol to much 10 deibli composers, although this is
Ite all in the intelligent appreciation
end, besides the strictly techffered, IS in History and in
usical training. F.mphasis
k. as the best prepara-

method mainly is pur■■ on the hoard, subject
•uctor and the class, while
original expi
constantly sought for.
foi an) of the numbered
ti the I heoretical course
2, 7 B, 9 10, and 13-14 in consecutive
of Group C7 on page 89. The
department, except 17. are taught by
Prof
■ E* hman.
I. The .!; of Music.
A noi
en to all students of the University The object is t" poinl out the structural principles of musical art and to ihow what constitutes real merit in any field of
I reading, and critical reports of current recitals. Two
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musical activity. The work embraces lectures and analyses, collateral reading and critical reports of current recitals. Two
hours, first semester, Monday and Wednesday, 2:30 P. M.
2. Elementary Theory.
This course or its equivalent is prerequisite to all higher
course*. It embraces a summary of the elements of music, a
detailed study of the modern system of musical notation, the
anal} MS of rhythms, practice in scale writing, transposition and
the use of all the clefs, with the notation peculiar to various
instruments. The work concludes with an elementary study of
intervals and triads, preparatory to the course in Harmony, Two
hours, second semester, as in course 1.
5-6. History of Music.
A literary course, requiring no special musical training. The
work consists largely of assigned reading, with written reports,
tests and theses. Far-reaching causes and effects are studied,
with the inter-relation of different periods in the evolution of the
art. A collection of primitive instruments serves to illustrate the
early stages of music, and typical music of the successive periods
is rendered in class so far as possible. Three credits, both semesters, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday, 1 :30 r. If.
7-8. Harmony.
Review of intervals and triads; dominant and secondary
.holds; suspensions; augmented and altered chords; modulations ; organ-point; the harmonization of given melodies in bass
or soprano, mostly in four parts, and the composition of simple
original pieces. Demonstration at the key-board is demanded
of the pupil as far as practicable. Solfeggio and elementary
theory are prerequisite, with knowledge of the pianoforte sufficient at least to play an ordinary hymn-tune at sight. Three
credits, both semesters, Monday, Tuesday and Thursday, 10:30
A. |f,

9-10. Counterpoint.
The principles of harmony applied to the melodious treatment of two or more voice parts in combination. Free harmonization of choral melodies; two, three and four part counterpoint

1 [2
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in the several orders; contrapuntal and imitative treatment of
subjects in different voice! for organ or strings, Courses 7-8 are
prerequisite and some proficienc) in piano playing is required.
credits, both semesters, Monday, Tuesday and Thursday,
..

M

11-12. Musical Form
Stud) of thematic construction and elements of composition.
ilyses of the principal instrumental forms, as illustrated in the works of classic and modern composers, The ultimate aim i- an intelligent appreciation of music and a wide
acquaintance with the best of it, as well a- insight into the techniquc i I
Practice is given in construction of the
smaller musical forms, such as hymn-tunes, and the dance forms
of the classic suite Courses 7-8 must ordinarily precede this
work, but by special permission may be taken in the same year.
redits, Wednesda) and Friday, 9 30 \ M.
13-14. Slrii l i ».\r
Analysis and composition of the advanced forms of polyphonic music. This is a necessary preparation for the larger
and freer fi
, ihion Courses 7-10 arc prerequisite,
with some proficiency in pianoforte or organ playing. Two
credits, both
Mondaj and Wednesday, 1:30 r it.
15-16 I'' ■
'• ' rition.
First semester, original vocal -citings of selected texts;
iis of standard choral work- and songs; composition of
short piece- for nun- "r women's voices, and for mixed chorus,
unaccompanied
Later, types of accompaniment figures are
studied and settings made with piano or other accompaniment.
nd semester, analysis and composition of vocal and instrumental music in the larger form-, with writing for orchestral
instruments ; practice iii reading from vocal and orchestral scores.
Prerequisite, courses 9-14, Two credits, both semesters, Wednesday and Friday . 10:30 A. H.
17. The Physical Bask of Music. PB0FBUM COONS.
The fundamental law ■ of acoustics, governing the production and character oi musical tones, are demonstrated by ap-
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paratus from the Physics department of the University. A lecture course, without prerequisites in music or science. Two
credits, first semester, Monday and Wednesday, 2:30 P. M.
B.

COURSE IN PIANO.

It is difficult to specify a set course adapted to the needs of
all pupils, so it has seemed best to suit the work to individual
requirements.
tircat care is taken that the foundation work be thorough,
the understanding of the action of the instrument coming first,
then tone production through the natural laws that govern it,
followed by technical facility and velocity.
A good technique is essential to satisfactory piano playing,
hut as a means to an end, not an end in itself. The effort is
always toward artistic interpretation, which is impossible without
an adequate technique.
The course includes the music of both Classic and Romantic
composers, and to this is added the principles of expression,
which, in connection with a good tone production, constitutes the
secret of playing with expression, so far as this can be taught.
Recognizing the study of the piano and its literature as an
effective and important instrument of mental development and
cultivation, the department makes every effort to teach the subject not merely from the professional point of view, but from
the cultural as well.
C.

COURSE IN VOICE.

The object of this course is the correct placing of the voice,
so that the tones are even and firm throughout the entire range.
Stress is laid on control of the breath, rhythm, and phrasing,
together with enunciation and stage presence. The exercises and
songs used are selected according to the requirements of the individual for continuous development in technical power and interpretation. Use is made of the classic song literature of all
schools, especially the German, and from our own American song
writers. Advanced pupils study Schumann, Schubert, Franz,
Hrahms, Beethoven, and arias from the standard oratorios and
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n I asm

m musl have at least two semesit li ,i-i two semesters' training

iii tin- i Ihorus
1> o lURSE IN" ' >RGAN.
A certain facility at the piano and in sight-reading is necetand tlii- must be proved to the satisfaction of the instructor,
who may pn
i m IJ seem advisable
in preparation
\ g
itich, comprising legato and stacithness of style, are the objective
aims
Rink's i rgai - hool, Buck's Studies in Phrasing and Bach's
Little Preludes and Fugues compose the ground work of study.
This is i " iw( 1
• itas b) Mendelssohn, Merkel, Guilmant,
lions bj VVidor, Dubois Bo
I cmare, Best, llollins.
Buck and Part
Sp« ial attention i- given to hymn playing,
tration to meet the practical needs of
church work
E.
•! torn ■
of attenti i
■

( i lURSE IN VIOLIN.
m and clear intonation receive a large
ed bj studies and special exercises to
individual A- the student becomes more
. classic anil modern
masters will he studied.
It i- the purpos
k not ot I) for technical proficiency,
hui also for the higher and broader plane of artistic conception
and interpretation. At leasi
mestera of piano study arc
required of candidate- for graduation
Studentiged in ensemble playing, and those
ted to the University Orchestra.
Thi cxpei
ned is not the least valuable part of the
trainit ■:
ites for gi aduation
I
ENSEMBLE I I \.-M S
a
Oni houi
both semesters. This work, or a satisfa tory equivalent, is required of candidate- for graduation in
any dl
of the * on-ir\atory.
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Tlir course is provided to meet the needs of all who are in
any degree deficient in the fundamental principles of music, such
as rhythm, intervals, scales, etc., or who are unable to read vocal
or instrumental music readily at sight. It includes both eartraining and sight-singing. The pupils are trained to write, in
correct notation, musical phrases which arc played or sung to
them, beginning with the simplest phrase in the major mode, and
progressing until difficult melodies in either major or minor can
be notated with facility. The sight-singing course begins with
the simplest intervals and rhythms, progressing by easy stages
until it includes the most difficult passages to be found in modern
vocal music.
(b) Public School Mttsic.
One hour per week, both semesters, or two hours per week,
one semester. Time to be arranged.
The aim is to give an equipment for successful work in teaching public school music. A knowledge of the fundamental facts
to be taught is presupposed. The effort is to develop clearly and
thoroughly the principles of pedagogy and psychology that apply
t.i such teaching, and to show by actual demonstration the manner in which to apply these general principles to the special problem- of the several grades. The work of the course is based
upon the Normal Music Course and the Modern Music Series
used SO successfully in the Boston and lirookline schools.
fc) Normal Class.—Miss FARRAR.
This course i- offered at the request of piano students, but
in. hides nothing not of advantage to any music student who
intends to teach, since the study of the piano is the foundation
for the teacher of any branch of music.
The course presents the best methods of teaching notation,
rhythm, and elementary theory, as well as the relation of
psychology t<> music, the principles of expression for interpretation, applicable to the rendition of all music, and the principles
of tone-production on the piano.
The class meets one hour a week both semesters. One
semester of Theory or Solfeggio is required for entrance
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!il. classes an' maintained in piano, both duct and
quartette work being done. The classes arc free, and this work
i> n- |tiired of .ill pupils sufficiently advanced.
V' i

Miss

SMITH.

As fai a- material offers practice i- held in trio and quartern- work, with performances in public on suitable occasions.
Advanced pupils an coached in ensemble with piano.
;
Organ Method* Miss BIOWN.
Instruction in concert and church methods for advanced
pupil
rgan Department. The playing of hymns at sight,
transposition, modulation, accompaniment, church services, and
improvisation,
MUSK \l. ORGANIZATIONS
i

The

Engwerton

Choral Society. — MR.

ESCBUAN,

I >IBE( TOR.

Membership K open to all who can read music sufficiently
The dues are fifty cents each semester, Two principal
erts arc given each year, with notable artists assisting.
\ ording lo the present custom, Handel's "Messiah" is sung
each year at Christinas, while Geibel'l "Nativity," Rossini's
al Mater,
ihn's "Hymn of I'raise." "F.lijah" and
"Si Paul," Brams' "Soi i: of Fate," Bruch's "Fair F.llen." Ware's
"Sir Oluf," Debussy's "Blessed Damozel," Haydn's "Creation"
and St. Saens' "Sampson and Delilah" are other works recently
given Rehearsals art held "n Monday evenings throughout the
college yeai
well.

(b) 'I'll,- Denison Orchestra— MR. EsCHMAH, DUUSCTO*.
Membership i- not limited to students in the University, but
offer- to anyone of sufficient ability the opportunity of playing
classical and modern composition under suitable direction. The
Orchestra assists the Choral Society in presenting some of its
oratorios, besides giving at least one concert independently in
the Spring, Regular rehearsals are held on Thursday evenings
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throughout the college year. Membership is free to those admitted.
(c) The Denison Glee Club.
This is an organization of twenty young men chosen by
annual competitive examination from the men of the University
community. About twenty concerts are given each year, engagements being filled in Ohio, Pennsylvania, New York, Michigan,
Indiana, and Illinois. The programmes are made up of classical
numbers, popular glees, and college songs.
(d) The Shepardson Glee Club.
This club consists of twenty-four girls, and with the exception of the officers is reorganized each Fall by competitive examination. An annual concert is given in May. The club comprises
the best voices of Shepardson College and the Denison Conservatory.
(e) The Sinfonia Fraternity.—In June, 1912, a chapter of
Phi Mu Alpha (Sinfonia) was installed at Denison, for the purpose of uniting the men of musical interests.

Requirements for Graduation
MUSICAL STUDIES.
Candidates for graduation must select one branch of applied
music and pursue it to the satisfaction of the head of that department. No fixed course is set, and no definite time can be given
for the satisfactory completion of this part of the work, but ample
opportunity is given for gauging the candidate's progress by
means of Student Recitals, public and private.
In the Voice and Violin Departments candidates must pursue the study of the piano sufficiently (two semesters at a minimum) to enable them to play easy accompaniments at sight. All
candidates for graduation must sing in the Chorus or play in
the Orchestra for at least two semesters.
Theoretical work required in all departments comprises two
semesters each of Solfeggio, Appreciation, Elementary Theory,
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inn, Strict Composition, and
LITERARY STUDIES

In addition to the musical studies required, candidates for
graduation i
tisfj the full requirementa for entrance in the
ty, and complete one year
of Fn
11 "i English equiva'
lent I
of I
reshman year in Deniaon University. Evitli.it this work has been completed elsewhere will be
accepted upon the same terms a~ in the Colleges
Dl!': i v \~ \NI> i ERTIFICATES
1 n.i i» granted on recommendation
of thi
■ students who have completed the
prescribed
I its departments, together
with the genei
■ d above Each candidate
for the diploma must give a public recital during the Senior year.
T<> ■'
imount »>f work in Normal
thi graduating recital, and
giving
for teaching, a < ertificate i- granted
instead of the Dipl
Student
ompleting satisfactorily any
integi
thi various departments of
the Consei
not less than a year's study, may
■ ii t• • that effect, together with
a copy of I
General Information

equirementa beyond the evithe instruction offered. The work
semesters {see the University
tudenta may best enter the Con' i semester, although private lesup at any time No registrations are accepted,
■ let ■ if the semester.
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The Sheet Music Library furnishes the necessary music for
students, including a selection of symphonies, sonatas, etc., in
duplicate for analysis by the classes in theory. The fee for the
use of this music is included in the tuition fee. A Music Store
is maintained by the Conservatory, through which students can
purchase text-books, music, etc., at discount prices.
The music branch of the University Library, consisting of
over seven hundred volumes of literature and music, is housed
at the Conservatory, and is available on the same terms as the
main library. There is also a collection of primitive musical
instruments of great interest, most of which have been presented
by Denison alumni.
The Conservatory is equipi>ed with practice pianos of the
highest grade. 1 lours and rooms for practice should be engaged
at the time of registering, and no other use of instruments or
rooms is allowed without special permission.
Semi-private Student Recitals take place frequently throughout the year, and students are expected to attend. A public recital is given by the more advanced students near the end of each
semester. All students are under obligations to perform at recitals when so directed by their instructor. Students are not
allowed to perform in public without the knowledge and consent
of the instructor.
At the end of each semester a report of each student's work
is sent home. Fuller information of this kind will be gladly
furnished at any time by the instructors or by the Director.
Besides the festivals of the Choral Society and various other
concerts, a numl>er of Faculty Recitals are given during the
year, and several Artist Recitals, most of which are free to
Conservatory students. Each year a historical series of recitals
is given, presenting informally the music of individual composers
or periods. An operetta is given each spring by students in the
voice department and others.
The following artists have appeared in (Iranville and Newark during the past few years, some of them more than once:
Sopranos—Grace Honner Williams, Lucile Stevenson, Edith Sage
MacDonald, Millicent Brcnnan, Caroline Hudson-Alexander,
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l-orcnc Rogers-Wells
Contralto* Maude Wenti MacDonald,
Elsa Hirshberg, Ernestine Schumann-Heinle, Elisabeth Thompson \\ ilson, Jane 1 ang «iraninger, Tenoi - I 'edl James, (harlcs
Hargreaves, Joseph Schenke, < ieorgc Harris, Jr., Waller Earnest,
Claude Saner
Baritones Cecil Fanning, Arthur Leroj Tebbs,
Henry Irving Fisher, Walter Bentley Hall Bassos—-Oley Speaks.
Ernes) Gamble. Julian Walker, William Harper. Marcus Kellerman. Giuseppe < ampai
William Sherwood, Hans
Richard, Julian Pascal, Edith Hainea Kuester. Pianist-Lecturers
—Harry Brown Turpin, Edward Baxter Perry, Theodor Rohlmann. Violinists Sol Marcosson, Otto Meyer. Francii MacMillan, Emil Stunner
Violincellista Charles Heydler, Hans
Kronold. The Cleveland Philharmonic, the Spiering, and the
Olive Mead String Quartettes
The Marcosson-Heydler Trio.
The Cincinnati, the Columbus, and the St. I'aul Symphony
Expenses.—The tuition charges and other fees for the various courses of instruction will be found on page- 123,
Tuition fet
luch incidental- as the u-c of the reference and shed music libraries, and admission to one Artist concert each semester.
An annual scholarship, the gift of Mrs. E. S. Shepardson,
of Boston, i- at the disposal "f the Conservatory Faculty.
Expenses
Semester Bills. In Granviile College for Men, the semester
hills are $47 50; in Shepardson College fur Women. $45.00.
In I loam- Academy the semester hills are $45.00 for men
atul $42.50 for women
All hills arc payable each semester in advance.
Matrieulalion fees for Granviile College and Shepardson
Colleges arc as follows: lor students entering as Freshmen,
$2.00; as Sophomores, $3.00; a- Juniors, $4.00; as Seniors, $5.00.
Student- holding Doane Academy diplomas are not required to
paj this fee,
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ExciU Rctjistration. College students taking more than
eighteen hours of class-room work per week will be charged
$1.00 per semester for each additional hour.
Partial Registration. Students taking less than ten hours
per week will be charged as follows: In Granville College, $4.75
per semester hour; in Shepardson College, $4.50; in Doane
Academy, $4.50 for men and $4.25 for women.
Students in Granville and Shepardson Colleges taking part
of their work in Doane Academy pay no extra charge for that
work unless it makes the total number of hours exceed 18 per
week.
Doane Academy students taking one or more studies in
college will pay regular college semester bills.
I.ate Registration. An extra fee of $1.00 will be charged
to all students who have not completed their registration by the
close of Thursday, the first day of the first semester, and Monday, the first day of the second.
Special Examinations. A fee of $2.00 will be charged for
special examinations caused by absence from the regular examination, or for a re-examination in any study.
Laboratory Fees. In connection with scientific studies, will
be found on page 124.
Refunding Semester Bills. All registrations are for an entire semester and no money is refunded to a student who leaves
before the end of the semester, with the following exceptions:
A college student leaving during the first half of the semester, and regularly dismissed, will pay for the time of his actual
enrollment at the rate of $5.00 per week; an Academy student
at the rate of $4.75. The remainder of the semester charges
will be refunded. The time of enrollment in such cases will be
calculated from the first of the semester to the date when the
student is dismissed by the Registrar of the University or the
Dean of the Academy.
Men's Dormitories. Rooms for men in Marsh and Talbot
Halls may be secured on application to the Treasurer, by paying
a retaining fee of $5.00 on or before August 1. If the room is
occupied, this fee is credited on the room rent; otherwise it is
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forfeited
1 In room
ges it■ • 111 $17.50 to $25.00 per
-i mester for each student
No
'•< secured for ■> shorter time than one semester. If .i r.K.UI :- vacated I
use before December 1 of
the first semester, or before April IS of the second, only onethird of I
room run will be refunded
No rent will be refunded after th<
Rooms .HI in suites comprising sitting-room and bed-room
(except single ro
erson) ami arc supplied with
dresser,
I chairs, single iron bedstead, mattresses
and springs Bed-clothing and towels are provided by the student. Tin
ghted b) electricity and heated by hot
timit) to lavatories on the same floor,
where shower baths arc provided, with hot and cold water.
Women's D rmil •.,■
Shepardson < ollegc provides five
dormitories for thi accommodation of it- students, King Hall,
Burton Hall, Stont Hall, South Cottage, and Domestic Science
Hall. Rooms ma) be secun
halls by paying a retaining
0 before Julj 1
rhis fee is credited on the room rent
if the room is
otherwise it is forfeited
Ampb
each flooi and have baths
•rh hot and cold wat< i Single iron bedsteads, mattress, springs
and rug- arc provided in all rooms. All rooms and halls are
lighted by i
ind heated by hot water. All bedding and
bed by the students All the dormitories are ;
I l apes.
V ung women rooming on the Shepardson I ollegi
impui are barged $105 per semester, which
include- roon rent and board in the Shepardson Dining Hall.
All meal- sent to rooms are .barged extra.
Special arrangement! must be made by students desiring to
room in Domes!
I [all.
Refunding of ( hargei Ordinaril) no rebate can be made
m room rent, but to students basing on regular dismissal before
December 1 of the first semester, or April 15 of the second, a
rebate i- granted "f $3.00 per week on board for the remainder
nf tin semester No rebate il granted after these dates.
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Breakage or Other damage to furniture of rooms is charged
to the occupants.
Charges in Conservatory of Music, Per Semester.
TUITION—in Pianoforte, Voice. Violin or Organ,
two private lessons per week $30.00
one private lesson per week $17.00
TUITION in Pianoforte and Voice, under Head of Department,
two private lessons per week $40.00
one private lesson per week $22.00
TUITION—in Harmony, Counterpoint, or History of Music class lessons,
three hours per week $12.00
TUITION—in Form, Canon and Fugue, Composition, Counterpoint, Elementary Theory—Appreciation, class lessons, two hours per
week $8.00
TUITION—in SolfeKRio, Public School Music or Normal Training, class
lessons, one hour per week $4.00
Rent of piano for practice, per semester-hour (i. e one hour
.1 week for a lemetter) $I.IMI
Rent of Pipe Organ for practice $0.15 an hour
All private lewom are one-half hour in length. All class leiSOOl
arc 0M hour.
Student! taking full time in Piano, Organ, or Violin, and
less than ten hours per week in college, will be charged at the
rate of $4.50 per semester hour for college studies.
Rebate. Students dropping music before the middle of the
semester must make arrangement for rebate with the Director
of the Conservatory.
Charges in Household Economics Department, Per Semester.
Cooking
Sewing
Basketry

$ 15.00
12.00
12.00

Half time in the above will be at the rate of $8.00 for Cooking, $7.00
for Sewing and Basketry.
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EXTRA CHARGES TOR CERTAIN COURSES
The fees indicated '
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Society of the Alumni
The Society of the Alumni of Denison University was organized in 1859. All graduates of the University in honorable
standing, without regard to sex, are considered as members.
Former students who did not graduate are admitted as associate
members. In 1907 the Society prepared a volume of nearly three
hundred pages, containing a general catalogue or alumni together
with much historical material covering the origin of the college
and its development during the three-quarters of a century ending with the Commencement of June, 1906. Since that date an
annual bulletin has been published, giving changes in addresses
and occupations and other important information concerning the
Alumni. The Society also issues a Quarterly Bulletin, devoted
to the general interests of the University, and published from
Chicago, under the editorial management of Samuel B. Brierly,
class of 75, President of the Society.
The officers of the Society for the current year are:
President
SAMUEL B. BRIERLY, 75
106 North I.a Salle St., Chicago, 111.
Nice President
V. ERNEST FIELD, '03
Indianapolis, Ind.
Secretary-Treasurer
W. H. JOHNSON, "85
Granville, Ohio.

Phi Beta Kappa
In 1910, the Senate and Council of Phi Beta Kappa granted
a charter for the organization of a chapter of the Society in
Denison University, to be known as the Theta Chapter of Ohio.
The Chapter was duly installed, and the charter delivered, by
the National President of the Society, Dr. Edwin A. Grosvcnor,
on the eighteenth of January, 1911. This society was established,
early in the history of American college life, for the express purpose of recognizing and fostering high scholarly attainment in
college work. Election to membership is confined to Seniors and
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[union who hav« shown themselves qualified (or such an honor
that basis
[Tie electioi - I * the current year are as follow*:

IMI

MEMBERS OF THE SENIOR CLASS.
Cu DI STEW KKI ADAMS.
A I OWELI JOIINSI N I Elected in Junior Year).
HAMN MI'-IIK WOOD.
NEU.II BALI
IMOGEN \
•• - HAMBLEN,
HELEN

> 'i.\i ■>

• Yean.
(Elected in Junior Year).

MEMBERS i 'I THE JUNIOR CLASS.
GRACE BUBTWIM SINSABAUGH.
MAR H I i \tn i - TII.BE.
SPI NCES GB KGE WEBBS.

Denison University Summer School
University Summer School
will begin June 1". I9U

i Julj 28
! \< ULTY.

larged
addition of some of I

rig year will be considerably enyears, and will be strengthened by the
of the Middle West
AIM

- hool aims to provide for the following classes
of student
for a lif< certificate in
esire merely to broaden and
strengthen their pi ••
I tra ig; those who wish to prepare
seeking credits towards an
academic d<.
I

INSTRUCTION.

Practically all the subjects required for admission into Deni-iin University will be offered in the Summer term. In addition
lo this, the equivalent of nearly two years of college work will
be offered,
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NORMAL DEPARTMENT.
The Normal Department will provide a wide range of subjects not included in the above statement.
PRIMARY TEACHERS will find the Observation, Practice
Teaching, and Model Lessons in the Training School of the
highest order, under able teachers of broad experience and training. The courses in Primary Methods will be equal to the best.
GRAMMAR CRAI>K TEACHERS will find the courses in Observation, Practice Teaching, Model Lessons. Grammar Grade
Methods, Special Methods. Elementary Course of Study. Nature
Study. Agriculture, etc, planned by those who know just what
l Irammar Grade teachers need.
TEACHERS OK UNGRADED OK GRADED RURAL SCHOOLS will
be shown special consideration. Many courses offered to teacher- of our rural schools have not been suittd to the needs of such
teachers. This slate of affairs has been due chiefly to two things:
The rural school needs have not Keen studied as thoroughly as
they deserve by many of the schools ii. which said courses were
offered, and in the second place many of these courses have been
taught by instructors out of sympathy with rural school condilions and needs. These defects have been remedied by securing
I he services of several men who are acknowledged as authorities
■ in Rural Sociology, the Rural Course of Study, and Rural School
i IrganizRtion and Methods.
HlGH Si BOOL TEACHBRS will find courses in the High
School Curriculum, High School Methods, and special courses in
high school subjects.
SUPERINTENDENTS, PRINCIPALS AND SUPERVISORS will find
at Denison one of the strongest departments of School Administration to be found in Ohio. Village, district and county school
executives often feel the need of instruction anil help of a profi --iiina] character such as few schools are able to give. To an
already strong faculty have been added to this department two
men who are known throughout the country as specialists in
School Administration.
Dr. \Y. E, Chancellor, of the College of W'ooster, is perhaps
the best known writer on this subject, lie has had many years'
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experience in supervision, and has written a number of books on
School Administration. Hi* text-book, "Our School! and Their
Administration," is used in many of the leading teachers' colleges.
I>r. Henry G. Williams, formerly I lean of the State Normal
i ollege at Athens, "ill teach four courses in School Administration. Rural School Su|>crvi-i.>n. the Klementary Course of
Stu ly, and School Management and School I.aw.
A GRADED TRAINING SCHOOL Each day throughout the
sessii
the Graded ["raining School will be in session, in which
teachers and prospective teacher* may witness expert teaching
and where ample opportunitj will be offered for teaching to those
who are qualified to take a course in Practice Teaching.
A Rl KM TRAINING SI HOOL will also be in session, where all
who wish to study concrete!) the problems of the rural and multigraded school may have excellent advantage in this particular.
The Kural Training School is on the traction line just outside
the village of Granville, and -indent- will be saved long, hot
walks t" and from the school,
EXPENSES.—The necessary expenses of those attending the
Denison University Summer School have been reduced to the
minimum. The college dormitories furnish ample accommodations for a large number, both of men and women. These rooms
arc the coolest and most comfortable in town. They are provided
with baths, hot and cold water, and lighted with electricity. They
rent at one dollar a week for each person. The Shepardson
Commons are now OJKMI to men and women alike during the
Summer School, Hoard i- furnished at the Shepardson Commons at the rate of $.100 per week.
Those who expect to attend Summer School this year should
write at once for a bulletin containing full information concerning the course of study, etc., at Denison.
C. E. GooDF.IX,
Dean of Summer School,
Granville, Ohio.

Degrees Conferred in 1915
MASTER OF SCIENCE.
HAMILTON FRANCIS HOLTON.

BACHELOR OF ARTS.
WALTER BUCKLEY ROACH,
FJII JAY SHUMAKER.
WILLIAM F.ARLEN YATES,
HniN GILNORE,

PHEBE ALICE JOHNSON,
RUTH ELIZABETH SHAFFER,
LOUISE MAY SPIVEY,
IRENE SUSAN TULLOSS.

BACHELOR OF PHILOSOPHY.
STROTHER ANIIERSON CAMPBELL,
EVAN HOWARD DAVIES,
ROY BURTON DEER,
CLARENCE LUTHER FOX,
N'EIL ESBURN HANSEN,
JOSEPH REASON HOY,
JOHN BUDD LONC, JR.,
ROBERT STEPHEN MORRIS,

AsBURY

LEONCE ODEBRECHT,

RANDOLPH RECTOIC,

DAVID EDWARD REESE,
GEORGE MILTON ROUDEBUSH,
HERVEY ALORICH TRIBOLET,
ARTHUR CONSAI-L WICKENDEN,
ROBERT WILLIAM WORST,
EDITH MARIE BEARD,
HASB. EDNA BOLIN,

MARGARET BOYER,
ALICE ELIZABETH DIETER,
ALICE BELL EISWAI.D.
HELEN MARC.ARET ENGLAND,
FI.ORENCE DOVE FOSTER.
OLIVE MARGARET GRAYBURN,
WLNIERED 1-OUISE HAMILTON,
JOSEPHINE EULALIA MILLIARD,
VIOLA MAY JOHNSON,
GRACE CYRILLA JONES,
VIVIAN BERTHA PERRY,
MARJORIE RETTIG,
EDNA MARY SCIIROPP,
LUCILE SUMMERS,
SUSAN JULIETTE THRESHER,

AUGUSTA FlLIMORA WlLGUSH,
EVA LUCILE WRIGHT.

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE.
HOMER BURTON ADKINS,
HENRY DEMING HOPKINS,
LEONARD GEORGE HOWELL,
RALPH JONES,
ORLAND BETHEL KIRK,
JACOB HENRY KNAPP, JR.,
CAREY PITT MOORE,
ERNEST HENRY MORRIS,
EDGAR WESLEY OWEN,
CHARLES WILSON PRINE,

HENRY SANFORD STOUT,
FRANK HENRY VENN,
JOHN ST. CLAIR WARD,
RUSSELL HILL WILLIAMS,
PAUL VERN WOOLEY,
MARGARET MINERVA ALLEN,
LILIAN BISHOP BOGGS,
VIRGINIA MARTHA PUTNAM,
ABIGAIL EMMA ROWLEY,
HARRIETT LAURA STODDARD.
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Students in Granville College Classes
GRADUATE STUDENTS.
ANMABELL BftADSTBBBT, linglish, Hartwell.
CHARLES WOOD HENDERSON, f'hysics and
FRANCIS F. PATRICK, linglish, Granville.

Mathematics, Granville.

SENIOR CLASS.
Newark.
Granville.
Granville.
Wellsville.
Sunbury.
Newark.
Newark.
Haskins.
Wexford, Ireland
Cincinnati.
McKcesport, Pa.
Manchester, Ky.
Granville.
Newark.
Granville.
Sterling, N. Y.
Bowling Green.
Granville.
Flyria.
Huntington, W. Va
Bowling Green.
Paris Crossing, Inil
Ashtabula.
Troy.
Toledo.
Granville.
Newark.
Granville.
Morgan Park, 111
Giranl.
Sidney.
Toledo.
Newark.

CLYDE STEWART ADAMS, SC.,
FOHN SAMUEL BARRINGTOM, SC,
HORACE ROBERT BIGGS, Ph..
JOHN LEANDER BjELKE, Ph.,
GORDON JACOB Bunn, Sc,
FREDERIC LATIMF.R CHASE. Sc,
QuiNCY AHAMS CHEADLE, CL,
HENEY DONALD DAWSON, SC,
JAMES WILLIAM GAINFORT. Ph.,
HORACE LONGIA GRILEV, SC,
CALVIN EINLEY HAMILTON, CI.,
SAIL HOUNCHFLI., CI.,
ARIHIR LOWELL JOHNSON, O.,
GEOEGE MCRBODIE JONES, SC.
HAROLD L KIER, F'h.,
FRANK OSWALD KRIII, SC,
DONALD McKlNLBV LADD, SC,
STUART LOTVRS LAPP, SC,
LEE HARRISON LYMAN, SC,
GEORGE MARSHALL I.YON. SC,
KARL RoSENDALE MARSH, Ph.,
WILLIAM CON WAY MARTIN, SC,
EDWARD PULLMAN MIM.S, Ph.,
HRYANT CHARLES MORRIS, SC,
HOWARD CARTWRIGBT N FLIES, SC,
EDWIN AUBREY OLUHAM, Ph.,
WAYNE CONVERSE OVERTURF. Ph.,
Dr.i.itERT RANDALL PRATT, SC,
AMEN THOMAS PRICE, Ph.,
THOMAS HUGH REES, SC.,
RAYMOND CHESTER SMART, Ph.,
GLOYD THOMAS STANKARD, SC,
CHARLES CALVIN STARRETT, Ph.,
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Itmx It. SWAMBON, Sc,
M « S \ \\ LOB, Ph.,
1
JR., Sc,
Kf MNtrn LVOM Uu M *H, Ph.
r PAXON V
N BLAKI WMkik. Sc,
k* sseu
Wi -;. Sc
CHABLtS
Ph..
H IBBY Moan i W 'i i - M 11
N YOAKAM CABL

tssam, India.
Marion.
I ».,>■■ >n

Gr.imille.
Salem.
East I hrange, N. J.
W . ngton C. H.
ML Gtlead.
lu, Japan.
Homer.

JUNIOR CLASS.
HENBY R \B*
i
DONAI
'
i'h.
OBSN HULINC BAKES I'h.
JAMES WESTER BAJ I UUJ S .
■

HARRY BBOCK,
Fl INK RICHAI

Ph.

5c,
" . Ph.,
A ILLS, Ph.,
LLOI : In 'M v- HICK MAN, Ph ,
■ i HABLE1 ; I '■' ELL, Cl ,
DAVID HIRAM J

Wll PORD Wl LLS i

"

R

ND

■ V. Sc .

S.

KKAFI 5C,
H IBJKM • LARI r. Ph.,
v
JAMB* MV PHI I
CAW. HABVEV MASTELLEB, SC,
UUI WATKINJ PI -^M. Ph.,
HAM *\ CADV REVKOI DS, SC .
DOB MAM EM MOB R RABDSOR SC.
- RO K Sr .
■ HAMILTON SMTH. Sr.

Cl tBI N
FBANK BIRD WABJ
■

5» MX, Sc .
I

Ml Vcmon.
Zanesville.
East Hank. W. Va.
(ton C H.
Granville.
Dayton.
Cambridge.
Chicago, 111.
rille.
St Paul. Minn.
Guantanamo, Cuba.
Granville.
T"peka, Kama*.
Norwaue.
East Liverpool.
Granville.
Ml \'< rnnn.
Granville.
Farminajtoo, 111.
Toledo
Norwalk.
I
.illr.
Rosevfllt
Cincinnati.
Toledo.
Zanetvtilc
Guadalajara, Mexico.
Thornville.

WAYNI WlLl IN WlMI WlLPBED ' OU WOODYABD, I'h.
K M MI YOST, SC .
SOPHOMORE CLASS
JOHN 'I ROM *- \i UBON, SC .
Tarantula, Pa.
EVKBETI \LWABX>, Ph.
Pataskala.
JOSEPH NEII ABMSTBONG, I'!:,
Wwark.
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PAUL HENRY ASKIN, SC,
OSCAR Leo AICHLEV, Ph.,
GALE WYETH BALDWIN, SC,
JAY GROVE* BASH, Ph.,
STANLEY STEPHENS BASH, Ph.,
ALBERT VAN BEACH, SC,
CLARENCE IJ.EWELLYN BEACHLER,
ARTHUR J. BEATTIE, SC.,
GEORGE MARTIN BOWMAN, SC,
FLOYD GILMORE BROWNE, SC,
EWART GLADSTONE CARNEY, SC,
HERRERT ASKREN CARR, Ph..
BELFORD PICKERINC CIIEADLE, Ph.,
KARL EMMETT CRILLY, Ph.,
PAUL WICXES CURTIS, Ph.,
RALPH DAVID DAVIES, Ph.,
FISHER NOEL DAVIS, Ph.,
CURTIS DELTON DECKER, SC,
HERBERT DODD EMSWILER, Ph.,
MAURICE BURC.IT FINCH, Cl.,
BURROWS HOLCOMII FRASCH. SC,
ROBERT CLINTON GILMORE, Cl.,
FREDERIC C. HAIJ., SC,
CHARLES HERBERT HASKINS, SC,
WILLIAM EDWARD HAYDEN, Ph.,
GEORGE WILLIAM HAZLETT, Cl.,
PHILIP GERALD HORTON, SC,
GAVOTTE JUSTUS IRWIN, SC,
ARTHUR RAYMOND JEWELL, Ph.,
ALFRED JANNEY JOHNSON, Cl.,
HAROLD WIU.IAMSON JONES, Ph.,
J. BENJAMIN KNIFFIN, Ph.,
RALPH GRANT KOONTZ, SC,
ROBERT HUFFMAN LADD, SC,

FkANK

ANDERSON LOGAN, SC.

JOHN WHITE MCCAMMON, SC,
JOHN MCCOWEN MARTIN, Ph.,
JESSIE KIRK MEARS, Cl.,
CHARLES A. METCAir, J«., Ph.,
WILLIS WILKINSON MYERS, Ph.,
JEROME BUCKINGHAM NORPELL, SC,
CHARLES STANLEY PEASE, SC,
STUART HAMILTON PRESCOTT, SC,
OWEN NEWTON PRICE, SC,
JAMES LESLIE PUTNAM,

Ph.,

Ph.,

Wilmerding, Pa.
Madisonville.
Marysville.
Utica.
Ulica.
Cambridge.
Dayton.
Norwalk.
Gambier.
Haskins.
Granville.
Cable.
Newark.
Newark.
North Fairfield.
Newport, Ky.
Gallipolis.
Defiance.
Kirkersville.
Beaver Dam. Wis.
Bremen.
Granville.
Newark.
Granville.
Granville.
Newark.
Newark.
Minbury.
Delaware.
Granville.
Middletown.
Stryker.
St. Louisville.
Toledo.
Zanesville.
Toledo.
Granville.
Gilbert.
Flyria.
Kenton.
Newark.
Van Atta.
Cleveland.
Morgan Park, III.
Merrill, Wis.
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urn DAVIS KKAM
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Xrwtnn Centre, Mai*
Z.vie«ville.

BEEN

-.

Dayton

fc

-M

v

5c

■

!

UAMIV I

HD

BARKER

Sr.

■

'

■

I'll .
I'M WAI HI H A I si Sc .
RA! Ill 0» EN BtA ITAIN, ^r
. : DA HI si BCKER Sc .
CHA>: '
I HI n»i B "F». Sc,
FRANK FE»
> ■•■ BURNWORTB, Sc
CflARLEI 1 k>NAl I BUENl, Sc ,
DONALD MACE BI TIFK Ph.,
KENNETH MALCOLM ('u*rnx, Sc,
HIKTIY rVivii-- CHANDLSR, Sc .
RAI

It r van.
Cleveland.
fivpMim.

i tarton
DeGraff
Cleveland.
M
Kntwcrp.

Zaoesvitk
Girard.
Girard.
SlttersviUe, W. Va
■•>, III.
Cadii
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Strykcr.
Ikoko, Congo Beige,
Africa.
Mr. Sterling.
Frcdericktown.
Granvillc.
Van Wert.
Stamford, Conn.
Newark.
TnRcrsolI. Okla.
Los Angeles, Cal.
Seville.
Newark.
Kenton.
Granville.
Sullivan, Ind.

ALVIN ELIJAH CIIEVNEY, SO,
HAHHI.I) LINLLE CLARK, Sc,
WILLIS ROBINSON CLARK, SC,
HERBERT H. CLEMM. SC.
FEIIND MORRIS Corn RAN, SC,
SIDNEY WIXKORTH COLLIER, SC,
THOMAS ALHERT COOK, JR., SC,
ARTIII'R RAYMOND CRAWMER, Ph.,
ASTOR DEPEW CREECH, SC,
Gmta lUarocK CRESSEY, Ph.,
TIMOTHY EARL CRITZ, Ph.,

CAW

Euouri CULLISON, SC,

Rl WIL ASHMORE CURRIN, Sc,
RAY LAW DARNOLD, Ph.,
BLANCHARI> PAUL DAVIS, Ph.,
JOHN ANTRAM DENNY, SC,

FREDERICK GERMAN

DETWEILER,

Cl..

HOWARH WILLIAM FARNSHAW. SC,
FRANK WILSON EDWARDS, Ph.,
HORACE HARRIES FFIOHT. SC.
ROOGU DERUYTER FERRIS, SC,
WILLIAM CARLETON FORBES, SC,
KARL PuDIlUCR FRIEND, Ph.,
FARL MARTIN FTTERER. SC,
CHARLES LAURENCE GOODELL, SC,
ROSS ELY GORSUCH, Ph.,
EARL CULBERTSON GRECO, SC,
RUSSELL MORSE GRIFFITH, SC,

CHARLES BlLIOIA CiROflMES, Ph.,
JAMES STEVENS HAMMOND, Cl.,
Wn.i is JESSE HANDEL, SC,
FOWLER VINCENT HARPER, Cl.,
GfOMI MATTHEWS HAYDEN, 55C,
Bl M VMIN F. HERSHEY, JR., Ph.,
THOMAS JOHN HETHERINCTON, SC,
JOHN WALKER HUNDLEY, SC,
SIDNEY JENKINS, SC,
ELLIS BURTON JOHNSON, SC,
CLARK PHILLIPS KELLEY, Ph.,
CH ARIES EDWARD KEHPTON, Ph.,
EDGAR PEARUE KINC, SC,
WILLIAM RODNEY KUIINS, Ph.,
GORDON ROMAINE LANG, SC,
RICHARD CARLYLE LARCOMI, SC,

Wilmington.
Granville.

Sandusky,
Canton.
Dayton.

Columhus.
Union City, Pa.
Plcnsantvillc
Granville.
Granvillc
Toledo.

Zancsvillc.
Granville.
New Haven, Conn.
Canandnigua, N. Y.

Newark.
Hanover.
Newark.
Dayton.

Pittsburgh, Pa.
Granville.
Cambridge.
Niles.
Granville.
Sunbury.
Oklahoma City, Okla.

Toledo.
Ashtabula.
Columhus.
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I 'l N1SOM

UN1VM8IT>

l« '• LEMOK Ph
>'.
a BARTLETI l i.m. l'h.
i''
fam LYNE, l'h.
Cm i
UU.TOM M CONNAUGBEY, Ph..
AKTBUE Gi
■ " Qi IIF, l'h.
INJAHM MARSHAL] S
( STI VI U HUE, -

JAMEI

BLAINI EWINC MATTHEWS, SO.
RALPH WIU KM MII-. St,
WILUAM FOREST MEREDITH, Ph,
K Nuts MSUMTH, St,
WALTD ISAAI MERRIAM, Pk,
PARKER ,1\MI- Mom
i S

BERNARD 0 Mo»». Pta,
THUIUHMI

I'IIMUI. N'TAL. SC.,

MlLLER .1 NEWTON, St,
I'M i I
■•■> PER ■'■ v Ph.
JOEL BlCELOW PETERSON, St,
JoHK In :- Pi rNAN
HERMAN W
l'h
EDOAI I
XNI R i
Ai.i-iif- WAVKI ROOD JOB* LAWYER Rosi
Joan I U K ' i i '■ RoSEMSTEB
N"J '■ GABI H n DEAN W SAO SC
(M>H>- u-iru - rr Ph..
■ HIOTIT SHORNKY, St,
EMORY HAHU SHUVt, S
BlAUM Wnjj S ., Ph .
EAU MCCAIX SMITH. Sc .
MARK BRYAN SMITH 5
HAI. FRANK SNYDEE S- .
DAVID HAKU SRII HER, SC..
FRANK WINE •-■-.» SPENCER, Ph.,
HERMAN GEAR SRNCEE, Ph..
PAUI BURNSIBE STAGER, St,
DEAN NORMAN STALKER, St,
ROY MATTBEWI STEVENS, SC.,
CHRISTOPBER PITMAN Srmai, Ph.,
I ii Id -'in. TIIRAILKIU.. Ph.,
PARKER HENRY TUBE. SC.
Vn i HAROLD TRAKLEE, St,
IAMEI PRIME TURNER, SC.,

Blue Island, ill
Twinibnrg.
CunbrMge.
Hilbboro
LitchtieM
Pituborgh, Pa.
Edinbort, Va.
Jackson.
Dayton.
CimbridfC.
Newark.
Columbus. Wil
Toledo.
Cambridge.
Newark.
Mainevillc.
Granvillr.
Chicago, Ill
Warren
Dayton.
RoMriile
Toledo.
Granvillr
Sprinfflcld.
Port Clinton.
Granvillr.
Cambridft
Oak Park, III.
Uoiofl City. Pa.
Richmond Dale.
East Uverpool.
Bueyrus.
Chicago. III.
Cambridge
Granvillr.
Newark.
Granvillr.
Alexandria.
Toledo.
Nile*.
Manchester. Ky.
Mt Vernon.
Gr.inville.
Butler,
Coshocton.

ANNUAL CATALOGUE
KARL BETHEL WEAVER, Ph.,
HELMER LEWIS WEBB, SC,
JAMES OSCAR WHITE, Ph.,
ROBERT EDWARD WILKIN, SC,
HAROLD WRICHT WOOHROW, SC,
PAUL COCANOUR WRICHT, SC,
OSCAR KDWARD WYNNE, SC,
LEWIS RAVNOLDS ZOLLARS, JR., SC,

Zanesville.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Sabina.
Newark.
West Jefferson.
Fredericktown.
Alexandria.
Canton.

SPECIAL STUDENTS.
LLOYD LARUE ANDERSON,
ERNEST EUCENE ERICKSON,
JOHN TERUYUKI MATSUOKA,
FREDERICK CARL MILLER,
RODERICK PERLEY MILLER,
WILKIE OSCOOD MOODY,
HAROLD HALL RIIOADES,
ROBERT MITCHELL RODCERS,
ROBERT ROBINSON ROUSH,
RALrn ELLSWORTH RUSSELL,
CLirFORD CLARE SHERBURNE,
HANS CARL STECER,
HERSCHEL SPALDING STEPHAN,
GLENN TOMPKINS,
ARTHUR CLARENCE WYSE,

Kane, Pa.
Norwalk.
Matsuyama, Japan.
Port Clinton.
Newark.
Granville.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Blue Island, III.
East Liverpool.
Ashtabula.
Newark.
Stryker.
Newark.
Utica.
Fayette.
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Students in Shepardson College Classes
-1 N10R CLASS
BALLOU,

Cl,

V. " • .
1 II v
M \K* i
EMMA

LAUIA

Newark.
Monrocville.
I ii ii.villc.
Marietta

MBACK, St..
HANj Ph |
• ■■ Ph.
5c.
I >

K

N* w;.rk.
I'.urma

< Gut
- V- It AMBLES, Ph .

Col ■■»!

IA HAWS,

Granvtlle.
N Y.
Granville.
Granville.
• n. 111.
Dayton
Covingtoo. Ky.
< Nnaha, Neb.

Ph .

J NM, I'll.
: iil \ Jl -- 1 LAPF, I'h .
BONI I I ITHDTt LtMOJ I'h ,
\: I III I 1
M KU, Sc .
I TIKI I
M
I 'II L, PI .
l-.JHi: Nit i MoMUft, I'h .
:
NOTT, PI
MIAI

M.netta
Cleveland.
i ,-■ (Irveland.

'.! | "

K Mill 1. '-1 'I: MY. Ph.,
Kn- I'h.
. i. Ph.,

Pembervilte.
||1 Vrrnon.
Wauwatota, Wit.
GallipolU.
I ' wnne, Wyo.
Wwark.

I 1m
i IPTOM, Ph..
in V - -. W .MI. 5 .

MAKGABI

■ i -ii

WAI KH,

Cl.,
JUNIOR CLASS

i

v

Newark.
Portsmouth.
Piqua.
Norwood.
Ml Gilead.
Rcllefontaine.
Mt. Vernon.
Aurora. 111.
Granville.
New I.ondo».
Toledo.
Newark.

.-.:.-- s. Ph.,
i' ■ BALL, Ph.,
u
i VBATI I 1
I'h.
Hin \ LAI M Co«D, I'h ,
1; . M Mil ClAWKMD, I'h .
Iliirs MAICAUI DICKIMIOM, Ph.,
" ■ i
HI-I'lH, Ph ,
'. Ph.,
MARGAKCT CATHBIMI GITKM, Ph.
I Mill MAY GlAVIS, Ph .
'
M GWE, Ph.,
Sll MA LOL-ISI II IN •■ H, Ph.,

MAM

GENIA

MAKAI ET MCQI-H

in
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ANNUAL CATALOGUE
SARA HARBOUR HOLMES, Ph.,
GRACE FRANCES JOHNSON, Ph.,
MARY VASHTI JONES, Ph.,
Lois LALLA LANCSTAFF, Ph.,
KATHERINE BITNER LONG, Cl.,
MARV FRANCES MCDONALD, Ph.,
MARY RFLLF. MI LAIN, Cl.,
ESTHER LEE MARTIN, SC.,
JESSIE KITH MILLS, Cl.,
SELMA VIOLA RUSSELL, Cl.,
GRACE RUSSELL SEAI;RAVE, SC,
GRA<E

BuHTWIN SlNSABAUGH, Ph.,

K-TIIKR VICTORIA SMYTH, Ph.,
SARA L. TAYLOR, Ph.,
MARIF FRAMES TILBE. Q.,
MARY PRANCES WALSH, Ph.,
MAR<.ARETHF WELLWOOII, Ph,.
LOUISE LANE WILLIAMS, SC,
ABRY Ijnis Woon, Ph.,
KATHERINE FINLEY WOOD,

Ph.,

Augusta, Ky.
Norwich. N. Y.
Zancsville.
Richwood.
Newark.
Dayton.

Newark.
Seattle, Wash.
Omaha, Neb.
Pekin, III.
Rangoon, Burma.
Granville.
Dayton.

Toledo.
Granville.
Cedar Springs, Mich.
Ning Yuan Fu.
West China.
Granville.
Cnshocton.
Williamshurg, Ky

SOPHOMORE CLASS.
RUTH HARRIET ATWELL, Ph.,
Zanesville.
JULIET AMOS BARKER, Ph.,
Cambridge.
ALKK EVANHEI.INE BEERS, SC.
Granville.
MARJORIE PICKARD RENOY, SC,
Mt. Vcrnon.
OPAL MARIE BOWMAN, Ph.,
Wauseon.
DOROTHY BURNS, Ph.,
Hamilton, N. Y.
MARIE ANTOINETTE CARROLL, Ph
Newark.
FVFI.YN MAE CATHCART, Cl.,
Cleveland.
FLORBMOI SARAH Cm BBUCK, Ph.,
Cleveland.
FREDA JULIA CLAUSE, Ph.,
East Liverpool.
ETHEL ELLEN COLLFTT. Ph.,
Dayton.
LILLIAN VIOLA CONOLETON. Ph.,
Holland, Mich.
CLARA LORINE COULTER, Ph.,
Newark.
MYRIFL Emu DFI.ZF.LL. Ph.,
Hersey, Mich.
ROWENA MAUD DITMARS, Ph.,
Granville.
ANN MCCUNE DOSTER, Ph.,
Harveysburg.
INA ROBINSON DOYLE, Ph.,
Cambridge.
RUTH ANDPRSON ELDRIDT.E, Ph.,
Franklin.
BERTHA ELIZABETH FRANK, Ph..
Granville.
DORIS RUTH FREDERICKSON, Pk.,
Granville.
MARY ELIZABETH FULLER, Ph.,
Newark.
EMILY FULLEETON, Ph.,
Greenfield.
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1 : | U NI t

I h \ ISON
<. ::

-

Htftfini) Ph.,
LlLLIAN MAR..ARET Hi. KEY. Ph.
1 IIUA ItvNSF Ih MPHREVILLE, I'll.
('M i E. JEFTCISON S
LAUKA ELLtABETfl .' HN.MIN.CI.
k' MH Hr*BARI> KrM'ALL. SC..
■ Loon I
HELEN OUVIA I. NGSW ETH, I*h.
i LIANOI I ■>■ .-i M \l I S
HELU MAIV MELBY. Pit,
AMY BBLI UONTOOUBY, CL,
Rl'TH ApOLLONIA NlCKD S
IJ>WA I'KI: DMCA I'MUIl. Ph ,
Rl'IH EU tHOI I'M MB, Ph..
Ll'CILl Pi Nl K. Ph..
HlUtN WAKIMAM RnplNSnS. St,
MART Amu ROWLSY, Ph.
MOMS I H wi i SAIOI KT, - .
Ki'NA O ^h^ SHIM itKBR, SC .
I
U I :: H I I .
ALTA IUNI W M KU. I'h .
RrTH WlCKIMMN, Sc.
If VIA WOOD, Ph .
MAR.-ARFI MARIE

UNIVERSITY

Millcrsport.
Ramapatnam, India.
Cay Lick.
Newark.
Norwalk.
Meade. Nek
Amarillo. Texas.

Wilmington,
Lima.
Brie, Pa.
Montence. III.
Newark.
Norwood.
Zanesville.
Mayvillc. M. Y.
West JcfTerson.
Bellevue. Pa.
r. W. Va.
Fvanston. III.
Bowling Green.
Granville.
Toledo.
Toledo.
Wilmington.

FRESHMAN CLASS.
DOROTHY ATWIU
Zanesville.
Ri'BY WlMOVA BABNES,
Brink Haven.
HAZEL BELLI BASSE, Ph.
Cenierburg.
MABIH v Gi NW a i BATES, SC.
Madison.
lit; EM MAIV Bl : . I'h.
PittsbarglL. Pa.
Fusii
Ottumwa, Iowa.
Gill RUM BOCSEL, Ph .
New Bremen.
JiLiA ANN BlU( E, Ph .
Garrcttsville.
LOCILU BUMGAIDNEE,
Mechanicsburg.
Fl INCU ISAULLl ' IBNIY, 5c .
Granville.
KATHRYN KlRKia CAUACI, Ph..
WeUstoo.
\^:> Mnuj CARTER. Ph.
I>uncan's Falls.
GlNEVTEVI HOLMIS CATHCAIT,
Cleveland.
[MOGENI PLOOV i I'IIKI-TMAS, Ph.,
Toledo.
LET A (isAI I CLAIK, I'h .
Mansfield.
HELIM MAR CLBFHANE, SC.
Madison ville.
LouiSI Wins COBB. Ph..
Franklin, Va.
MARY MARGARET COLEMAH, Ph.,
Urban*.
MABC/ n BAR I n COLWBLL, Ph..
Granville

ANNUAL CATALOGUE
RUTH CONANT, Ph.,
I'KMISA STEWART COX, Ph.,
MEI.VA ELIZABETH DATR, Cl.,
JENNIE LEONE DAVIS, Ph.,
FLORENCE MARIE DRAKE, Ph.,
HELEN MILDRED DVE, Ph.,

HI
Granville.
Proctorvillc.
Dayton.

Cherry Fork.
Xorwalk.
Ml. Vernon.

MADELINE BDOHLY, Ph.,
HELEN WERNER KVANS, Ph.,
MARGARET ANN KIKE. Ph.,
MARJOWI FLEMING. Ph..
ETHEL GARLAND, SC,

Olinmwa, Iowa.
Znnesville.

GERTRUDE CAROLINE GIBBONS, Ph.,
MARJORIK BnHICI HAMILTON, Ph.,
Lou ELLA HAWKINS, Ph..
WII.MA AILEEN HEATH, Ph.,
SUSANNA HELBINO, Ph.,
ULA GRAY HESS, Cl.,

Cleveland,

RERNICE OLIVE JACKSON, Ph.,
MABEL AGNES KAHNS, Ph.,
GRACE ELIZABETH KII.I.WORTH, Ph.,
MIIDRED WOODRUFF MCCAIN, Ph.,
LF.NORE KESI.FR McCVTCHION, Ph.,
PRANCES LEWIS MCGEE, SC,
ANNA JAMES MCN'AUC.HTEN, Ph.,
MARY ELIZABETH MCXAIGHTEN, Ph.,
MARV HITT MARTIN, Ph.,
SOPHIA EMILY MESSENGER, Ph.,
LILIAS ALDA MILLEK, Ph.,
DOROTHY ELIZABETH MONTGOMERY, Ph.,
HELEN ELIZABETH MYERS, SC,
ELM A ALWILDA OLDHAM, SC.,
CATHERINE MARY PEASE, Ph.,
RUTH MARIE PHILLIPS, SC,
EDNA FAY PINE, Ph.,
MARY PRICE, Ph.,
HELEN MABY RANDLEV,
HELEN D«U»Y RAY, Ph.,
MARY RUTH SANFOUD, Ph.,
MARGARET SEDCWICK, Ph..
RUTH MARIE SEDCWICK, Ph.,
LAURA KASSANDRA SELLERS, Ph.,
EDITH RUTH SLAGHT, SC,
WINIFRED CARRIE SMITH, SC,
GERTRIDE SMITHBERGER, Ph.,
FRMA ANNA SPFNCE, Ph.,

(";inton.
Granville.
1'oMicroy.

Kankankce, III.
Xewark.
Belial re.
Toledo.
Xewark.
Xewark.
West Millon.
N'rwark.
Newark.
Franklin, Va.
Avalon, Pa.
Pleasantville.
Pleasantville.
Grand Junction, Colo.
Xcnia.

Port Clinton.
Newark.
Kenlon.
Xcnia.
Rcrwyn, III.
Newark.
Newark.
Plain City.
Evanston. III.
Granville.
Stryker.
Martin's Ferry.
Martin's Ferry.
Granville.
Dayton.

Xorwalk.

Loriin.
Martin's Ferry.

u:

DENISON UNIVERSITY

EJ>ITH EMILY STARRATT, I'll.
MAIV WOOD STASH, I'h.
GRACI ELIANOI SI CLAU; Ph.,
HARJUEI raoMrson SWRTLAMD,
RUTH I
Ph.
BARRARA i
klllM. Ph.
MARJORU PAGI I HAT,
VIRGINIA M *Y TRUMFI

Ph.

Ph.
^

I no I'h.
WOOD, ph .

KATHLRSM WELI

M
M

^K:J LOI ISI VYRRTX, Ph.
%RY ETA WII SON, Ph..
MAI ■ ■-ii '' M WOOD, Ph..

M
I

MAKK I

['in?'

I.ILLA

' Ph..
\\- : WOtTI Sc .
YOUNG, St,

Chicago, 111.
Newark.
Newark
Ml Wrnon.
poli*.
n Park, 111
Union Ciiy. PA.
Louisville, Ky.
Alexandria.
Nine Yuan Pn, Weal
China.
Kaokakee, III.
Granville.
Girard
N'cwark.
Portland. Ore.
inff, Burma

:\LSTUDENTS
\SHBROOK,
M/

I

M iiv I
I BEN I COCHI
MARY SUSAN PLSM
| IA G. 1
GRACI
( r| U '•

'
M •'■

SlLlY,
I EOGRRTOM

STVCY,

Granville
Granville.
Granville.
Granville.
Granville.
Granville.
Granville.
Granville.
Indianapolis. I ml.
Granville
I'lica.
(Ihicago, III.

Students in Doane Academy
SENIOR CLASS.
LLOYD LARUE ANDERSON.
FLOYD

SAM

BARRETT,

ARTHUR TALBOT
MARSHALL
KEMP

BAWDEN,

BUCK,

COOLEY

ROUDEBUSH

KRASTUS

CATLETT,

DAVIS.

JOHN QUIKCY DIETZ,
R<*,ER

DKRUYTER

WILLIAM

FERRIS,

KANE KK.LEY,

CM ARIES LAWRENCE GOODELL,

RUBStU.

MORSE GRIFFETII,

JAMES

STEVENS

GflOWU

MATTHEWS HAYDEN.

BENJAMIN

P,

HAMMOND,

HKKSEEY,

WALTER CLARENCE LAIBLIN HILSCHER,
FUNK

EARL KESLER,

KtKlAR PhAR< I KlNt,.
WALTER

HK*,ISS

.

KIM

THOMAS FRANCIS MCMAHON.
RODERICK
CHARLES

PERLEY

MILLER,

HOMER NIXON.

HAROLD COOK

PHILLIPS

HAROLD HALL RHOADES,
JOHN

SOCACH,

FRANK

WINEGARNER SPENCER,

CHRISTOPHER PITMAN
CHARLIE

STIVERS.

SUVOONG,

GLEN TOMPKINS,
RALPH

WINTHROP WHITE,

GEORUF STEWART WOLFF,
ARTHUR CLARENCE WYSE,
HFLFN
MARY

ARMSTRONG,
FLORENCE CARNEY,

LOUIII ELIZABETH HAMBLEN,
WII.MA

HUFFMAN,

FU)RFN<F.

ELIZABETH

HUNT,

DOROTHY GRACE MARTIN,
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Kane, Pa.
Sciotoville.
Granville.
Burlington, N. Ca
Pairmount, III.
Garman's Mills, Pa.
Rupert, W. Va.
Toledo.
Canton.
Granville.
Granville.
Canandaigua, N. Y.
Newark.
Dayton.
Canton.
Farmington, III.
Oklahoma City, Okh.
Beloit, Wis.
Farmington, III.
Newark.
Granville.
Sav-la-Mar, Jamacln.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Kurtics, Hungary.
Newark.
Manchester, Ky.
Shanghai, China.
Utiea.
Lynn. Mass.
Quebec, Canada.
Fayette.
Cincinnati.
Granville.
Granville.
Blue Rock.
Mechanicsburg.
Ongole, India.
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DENISOM I'MVU.-III

1 li i i

' : . • |
H

Snncsn,

JUNIOR CLASS
i • GAENBI tsanooK,
MILAN I >k^fr n VtRi
■ K.
I - i\- r.n\M.

CM \KI

- \ Ml i
ELUII
ROBEXI
LcRo
It

v Kf\r CatWlMAW,
1 : H \fc. i i < m.
I lYLOa GOOI HI.
;
i i
HARRIS.

WlU-lAM DlENNAN HtTBEUNGTOll
■ GATES Ha
HUBERT Rocni H< i •
JOSBI •> k isn t Kt. KLM .
a . KLBXB,
DON .;
■■Mj
III U\s.
-<» l IAUN .
i Fi s B n,

JOSEPH

i - * ■

;

HA HASEINS,

!! ■ ■ *.
'IKVI i > am
BlITBA "
BERTBA

N-

M

GnoriDe.
GrtaviUe.
Gran vi lie.
(iran\ ille.
Newark.
Granville.
W '>'■ ming.
rhinhridgr.
ville
Cmion.
Granviuc.
Phfttugh, Pa.
Chicago, 111.
Chicago, III.
Newark.
? a ndu sky.
GnsviOc.
Lima.
Granville
ChilUcothe
Granville.
Oneida, Ky.
Cincinnati
Stryker.

SECOND YEAR
K

BAWDCM,
1

K,

JOSEPH JOHN 1
■

r

STAN

%,
: Ci v n

CAI »V

M uatv

PAI

GEOEGI

HERMAN GU

- ' i nn HEM,
k \YMOND M Cl D 1 \«l Hi VT
VRTBUI Dl< K-"S ! ■
LEON

J

%MI

LA MI

1 N HOPKINf I'll
- S MM IN M< Gi a,

AUDI WII BON

MOMEYEB,

Kl v.llll ( MAKT'El Hf:f,HAID,
IAMB) M til \ VAWTEk,
WllJ MM AvTlll k V.-.H.,
SAKA Loi III CbNAKTj

Granville.
Piqua.
Cioroiti Nou, Roumania.
Canton.
Galicia Mare, Roumania.
Ka*t Liverpool.
Car rick. Pa.
Acme, Mich.
Oakmont. Pa.
GranviUc
Memphis. Texas.
Norwood.
Glaagow, Scotland.
New Matamoras.
Akron.
Indianapolis, Ind.
Granville.
Granville.

ANNUAL CATALOGUE

FIRST YEAR.
Kane, Pa.
Kane, Pa.
Granville.
Zanesvillc.
Kane, Pa.
Summit.
Waupaca, Wis.
Sttnhcnville.
Bird's Run.
Granville.
Granville.

EDGAR WIN FIELD BLOOMQUIST,

FOSTER UCAIUHD CASS,
DAVID ALBERT CHAMBERS,
CHARLES SHERMAN CONN,
MELVIN ANI>REW MEYERS,
HENRY RAYMOND MOIILER.
SHERMAN SALVFRSON,
Bran ANNA FLEMING,
LAURA BLANCHE FORNEY,
EUDORA GERTRUDE MCCOLLUM,
PftAHcn Hi'Ri.HUT RAY,

ELECTIVE.
RALPH OWEN BRATTAIN,
WILLIAM KDWARD HAYDEN,
GEORGE WILLIAM HAZLETT,
LLOYD THOMAS MICKMAN,
JOHN TERIYUKI MATSUOKA,
NORMAN POIIEROY,
FAIL RURNSIDE STAGER,
MARY ANTOINETTE CARROLL,
FLORENCE MARIE DRAKE,
PAULINE VICTORIA ENTERLINE,
MARGARET ANN FIFE,
SUSANNA HELBINC,
AMY E. MONTGOMERY,
IRENE SELBY,
MARY W. STASEL,

Antwerp.
Rich wood.
Newark.
St. Paul, Minn.
Matsuyama, Japan.
Aiihurndalc. Mass.
Alexandria.
Newark.
Nor walk.
Massillon.
Canton.
Toledo.
Newark.
Utica.
Newark.
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Students in the Denison Conservatory
of Music
>M VS CONFERRED JUNE ivis
rANCl

DAK * m m V. Piano.
MABFI MABGARH Mm I
EDITH R ; n Mut n Voice
1 VA Ll 'Mil WUCHI > »:.

r.RADl'ATfc: STUDENTS
MABEL
EVA

M hftGAIH tllR, P

LUCUXJ

ind Piano

SENIORS.
IMOCSM ADAHS

BUB, Piano.
HAMSUN, Voice,

Newark.
'iranville.
N il

UNCLASSIFIED.
ridfc

Jt'Lin

RAKKIBJ
RIIV WINONJI BA»MM(

Mrmk Haven
C tthoctoo.
rille
Cleveland
Piqna.
town.
Duncu FallCleveland.
GranvUte.
Granville.

Hl'LDAII LOVIU

IV TfNMIU-O,
I in u,
ElNUI B DtNWBMI
li
tVi/
i 1
LOLA M BI
Lou Mnxn I - ■
>,t wi i i i Hoi II ■ • BI ABT.
Jan N I ii «M' i -; I
JOHN

LXANDU

MAR'.AKVI CHAMWOUAIM,
STLABT CBAMUU •

. ille.
I rk.
Alexandria.
Madisonvillr.
Newark.
Dayton.
Newark.
Cincinnati
N'ewark.

Bll POU P KB
i BIADLI,
Bi III Bu
■
: >. K.
linn MAI Cur HA •
MABIOH
KITH CblfANT,

llli i N I HWAY,
Haun LAI ^ Conn,
KABI

EMMETI 'BILLY,

14*
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ANNUAL CATAIOGUE
PAUL CURTIS,
SARA JOSEPH INI DARROW,

FlIHn

NOEL DAVIS,
LAURA ALICE DENZER,
MRS. F. G. DEIWEILER,
JOHN QUINCY DIETZ,
KM MA

Lou

DUDLEY,

MADELEINE I'I»,OIV.
RUTH ANDERSON EURUDUI,
ELIZABETH EVANS.
ANNA ETHEL FLEMING,
MARJORIE FLEMING,
RUTH FLEMING,
LAURA BLAMI HE FORNEY,
LILA FREDERICKSON,
FRANCES FRY,
EMILY FULLERTON,
KM MA L GEIS.
GERTRUDE GIBBONS,
HELEN GILMORE,
JESSIE GRANPSTAFF,
MARJORIE BERNICE HAMILTON,
ADRIA AUGUSTA HARRISON,
FLORENCE HOLLER.
SARA HARBOUR HOLMES,
HELEN GRACE HOOVER,
ROBERT FLMER HOPKINS,
CLOTILDE HOWARD,
ALMONTE C. HO WELL,
NEVA HULSHIZER,
RAYMOND MCCLELLAND HUNT,
RERENICE JACKSON,
GRACE E. JEFFERSON,
LAURA FLIZABETH JOHNSON,
MARY VASHTI JONES,
FLU A I. KING,
ESTHER LUCILLE KISSANE,
MAIY HITT MARTIN,
LENORE KESLER MCCUTCHEON,
MARY FRANCES MCDONALD,
MARY MCKANE,

GOLDIE McL,AIN,
MINER MITCHELL,
ETHEL MORRIS,
WAYNE CONVERSE OVERTURE,

Fair field.
Granville
Gallipolis.
Coshocton.
Granville.
Rupert, W. Va.

Meiktil.i, Burma.
Oliuniwa. Iowa.
Franklin.
Granville.
Steubenville.
M.irysville.
Granville.
Bird's Run.
Granville.
VValhonding.
Greenfield.
Granville.
Cleveland.
Granville.
Alexandria.
Kankakec, III.
Newark.
Utica.
Aupusia. Ky.
Johnstown.
Granville.
Newark.
El Cristo, Cuba.
Newark.
PittsburR, Pa.
Newark.
Nor walk.
Mead, Neb.
Zanearltte,
Granville.
Newark.
Grand Junction, Colo
Franklin, Va.
Dayton.
Newark.
Utica.
Newark.
Omaha. Neb.
Newark.
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BttTB ^ l'l w- H,
M.M.V Pua
Pi :N <U,
FRA NO.; H *..
: RA Y,
RAY,

JOH N Mi. i tl

M u Roouuu

Johnstown.

STOWBU,

FLOU SI

t

EDGEBI

N

MARRII.TT THOMPSON
GENI
it- ■ i

RUTH

STt BY,
Sn I

]

MARJORII PA t Tn \r,
MABY TRIMMER.
JAMBS PBIMB TURNER,

K> N KETB LYOM I'lI.M <v,
WlLUAH Ann- M Voa I
j II PH Kl ILL,
MARY LOI t-> Wn
M M RI< i Wim MD
MAB\ EVA W i
Ri :H Wn low,
MYBA W
HBBBBBI

Mem I. WU
i iranville.
< iranvttle.
Gr.inville.

K,

5A UK.
1-' I v KAI *M U Mi UBS,
i-i \ N Wnu 5K int.
I'll IBLI " V Si *M
WiNirai
SMITH,
M M.V S
JAM : Sn 't MAN,
KM I-H

Strjrker.
I i;v.

k v .

l.ranvilU-.

GnnriOc
RichnK>nd Dale.
A then*.

NorwsJk.
Newark.

M •riokn, Japan.
Newark
Chicago. III.
Mr Vernon.
Newark.
Gallipolis.
Union City, Pa.
Condi t.
Coshocton.
Granville.
Granville.
Woodboty, N J.
Kankakee, 111.
Norwood.
Granville.
Webb Summit
Wilmington.
Toledo.

Students in Summer School
UNA MARGARETE ACKLEY,
DOROTHY ACKLEY,
HERMAN WILLIAM ACTON,
LOUISE AFRICA,
ROBERT HUNTER ALEXANDER,
LENA M. ANDERSON,
CHARLES WESLEY ANDREWS,
FRED D. ANSPACH,
HELEN ARMSTRONG,
BYRON EUGENE ASUBROOK,
BONNIE LEAH BAKER,
MARY MARGERY BARBER,
GAYLAND BARBER,
HARRIET AMELIA BARRINGTON,
JOHN SAMUEL BARRINGTON,
RUTH ANN BARRINGTON,
PEARL L. BAUGHMAN,
GRACE M. BEAVER,
ORVIIXE B. BELT,
MARY BILLETT,
INA ISABEL BISHOP,
EDWARD COREY BOGCS,
MARTHA ELIZABETH BOND,
ORLIE E. BRENNEMAN,
BERN ICE BROWN,
LILLIAN AI.VERETTA BROWN,
ANNA MARGUERITE BURKETT,
GEORGE HOY BURNS,
GORDON JACOB BURRER,
GLADYS MARIE BUXTON,
CLARENCE FRANCIS CANTLEBARY,
EWART GLADSTONE CARNEY,
FRANCES ISABELLE CARNEY,
ESTHER CARPENTER,
QUINCY ADAMS CIIEAI-I.E.
FIJ>RENCE SARAH CHUHBCCK,
FAYE IRVING CLEVELAND,
BEULAH L. COCIIRAN,
EMMA GRACE COCIIRAN,

Granvillc.
Granville.
Richmond Dale.
Newark.
Zanesville.
Newark.
Pleasantville.
Thornville.
Dayton.
Granville.
Marcngo.
Mt. Vernon.
Marengo.
Granville.
Granville.
Granville.
Johnstown.
Mt. Vernon.
Baltimore.
Marengo.
Newark.
Granville.
Granville.
Lexington.

Granville.
Monroeville.
Thornville.
Marengo.
Sunbury.
Alexandria.
Marengo.
Granville.

Granville.
Alexandria.
Newark.
East Cleveland.
Erie, Pa.
Hanover.
Nashport.
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STUARY COLLETT,

London.

Rou GROUSE
Ci u
1 Ctowi
PAI I \\ kl- ( .Ils.
M| DAVII «.
I
HENRI |I^M<N.
MM L ll DEMHAN,
tUOU v A ■ . H ! H s N II
I ■ n ' « DENTI
BI in MAY DIEHL,
ROWENA \U
DlTMARI

Kewsrk.
i hnstown.

FOREST
LETTO
BESSIE

HAREI JOSEPH DOT
MARI
own
MAIN r( i M I)»M-H

. I«U• K
A DUURAVU
S I» N
LOLO M *RII 1)1 SLAI'
BESSII \ l» rrmun,
GQLDA
MAKV

CULL EARLY,

| i H H 1 B >M s- El N M
VIE S lu NI I m v.
SV. % Mi
I MRALL,
FyMA El I7AHFTH !
ROY LABON
}

GLENN A
MAURI I BI nan PIN< H
MARY SI -*S- I i» M
HELEN FORD,
MAR IF Fowl KB,
BERTH V ELIZARETI FR* K,
Rom FRESRI I
PROERI PRAMI I- Kin .
KARI ! REI mi K FRIEND,
VERII M PRYI
CLEMENI F FEYEMITE,
HOMES I Y\ I
I
:

'|[ i Ml ' ,v

Gi v I
MAKV

M.I.

MAI GI ICBR,
BBI • N I iStGBR,
ii GEI< IIVDRIAN GSIGER

Kngbml.

\ mh Fiii
t iranviUe.
(iranville,
1
iranWUe
S*i *ark
■

pRUskROi
GramriUe.
Newark.
I'tica.
1 iranviUe
Johnstown.
Johnstown.
Granvillc.
Pataskala
Newark.
Mi Gilead.
Ironton
town,
• •) ktowii,
| -Uiry

I hornville
N . trfc
fU iver Dam, Wis.
Graovtuc.
Kingston.
octon
Granvitte
Kingston
I ties
Johnstown
Jacksnntnwn.
Grsnville.
Fulton
I 'oshocton.
PttaskaU.
Hebron
P LtaikalR,
Hctiron.
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STANLEY LAIIAB GINGEHY,
GENEVA GIVEN,
EVA GLEASON,
FLOYD WILLIAM- GLEASON,
CHARLES LAURENCE GOODELI.,
KOBEKT TAYLOR GOODELL,
I i :IH GORDON,
Hl.I.KN ShIJ.EKS GORSUCH,

MAMIE GRAHAM.
IKMA GRUBBS.
ANNA ROSE GUMBJSH,
SUE GUTIIRIE,
A<;ATIIA CATHERINE MALI,
BLANCHE MARIE HALLMAN,
IMOGEN ADAMS HAMBLEN,

Louui EuiAMTH

HAMBLEN,
KTHEL HARRIS,
ARTHUR MELVIN HARSHBARGEK,
ALMA ADELAIDE HAWKE,
NlLLU MAY HAWKE,
WILLIAM KDWARD HAYDEN,
( i OYfll IMJEHF.RICK HAYS,
LOLA MAE HFLSER,
OSCAR F. HELSER,

BENJAMIN F. HERSHEY,
I KIIKkli K

IiARNSHAW

HERSUEY,

WILLIAM DRENNAN HF.THERINCTON,
SAMUEL C. HEWITT,
CIMKI.ES CASE HICKSON,
WALTER CI.AKENCE LAIBLIN HILSCHER.
HELEN RUTH HIRST,

MlHKIE HlTE,
GERTRUDE LOUISE HOFFMAN,
ADA JULIA HAYNE HOLLAR,
KITH SUSAN HOLLAR,
LIZZIE M. HOSKINSON,
JEANETTK HOWARD,
MILDRED HUNT,
MARY IDE,
LUCY PAULINE IRELAND,
CHARLES NES IRVINE,
BESSIE JAMES,
El EANOR JAMES,
OLIVE ANN JENKINS,
THOMAS LEE JOHNSON,

Nevada.
Granville.
Sunbury.
Johnstown.
Granville.
Granville.
Mt. Gilead.
Mt. Vernon.
Newark.

Zanes field.
Granville.
Newark.
Granville.
Chesterville.
Granville.
Granville.
New Philadelphia.
Hebron.
St. Louisville.
St. Louisville.
Granville.
Utica.
Thornville.
Thornville.
Dayton.
Dayton.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Pataskala.
Mt. Gilead.
Canton.
Newark.
Granville.
Chicago Junction.
Newark.
Newark.
Newark.
Marcngo.
Granville.
Hanover
Van Wert
South Zanesville.
Granville.
Granville.
Chicago Junction.
Johnstown.
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Doaoi a\
EDITH

JoHBS,
M \M \m i

JONH

Y

JOI Loi ISI K ISMMf,
0 UK PHILI in KELLEY,
1 LOR v 1 KMII.
EDCAI I KML Kum u.i.
HAKKU 1. K.»k
JENNIE Knav,
EtTBBR LUCOJ E Kl--VSF.
RAITH GRAM K.">\:/.
AMNI rrt £i IZAMTA KUMLER.
LBOM

LAKE,

JonraiHi LARK,
Aon tvh Lra
AGKI - Let nuKO,
Mn.»\ BAU
' ■ ) *.sc,

FLORHE ANNA

ALICE LRBGBTT,

RlRRXXA LlGRJTPOOT,

ALMA
ADA

LI MM KM HYER,

DAI * LLOYP,
GtOta I'M MI:: !.• KF
HOJ N CO BRAN I,- KHAR.
I I \ LOCKWOI
(>MA K. !J- KWOOJ
KATHERJNI Bima LONG,
WII LIAM

LCCILU
JAMES
IVA

LOTS,

BURDSTTI

ALWILAA

LI

LYHR

Lov LYNN,
Wn.i i vy FOSTER M Bunt,
( !
EM MA I - IU M " i :■■■ I.H,
( i BO Mi I >»
MARII M' I i
Ai n i I. MAI M %HON,
K w CLBTEI AM. M Mil i ss,
JAMBS M M ran
H \7t ► I.III IAN MARTIN,
I 1 %RA G M tlBETRR,
\NNA PLOW ■•■ t M
OU.II BLANCHE Mi
KATHERINI M \-T.
I I'M MA G IDYI Mill ER,
VERMA ALTETH MlLLKk.
HELEN Mm IKIN.
IVBN

i iranville.
' »r.im ille.
VtMItt
JohmtowiL
Gramrille
New Matamoras.
Ml Gilead.
Granville.
Johnatowo,
Newark.
St. Louisville.
ttahimore.
Johnstown.
PlwniiUlTU
Marengo.
Marengo.
St. Mary*.
Marengo.
Wheeling. W Va
Gah.inna,
M irrngo.
St. LoauviDe
'iranville.
I thnatown.
Jobnatowo.
Newark.
t'tica.
Hebron.
I hi»rnville.
Johnstown.

Nevada.
Pataakala.
I "li.-n
I lira
N'ewark.
Rirhmnnc] Dale.
• iranville.
Hebron.
Tbunton.

Newark.
Newark.
N'ewark.
Newark.
lirksontown.
Plain City.
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ENID GEBALDINE MITCHELL,
NELLIE MITCHELL,
BEEN ICE EBMA MOORE,
JOHN HAEEIS MOOBE,
MAZIE ALBERTA MYERS,
ALTA MAY KEIGIIBARGER,
EDYTIIE MARIE NETHERS,
BEATRICE ELIZABETH O'NEAL,
NELLA BURTON ORE,
TRELMA OVERTURP,
NEVA MAE PAYNE,
PAUL EUGENE PENDLEION,
BERTHA PLANSON,
MABEL INEZ PRATT.
JOHN I. PRICE,
ROSA ALICE PUCH,
VIEGIL LEE RALSTON,
WALTER VERNE RANDOLPH,
HAZEL REED,
NOLIN PERRY RICHMOND,
ELLA RITTEB,
RUTH ESTHEB ROCKWOOD,
HAEOLD LEE ROGERS,
JULIA IEENE ROGERS,
EDBIS LUCRE ROSE.
HARMON AVEBY RUNNELS,
EMOM COLDBEN Repp,
ETHEL RUTLEK.E,
VEEN A TALITHA SALISRUBY,
LEWIS DUDLEY SCOTT.
CHABLES GUY SHAMIIAUGH,
VIRTUE SHANNON,
ACNES LEOTA SHAW,
CLABA EMILY SHELDON,
CLIFFOBD CLAM SHP.RBURNE,
ROY FRANCIS SHINN,
BLAUN WIU.S SIGLER,
VERNA M. SINES,
CHARLES VINCENT SLANE,
BEATRICE D. SMITH,
JESSIE MABIE SPANGLEE,
CORNELIA SPENCEE,
PETEANA STAMENOVA,
SIINIE PRESTON STEELE,
MABEL STEWART,

New Malamoras.
Ml. Sterling.
Johnstown.
Pataskala.
Marengo.
St. Louisville.
St. Louisville.
Kenton.
Brownsville.
Johnstown.
Croton.
Granville.
Stryker.
Granville.
Granville.
Newark.
Marengo.
Marengo.
Coshocton.
Marengo.
Newark.
Granville.
Newark.
Granville.
Granville.
Johnstown.
Troy.
Newark.
Mt. Vernon.
Granville.
Shauck.
Newark.
Hebron.
Granville.
Newark.
Maplewood.
Richmond Dale.
Blacklick.
Cambridge.
Johnstown.
Thornville.
Granville.
Cleveland.
Georgetown, Ky.
Pataskala.
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UtNISON
SriNcacoMB,

JAMIS

DIN Hit STRAIT,

Loi [SI S r: v.
IftVIN LlVl SWANEOM

GERTRI I>E

UAIK SWISHES.

K l BOMMOM
Ll LU AlKIVSTA 1 iri'ETT,
MAki.AKET Eras! TlPIOS,
FUIVP

OLIVE

MAV

KIN HI

:n Li w

IRUIT,

KAIHH

V\N

ULLMAB,

I>YKE,

El£M VAN WINKLE.
PkANKUN VBBMIUON,

DUNALI)
ROY

I
I

BTBII

WAKM.R.

; IOH

BLAKI

WAJ KLR,

:n WATKIH,

MI
EMILY

WIAVDI,

HtLui.K LEWIS WEBB,
1
I L Will MAN.

i i IUMOBA Waovsa,
B WILLIAMS,

JAMBA

WillIAMS.
ll I WILLIAMS,
STB WlLSOfc,

MABII
KB I
LELA

MARY

MABV

WILSON,

M I KTI i WD
'■'i:. WlSS,

HELEN

WOLCOTT,

GEOK I

1 I

W

WARD

... | v,
WILLIAM
EVELYN
FLOYD

VI

WBIGBTJ

DALE WRIGHT.

GEOBQIA
PAI I

BELIE

SET,

KM

COCAKOUI

WRIGHT,

H M Mil Yor
SAUVBI

ZOLLEB,

NG,

L'NIVEBSITY

New Lexington
Kingston.
Juhnstown.
Granville.
I'rhana.
Johnstown.
John>town.
Galhpolis.
Crnterburg.
Granville.
Thornville.
Granville.
Newark.
Granville.
Toledo.
Newark.
Hanover.
Philadelphia, l'a
Newark,
Medina.
Granville.
Granville.
Radnor.
Johnstown.
Chestrrville.
Mt Gilead.
New Lexington
Con over.
I'lra-antville.
Pataskala.
W.ivrrly.
Kredericksburg.
Johnstown.
\>w Lexington.
Fredcfickitowfl.

GraovilML
7. srif — ville.
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Summary of Student Attendance
Graduate Stndenti
Seniors, Granville College
Shepardaon College

44
24

3

Juniors, Granville College
Shepardaon College

2S
as

Sophomore*, Granville College
Shepardson College

7:t
45

68

60

—-

Freshmen, Granville College
Shcpardson College
Special Students, (iranvillc College
Shcpardson College

119

116
HO

15
12

Doane Academy. Senior Year
Junior Year
Second Year
First Year
Special Students
Students in Conservatory of Music
Total enrollment of regular session, exclusive of all repetitions
Kurnllnient in Summer School of 1915

39
22
18
II
15
lot
587
256

Schedule of Courses by Hours
Laboraton

to the rir.t semester, even fflinbered
ones, extending over two hour
tad marked with a star.

\ CLASSES MEETING AT 7:30 A. M.
11 i Mon„ I iic-. We L, Than.
I-atm 1-2, section 1
Spanish 1-2

(21 Mon. Wed. I'ri
1-2. section 1
Hit) 'ty :i-4
ii i
Political Science 8-10
Civil Engineering, s. u
French 3-8
German 5-8
PI ysio 1-2
•( hcimstry ll-IS
Ml Tues., Thurs.
i rocs. Wed Thtirs.
'Botani ll-ll
h 5a-«
• ■ :.;ry i-4. 11-14
■Civil KnKineerinK 1-2, 12
Geography 7-8
i', i Mot
Fi
•I'hv-ics la-2a
I 7-8
Mathen
)
Monday to Friday inclusive
• I, Monday to Friday inclusive.
Ii CLASSES Ml i riNC AT l:S0 A. M.
It: lion., Toes. Wed. Thurs.
12 1 Mon., Wed., I"ri.
. :i-4
Education 1-2
Creek 1-2
Mathematics 1-8. section 2
French 1-2. section 1
Hi I iry T German :t-4 led
I htical Science 1-2
•Civil Engineering 5, II
Engbah 1-2. section 1
English 1-4. section 1
Greek E-F
German 7-1
History 9-10
I'hysics 7-8
I l.Kli-h l«a
•Chemistry 11-12
•Chemistry 1 I, t ■- -1 *
Civil Engineering 15-10
•Civil ! ; .
r,rot;raphv 4. 5
I M grapl • i. f>
Zoology 7I.-8I.
•Zoology I '.111,
■

•Botany ll-U
•1"!

(4 1 Moo- Fri.
•Botany 7-g
156
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C. CI.ASSKS MEETING AT fl:.!0 A. M.
(1) Tues., Wed., Thurs., Fri.
(2) Mon., Tues., Thurs.
Mathematics 5, 8
Philosophy 1-2
Greek 3-4
Mathematics 10
Latin 1-2. lection 2
History 1-2, section 1
•Physics 3-4, section 1
Englilh 1-2, section 2
"Chemistry 1-2, la-2a
English 3-4, section 2
•Civil Engineering 3
Civil Engineering 6
•Zoology 3-4
Music 9-10
(3) Wed., Fri.
(4) Tues., Thurs.
English 13-14
•Zoology 5b-6b
French 7-8
Geology 4b
•Botany 3-4. 5-6
Music 11-12
Philosophy 4
Mathematics lb-2b every day.
I). CLASSES MEETING AT 10:30 A. M.
(1) Tues., Wed., Thurs., Fri.
Mathematics 11, 13
Greek 5
Latin 3-4
Italian 2-3
German 3-4, section 2
•Physics 3-4, section 1
•Civil Engineering 3, 8
Astronomy 3-4
•Botany 3-4, 8-8

(2) Mon., Tues., Thurs,
Philosophy 1-2
Mathematics 1-2, section 3
Mathematics 12, 16
Political Science 3-4a
Geography 2, 3, section 1
English 8
•Zoology lib
Music 7-8
Public Speaking 1-2, section I

(3) Wed.. Fri.
English 9-10
Physics 9-10
•Chemistry 1-2
Geology la-2b
•Zoology 3-4
Math 15-IB

(4) Tues., Thurs.
•Chemistry la-2a
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I >l NISON I'MVI-'K.-in
I

LASS1 S M! 1 I ING

M ■
ru««. Wed.. Thurs
French I I. lectioii 2
Gernuu
lection •
lion 2
•Chemistry s-io
•Civil Engineering 4. I

(g)

\I

i

I net

•" P

M

I tanri. Fri

E !.:. i!I- ■;.

'

I-atin H

I -

•Phjlii - ' I
i 5a-f>a Monday)
'Household Economica 1-2
>fction I
"/ log]! 1-2
y 1 :
C 5-*
Speaking 3a-4a

Mon., Wed
• '. I, ll-U
.1 -g
■■lay 2 30)
1S-H
Monday 1 M and two lab.
•

■

rrai ged
F

i :

MEETING
A, !. Thurs

•4

;

VI

2 M

P. It

(21 Tues.. Thurs.. Fri
Philosophy 6-7
Mathematics 1-2. section 4
Hiitorj '--'■ •'"''ion 2
Greek 8
Greek G-H
-h 1-2. section 3 and 4

■

M HI

Wi I

•Physic* J-«
•Chemistry 5-6
Public Speaking 1-2, section i
(4t Tues. Thurs
Civil Kngineering 13
(S) Tues.
•Botany 1-2. section 1
•Zoology 1-2. section I

ih 15
Phjnici 12
•Chemistry 9-10
'ir'ilogy Sa-ttb
( ivil Engineering B-10
Musk 14, IT
Public Speaking 5-6
Hoi
■ 'fiics 1-2. Tues.. Fri. at 1:30
Botany-Zoology 1-2, a second laboratory section. Tues.. 3:30 1:3*.

Index of Faculty and Offi cers
Altrogga, Mr. C. II
12
Hi.did. Profl lor 1'
8, 11, 51, 62
Bradatraat, Miti A.
9, oo
Brooki Miu i, J
10, ion
Hi,.»II. Mi.. I. C.
.
10| my. 1 tr,
Brumback, Professor A. M
a. n. as, HI
Carney, Profcuoi Is, n, 22, no, 82
' IMIIIIII irlaln, President C. W
3, 5, 7, 8, 11, 12, 36
1 bamberlin, Proicwof W. A
8, 11, 30, 51, 85
Giiwrii, Professor R. S
8, 11, 12, 45, 78
C.Hirn, Profauoi CD
H. 11, 54. 8:1, no, 112
Bmswilar, II W
10, 92
Eschman, Auburn Profauor K H.
.
.
3, 9, 73, 86, 108, n«
I arrar. Mi.. I'. J
9. 109, 115. Ufi
I'inlcy, lira, I". K
9, 57, 76
Fish, Acting Professor H. D
8, 11, 65, 8:1
Goodell, Professor C. E
8, 11, 12, 41, 43, 79, 85, 126
Henderson, C. W
9, 54, 92
Hcrrick, Mrs. A. K
11. 12
Hines, Mrs. K. S
12
Hopkins, E. E
11, 12
Hopkins, Miss R. 1
12
Howland, Miss CM.
9
Hundley. Profr..or, II. R
3, 8, 11, 12, 92
Hum, Mi-. M. II
12
Johnson, Professor T. S
8, 11. 57, 81
Johnson, Professor W. H
8, 11, 12, 46, 78, 84, 125
Johnston, Acting Assistant Professor E. P
9, II, 74
K11II, Assistant Professor I. S
9, 41, 79, 85
Lewis, Professor T. A
8, 11, 36, 87
Livingston, Director W
9, 75
McKibhen, Professor G. F
8, 11. 50, 84
Odebrecht, Associate Professor A
9, 11. 50, 92
Orcutt, Miss R
9, 70, 92
Patrick, F. F
0, 92
Peckham, Associate Professor A. B
9, 39
Pence, Associate Professor R. W
9, 48, 85
Powell, Acting Professor L
S, 11, 12, 46
Preston, H
.
.
10, 109

IN

1(0

1 -i HISON
M - II
Mi-- L. B
Mi»i '. 1

UNIVHSI

!

9 :t9
9, 56, 9*
in, MB
., | | ;,; ,rJ
8. 11, 70, 81
.

ID,

trs*or B.
[ U. £

Stickni |

I I

Miu V. B

I2

■ 11 !!
V'ickert, K 1'

.

.

9. 92
IQ

ant Proftwor D. S
B

9, li, u
8, 11, 39. 80, 82. 86
8, II, 48, 80

Index of Students
II. I), 134.
AllAMS, (' S.. 111.
An». \ I', i:n
AIIAMS.

Ai i now, .11
i '
ALWAID, I'
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